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FOREWORD BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

When in 1988 the General A8Sembly adoptod resolution 43175  N requesting an
update of the 1980 vve &,&F on NW-, very few could have
anticipated that the carrying out of this new mandate would in time coincide with,
and in fact run parallel to, far-reaching change8 in international relations
arieing not least from an unprecedented evolution in the relationship between East
and Weet. The paaaing of the cold war ha8 been a genuine relaxation of tension
between the principal military alliances, accompanied by the development of
wide-ranging confidence-building measurea , many of them regarding military and
security matters. In fact, the nuclear age has, in the period under review,
experienced for the first time the initiation of an effective process of reduction
of nuclear weapon 8tOCkpilS8.

These circumstances ire in strong contrast to those which obtained at the time
of the preparation of the earlier study. While there can be no serious suggestion
that the broad aim8 of the Charter have been realised overnight, there has
nonetheleae  been an evolution in the context for consideration of the
subject-matter at hand. The que8tiOnS of nuclear weapoa8, strategic doctrine8 and
security concepts, and the future role of nuclear weapon8 a8 they relate to the
maintenance of international peace and security muat now be placed against this
evolving background.

The prerrent study reprerents the mo8t comprehen8ive review of the relevant
devSlOpment.8  in this  f ield over the past  decade or 80. It a?.80 cover8 recent
events, which were unfolding while the Group of Expert8 wa8 finalising the text of
the study. Thus, the rtudy deal8 in it8 analyse8 with the document8 adopted at the
sunnnit meeting8 of the Warsaw Treaty Organisation and NATO held in June and
July 1990 respectively, which contain etatements  of political and military
SignifiCarNX for the entire range of issue8 related to nuclear weapon8 and
s tra teg ic  doctrine8. The study moreover takes into account the result8 of the
summit meeting held between Preeident  Bush of the United States and
President Gorbachev of the Soviet Union in June 1990 in Washington, at which
important agreements in principle were roached for significant reduction8  in
strategic offensive nuclear forces of the two nuclear-weapon Powers.

The study contains 8everal 8ignificant conclusions. One of them is that the
quantitative growth of nuclear-weapon arsenal8 has been stopped. The total number
of nuclear warhead8 in the world ha8 declined and this trend 18 expected to
continue. The danger of nuclear confrontation ha8 been significantly reduced if
not eliminated altogether. On the other hand, however, qualitative improvements of
nuclear-weapon systems, though confined to several areas, contiuue without
s ign i f i cant  res t r ic t ions . The question of the cessation of nuclear-weapon tests
remain8 a highly divisive iesue in international discussions.

To my mind, while disarmament negotiation8 regarding nuclear weapons are
generally moving in the right direction and, a8 a result, a nuclear danger is less
pronounced today than was the ca8e a decade ago, the main task of the international
community in the present realities in international relations remains threefold:

/ ..*
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to pre8erve resolutely the present po8itivo momentum in the negotiations for the
reduction of nuclear weapon8 , with a view to their eventual complete eliminationt
to find way8 and mean8 of effectively curbing the continued qualitative
irzprovement8 in thiar field1 and to etrengthen  the barrier8 against possible
proliferation of nuclear weapon8 to non-nuclear-weapon Statea.  With the process of
nuclear disarmament finally begun, it would be against the interests of
international peace and mcurity if new nuclear-weapon States should now emerge,
just a8 would be the ca8e if the nuclear-weapon States should fail to capitalise on
the poritivs momentum in international relation8 to achieve further substantive
agreements.

I wieh to express my rincere appreciation to the Croup of Expert8 appointed to
a88i8t the SeCrOtary-General  in  carrying Out this study,  not least for having
ooncluded their work in unanimity. I am indeed grateful to them and I commend the
8tudy to the General A88embly  for it0 consideration.

/ l .
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

6 July 1990

Sir,

I have the honour to submit herewith the report of the Group of Experts on a
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The Expert8 appointed by you were the following8

Amba8SadOr  Mohamed  El-Shaffei Abdel Ramid
Former Under-Secretary of State
Ministry of Foreign Affair8
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Mr. Gustav0 Ainchil
General Department of International Security
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Ministry of Foreign Affair8 and Worship
BUenO8  Airebr Argentina

Mr. Alexander Akaloveky
Bureau of Multilateral Affair8
United States Arms Control and Di8aLnMIment  Agancy
Washington,  DC, United State8 of knerica
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Minister Counsellor
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Mini8try of External Relation8
Caracas, Veneauela

Iii8 Excellency
Mr. Javier P&ma de Cudllar
Secretary-General of the United Nation8
New York
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Anba8sador  Brett. Lineham
Eigh Commissioner
New Zealand High Co~mnission
Tarawa, Kiribati

Mr. II. M. 0. 8. Palihakkara
Fir8t Secretary
P e r m a n e n t  Mission of Sri Lanka to the

United Nations Office at Geneva
G e n e v a ,  Switserland

Jmbaesador Nana Sutresna
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Permanent Mission of Indonesia to the United Nations
New York, United State8 of America

Mr. Cheikh Sylla
Technical Counsellor
Minist&e de8 AffRires  Etrangeres
Dakar , Senegal

Ambasnador Maj Britt Theorin
Chairman of the Swe’lish Disarmament Delegation
Ministry of Foreign Affair8
Stockholm, Sweden

Profemor  Henry A. Trofimenko
Chief Analyrrt
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The report was prepared between March 1989 and July 1990, during which period
the Group held four session8, from 6 to 10 March 1989 in New York, 27 November to
6 December 1989 in Geneva, 19 to 28 March 1990 and 27 June t o 6 July 199r) i n New
Y o r k .

At the first session of the Group, Dr. Andre1 Kokoshin participated a8 an
expert from the Soviet Union. At the first two seesions of the Group,
Dr. Nicholas Carrera participated as an expert from the United State8 and
Mr. Ivan IVani88eViCh  participated a8 an expert from Argentina.

The members of the Group of Experts wieh to express their appreciation for the
assistance which they received from members of the Secretariat of the United
Nation8. They wieh, in particular, to convey their gratitude to
Mr. Prvoslav Davinic, Chief of the Monitoring, Analysie and Studies Branch of the
Department for Disarmament  Affairs, and to Ms. Jenifer  Maczkby,  who served a8
Secretary of the Group. Mr. Jukka Huopaniemi  of the Department for Di8FWmament
Affair8 served as Secretary of the Group during the first session, and
Mr. Ian Cuthbertson served in hi8 private capacity as consultant to the Secretariat
for the f irst  drsft of  the report.
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The Group would also like to express  its appreciation to
Profesror  Richard Oarwin  for hi8 presentation at a workshop on the recent
technological developments in nuclear weapons0  as well as Dr. I. Riaboukhine  and
Profe88or Joseph Rotblat for addressing the Qroup on the health effect8 of the ube
of nuclear weapons.

I have been requested by the Group of EXpSrt8,  8s its Chairman, to submit  to
you on it8 behalf this report, which was unanimously approved.

Accept, Sir, the a8surances  of my highest consideration.

(m) M a j  B r i t t  THEORIN
Chairman of the

Group Of Expert8  on a Comprehen8ive
Study on Nuclear Weapon8
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. On 7 December 1988, the General Assembly adopted resolution 43175 N, the
operative paragraphs of which read as follows:

"The General Assemblv,

I,
. . .

"1. Recruests  the Secretary-General to carry out, with the assistance of
qualified governmental experts &/ and taking into account recent relevant
studies, a comprehensive update of the ComDre.Bensive  Study on Nuclear Weapons
that provides factual and up-to-date information on and pays regard to the
political, legal and security aspects of:

(a) Nuclear arsenals and Tertinent  technological developments;

(b) Doctrines concerning nuclear weapons:

(c) Efforts to reduce nuclear weapons:

(d) Physical, environmental, medical and other effects of use of nuclear
weapons and of nuclear testing:

(e) Efforts to achieve ? comprehensive nuclear-test ban;

(f) Efforts to prevent the use of nuclear weapons and their horizontal
and vertical proliferation:

(9) The question of verification of compliance with nuclear-arms
limitation agreements;

"2 . Recommends that the study, while aiming at being as comprehensive as
possible, should be based on open material and such further information as
Member States may wish to make available for the purpose of the study:

"3. Invites all Governments to co-operate with the Secretary-General so
that the objectives of the study may be achieved;

"4. Reuuests the Secretary-General to submit the final report to the
General Assembly well in advance of its forty-fifth session."

2 . The update of the 1980 study 21 has been prepared against the background of
important changes that have occurred in international relations in the last
10 years since its publication. They are characterized  by the global quantitative
and continued qualitative developments of nuclear weapons on the Jne hand and major
breakthroughs in arms limitation and disarmament negotiations on the other.
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3 . On the technical level, research, development, production and deployment of
new weapons  have continued rteadily, with the attendant introduatioa of more
accurate nuclear ballistic missile systems and the deployment of highly accurate
nuclear-armed cruise missiles. Accuracy, low yield and miniaturisation led to
MIRVed (MIRV - multiple independently targetable re-entry vehicle) intercontinental
ballistic missiles (ICPMs)  and the development of new types of cruise missiles -
whether sea-# a i r -  or las%launched  - a t  re la t i ve ly  l imi ted  cos t s , The possibi l i ty
of ballistic missile defence (EMU)  technologies based on various concepts is also
being explored.

4 . In reviewing these developments, the etudy refers to figures, estimate6 and
other data based on various open academic and other non-governmental aourcee. Some
data are, however, officially published by nuclear-weapon Statea, though such
information ie generally claesified. The Chvernmente  of the respective
nuclear-weapon State6 do not necessarily  concur with the data given by non-official
sources.

5, In 1990 there are about 50,000 nuolear  warhead6 deployed  around the world on
the territories  of the nuclear-weapon State8 and some non-nuclear-weapon Staten, a8
well aa on the high seas. Each of the two major Power8  haa at least 10,000 nuclear
warheads, which oan be set into action in a major atrategio  attaok within minutes
or hours,

6. The poraibility  of the development of nuclear weapon8  by additional Statea
aleo continues to be a deep concern, The Fourth Review Conference of the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons will take place at Geneva from 20 Auguet
to 14 September 1990. It ie the la8k one before 1995, when a Conference will be
held to deaide whether the Treaty &all contlnuo in force indefinitely, or shall be
extended for an additional fixed period or perioda. In addition, there have been
recent reports of more countries  developing short- and intermediate-range ballistic
miesilee. These ieeue6 may be expected to gain rising attention in the forthcoming
months and years of khe new decade.

7. The end of the 198013 may have heralded an end to the cold war and the creating
of an escalating arms race that has prevailed for the 45 years since the Second
World War. The growing Bbetween East and West, movement toward8
settlement of various regional conflicts, important political change6  in Europe and
other regions of the world and the increasing involvement of the United Jatione in
major issues facing the international community create favourable opportunities for
t) ; pursuit of meaningful measures in arms limitation and dirarmament. Indeed,
major progress has been made in several areae, both bilaterally between the United
States and the Soviet Union and between member6 of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation and the Warsaw Treaty Organisation. Although global stability and
peace have not yet been attained, positive developments in international relations
continue to gain momentum. These positive trends do not remove the need to
continue the urgent search for solutions to regional problems in Asia and Africa so
as to preclude the possibility of a conflict and, in particular, to prevent the use
of weapons of mass destruction should a conflict nevertheless occur. This matter
and its impact on global stability should be accorded the utmost importance.

/ . . . I
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0. In the came decade the firat agreement providing for actual reductions in
nualear weapona, the Treaty between the United Gtatea  of America and the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics  on the B?imination  of Their Intermediate-Range and
Shorter-Range Mireilea (INF Treaty), was rigned in 1987, It provides for the
elimination of a whole category of nuclear weapons under a lryetem of unprecedented
intrusive v8rifiaation. This Treaty has paved the way for further progress  on
other armb l imitation agreementa.

9. The nuolear arm8 race may be turned around by the strategic offensive arms
reduation  treaty (START), the basic provirio%a  of whioh were agreed to by the
Soviet Union and the United States in June 1990. The international community has
welaomed  the agreement on the frame;rork  for such a treaty - which will reduce the
Soviet and United States strategic nuclear weapons by approximately 30 to
35 per sent - aa contributing to global security and as a step towards nuclear
disarmament.

10. The continued improvement in international relations, particularly between the
two major Powers, the levelling off of the quantitative increases in the nuclear
weapon arsenal 0, and the prospects for deep cute all point to positive trends
towardr a less dangerous world, Although qualitative improvements in nuolear
weapon8  continue and nuclear terting remains a contentioue issue, the diminishing
tenrion and the growing ao-operation between East and Went might facilitate the
resolution of these issuee aa well. Xoweve  r , the poeaibility of the proliferation
of nuclear weapons to additional States ie of inoreaaing concern. Some believe
that the aurrent politioal climate present8 opportunities  for taking step8 that
would miaimise  the chance or effect of possible untoward developments in the future.

A/ Subsequently referred to ae the Group of Qovarnmental  Experts to Carry
Out a Comprehensive Update of the Study on Nuclear Weapons.

21 United Nation8 publication (Sales No, E.81.1.11).  The study was
aubrequently  repr in ted  in  Nuclear We-.. Rfiport  o f  JAW Seeretarv-General.
Cambridge, Massachusetts, Autumn Press,  1981.

I . . .
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CXAPTER II

BXISTINQ NUCLEAR WEAPONS: TECHNICAL DATA AND STATISTICS 11

11, Nuclear weapons represent a hietorically new form of weaponry, whiah, by their
multiple and far-reaching effeata, prOVid8 a mesas of warfare whoee male
deetruative potential is unparalleled in human experienoe,  Nuolear technology
makes it poeOibl8 to release more energy in one mioro-rrcond from a single nualear
weapon than all the energy released by conventional weapon8  ueed in all wara
throughout history, Ia addition, nuolear weapon8  differ from oonventional onea by
the nature of their dertruative effeots, whioh oomgriee three elemeatr: blart,
heat and radiation. While the blast and harrt are of an inetentaneoue nature, the
radiation, whioh is peauliar to nuclear weapons, has both im8diatO and long-term
effeate, There effects have the potential to extend to arear beyond the borders of
the target aountry.

12. The exact number of nualear weapons in the world ir diffiault to ertimate
preoiaely. It eeema that the ourrent  global total of nuolear warhead8 may be about
50,000, despite the elimination of come mirei 8yetem8 reeultiag from the 1987 INF
Treaty between the United State0  and the Soviet Union. The 1980 United Nation8
study on nualear weapon6  plaoed the total at that time in l ⌧aesa of 40,000. Thir
would imply a eign~fioant quantitative increase. Xowever,  there a r e  numerous
indiaatioae that the 1950 eetimate war too low. Consequently, the aurrent figure
of 50,000 may aatually represent a deareare in the number of warheada.

13, The individual explosive yield of currently deployed nuclear warheads ir
estimated to span the speotrum from 100 tons to more than 1 million ton8 equivalent
of conventional high explosive, In the 1970s and early 1980s the trend wa8  towards
deploying nuclear warheads of smaller individual yielde that had a greater acauracy
in their  delivery. Even with this trend the aggregate exploeiv8 power of present
nuclear arsenal0 remains in the region of 13,000 million tons of TNT, or 1 million
times the explosive energy of the Hiroshima atomic bomb, 2/

14. There are five States that have officially acknowledged that they poaaess
nuclear weapons: China, Franae, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the
United Statee, Aacording to the figurer given by the Stoakholm International  Peace
Reeearah Inetitute (SIPELI),  the nuclear &reenals of the Soviet Union and the United
Staten continue to contain more than 95 per cent of the total number of nuclear
weapons in the world (see figure 1).

/ l .*
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15. The erraential  part of a nuclear weapon ia the aualeat erglorivo device of
warhead. Warheads may be built into various kinds of missiles, gravity bombs,
ar t i l l ery  shell6 and  00 on. The term “nualear weapon” usually  denote6  both the
nuoleat warhead and the delivery vehiole that taker the warhead to the target,
patticulcrly when this vehicle is a missile. Over the year@, both warheads and
delivery vehioles  have undergone significant procease of development and
improvement (see chap. III), A *@nuclear-weapon system*@  may include specially
designed platforms, from which weapone  are launched, as we l l  a8  auppottive uyatema
for command, control and 80 0%

1. Nuclear
16. There are two basis types of nuclear warheads: those barred solely on fission
(previously often aalled atomio weapona) and those which aleo utrlioe fusion
(sometimes  aalled  thermonuclear or hydrogen weapona). The energy released in a
nuclear explosion (yield) ia usually  meaauted in kilotons (kt) or megatons (Mt)
aorreaponding  to the energy released by a thouaand or a million metrio tona of the
oonvrntioaal explosive TNT (ttinittotoluene).  31
17. In a fission weapon, uranium or plutonium nuclei are split into lighter
f ragmentr - f iss ion products, If there is mote than a certain minimum amount of
f lorile material - t h e  c r i t i c a l  maea - a chain reaction  can be initiated. A/
Conventional high enploeivea are ured to bring the critiaal maw together very
quickly to enable it to explode with great force. For a plutonium bomb the firrile
material may be put together to a aise that may be no larger in volume than a human
eirrt.

18. In a fusion weapon, the nuclei of heavy hydrogen iaotopee - deuterium and
tritium - are Cured together at very high temperaturea. The fusion grocer8 ia
triggered by a fission explosion. The firsion device is indispensable as a
triggering mechanism for thermonuclear explosion@,  51

19. The energy released by a thermonuclear weapon (H-bomb) cornea  from both the
fission “trigger” and the fuaion materials. However, the amount of energy released
pet kilogram of nuclear erplos:.ve material aan be aeveral timerr  aa large from a
fusion device as from a filrsion  device. Extra fisrion energy can be added by
surrounding the fusion weapons with a shell of uranium-238. The greater the
proportion of fieeion energy released the “dittieP the thermonuclear weapon
becomes, It is called “dirty”  because of the quantity of highly radioactive
eubatances (e.g. strontium-90 and caesium-137) that ate released into the
atmoephete, Vlbanet” weapons have a much emallet release of these aubatancea.
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2 .  CharacteriaticeofWwarhend

20. All nualear  weapons contain at least a few kilograms of weapon-grade plutonium
or highly enriched uranium - the fiaaile material. Ttit ium is  used in al l
thermonualear  warheads (hydrogen bombs). Ttitium, like plutonium, does not occur
in nature in extractable quantities and must be created in nuclear reactors.
Plutonium decays with a half-life of about 24,000 years, which means it can be
stored, whereas ttitium has a half-life of 12 years, and therefore requires
continuous production.

21. Natural uranium is composed of two main isotopes: 0.7 pet  cent is
uranium-235, which is a fiaaile isotope, and 99.3 per cent is uranium-238, which
requites high neutron energies to fission. In order to create nuclear weapons, the
percentage of uranium-235 present in the uranium must be increased subatantially.
There ate many ways to increase the percentage of uranium-235, the most common
being gaseous diffusion.  61

22. The majority of nuclear weapons developed in the world today use plutonium-239
(ptoduoed by neutron ittadiation of uranium-238), rather than uranium-235, as
fiaaionable material. Plutonium-239 is  easi ly  spl i t  in a f iss ion ptocessr A
production line for plutonium requires the capability to refine - but not
aeceasati ly to enrich - uranium, the fabrication of reactor fuel, a nuclear reactor
and a chemical plant for plutonium extraction from the spent fuel elements
(teptocesaing).  Z/

23. The moat important delivery vehicles for nuclear weapons are different types
of rocket or jet-propelled miaailea. There is, however, a variety of nuclear
weapons that ate designed to be delivered on targets by other means8 e.g. gravity
bombs,  art i l lery shel ls , torpedoes and depth charges.

24. Missiles  can be divided into different categories according to several
criteria, such as by range, by means of propulsion, by baaing mode or by notions of
possible use. Long-range land-based and sea-baaed delivery vehicles ate mainly
ballistic missiles, while cruise missilea ate important at somewhat shorter ranges.

25. A ballistic  miaaile is  a  pi lotless  rocket-propelled projecti le. It  coneiats
of one or more fuel stages and the final stage, which is sometimes called the
warhead. The term “ballistic”  derives from the motion of the final stage, which is
governed by inertia and gravity after separation from the rocket.

26. Long-range miaailes of this kind through vertical trajectory are capable of
roaching outer space and travelling long distances before te-entering the
s’tmosphete and teaching the tatgett hence the term “re-entry vehicle” (RV). The
final stage may contain several nuclear warheads, which are then to be regarded as
separate re-entry vehicles.  In this  case, the f inal  stage is  often called the
“bus”. The final stage m a y  also contain various penetration aids, such as decoys
(devices that tesernble nuclear warheads on radar screens and ate designed to
confuse defences against  in-coming missiles).

/ . . .
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27, Mu1 tiple We, which are released from the bus as soon as possible, follow
separate ballistic ttajectotier for moat of their flight paths. MRVa ate not
independently targeted but fall within a given diameter suttouading the target.
Multiple independently targeted m-entry vehicles (MIRVs) can be independently
aimed to impact upon different txgets.

28. An important chatacteriatia of ballistic miaailes is the so-aallad
throw-weight. This refers to the maximum weight of the useful load (warhead,
guidance unit and penetration aids) that the missile is capable of carrying over
its designated range. Thus, it serves to indioate  what else of warhead, or what
number of warheads of a certain 8188, the miaaile can accommodate. The ICRMs and
submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLEWa)  now in service reportedly  have
throw-weights between about 700 and 7,500 kg. 81

29, Aerodynamic or cruise missiles , which ate propelled by jet engines, sustain
their flight through the use of aerodynamic lift over moat of their flight path and
travel through the atmosphere parallel to the ground like an aitotaft (horioontal
trajectory). The moat modern cruise misailea can fly below 100 metres from the
ground and at a speed of up to 800 kilometres per hour (km/h), a/ They can be
guided by remote aontrol or by on-board navigation devices. The latter enable them
to dodge obstacles in their path and make their deteotion by radar more difficult.
They have a high level of accuracy* &Q/

30. Airborne nuclear-weapon systems are various types of aircraft Oat aan carry
either nuclear bombs or miasilea with nuclear warheads. An aircraft aarrying
gravity (“free fall”) bombs may be thought of as a delivery vehicle, while it is
mote properly denoted a 8*platform”  when oarrying missiles.

31. Delivery vehicles have different ranges. The range is a maximum distance the
vehicle can travel from the launching site to the target area. It is determined by
the technical capabilities  of the delivery vehicle in question. The operational
range under particular conditions may be less than this, depending on which
military function the weapon system is designated to perform.

C. w of nuclear wea+gsmn

32. Nuclear weapons ate assigned different military functions. There is, however,
no international consensus on the way of denoting such military assignments or the
corresponding weapons. In many cases, these aaaigxunents translate into technical
tequirementa of the weapons system, with regard to such characterirtiaa as yield,
accuracy, range and means of delivery. For instance,  the terms ,“atrategicoo,
“theatre” and “tactical” may have different conno+tions  in diff -tent States. Some
States do not accept these terms as a means of distinction between oifferent  types
of nuclear weapoka. Indeed, weapons called o”tactical’o  by some might wall be used
in a way that is, in ordinary language, strategic as seen from the standpoint of
the nation against which they are used. &I/

/ ..*
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33. The international literature mostly adheres to the categorisation used between
the United States and the Soviet Union in the language of certain bilateral
treaties in which differentiation betweea atrcrtegic, theatre and tactical miasilea
and airoraft is mada by defining their appropriate ranges. This terminology has
been used in the following sections.

34. Strategic nuclear weapons are gererally  aimed at an opponert’a  overall
military and eaonomic  potential and hcrve  long-range or intercontinental
capability, Theatre or tactical nualear  weapons may be used against selected
military targets on or behind the immediate battlefield (airbases, supply depots,
reserve forces) that ate related to aotivities at the battlefield. Consequently,
they operate at much 8hortt.t ranges Ghan strategic weapons. Weapons envisaged for
use against targets in the aone of direct combat are often called battlefield
weapons. As a rule they have rather short-range capability or may even be
stat ionary.

1, -

35. Strategic nuoleat forces consist of land-baaed intercontinental ballistic
missilea (ICEMa), submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs)  and strategic
bombers.

36. Moat ICBMa ate baaed in fixed, hardened inatallationa called silos. Others
can be tail- or toad-mobile. The ICBMs have an intetcontinental range of up to
13,000 km. The flight time of an ICRM over its intercontinental range is about
30 minutes. According to offiaial data, presently existing ICBMs carry from one t
ten warheads, which may be independently targeted. n/ ICBMs are highly  accurate
weapons, which is oonaidered to make them suited for attacking hard WOpointoO  target
suah as an adversary08 missile silos.

37, One of the important aharactetistics of the SLBM force is that the system as
whole haa greater invulnerability as long as the submarines are travelling
undetected and are dispersed under the ocean surface. At present, no nation is
known to have an anti-submarine capability that threatens this invulnetability. C
the other hand, the submarines ate widely considered to have a ‘note  tenuous
communication link with the national comand authority, patticu;arly  under wartime
conditiona. The SLBMs  have generally been leas accurate than land-baaed missiles
and were primarily viewed as weapons to be used against larger and *~aoftet**
tstgets, such aa military bases, airtielQa and possibly population centres.
However, the advances in technology inareaaingly  diminish the differences in
accuracy between land-baaed and sea-based ballistic missilea. The SLBMa  have a
range of up to 12,000 Ian and may carry up to 14 warheads. u/

38. The long-range strategic bombers can be used both for nuclear and non-nuclear
miaaionsO In contrast to the ballistic misailea they can also be tetatgeted
eeroute or even recalled. This flexibility is considered a major advantage of tl
strategic bomber force, while its disadvantages are its vulnerability and low
apeed,  as compared with ICBWa. The strategic bombers combat range can extend up 1
about 16,000 km and they can catty either gravity bombs or missiles. JAI

/ .
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Air-launched cruise missiles (ALCMs)  oan be fired from a “stand-off” position, i.e.
outside the range of the opponent’s air defenaea. If equipped with effeative
homing devices , air-launched misailea are aonsideted to be effective against moving
tstgeta.

39. This oategory of nualear weaponr? can be deyloyed  on land as well as at sea.
The land-based foraes inolude  weapons such as ground mobile roakets and miasilea,
and air-launohed bonbs and missiles. Yields may vary from 1 kt or less to 1 Mt.

40. Taatioal nualear weapons deployed at sea are mounted on a variety of ships,
submatines, naval aircraft and heliooptets,  and conaiat~of  bombs,
surface-to-surface missilrs  (SSMs),  surface-to-air  missi les  (SAMa)  and
anti-submarine warfare (ASW) rooketa, torpedoes and depth ahargea.

41, Some of these systems with very short ranges might be denoted battlefield
weapons. For use on a ground battlefield there are short range tooketa and
ar t i l l ery  she l l s .

42. In prinaiple, artillery pieces of about 150 nun aalibte or larger ate
nuolear-capable. Nuclear shells are generally believed to have yields from a
fraction of a kiloton up to a few kilotons. The range of nuclear artillery is up
to some tens of kilomutrea.

43. Atomic demolition munitions (ADMa),  which ate designed to be used on a
battlefield, could areate craters and other obataalea to an advanaing  enemy. These
weapons do not appear to be currently deployed by nuolear-weapon States.

44. The composition and development of the atrategia nuclear arrsnala  of the five
nuclear-weapon States teflact these countries0  military postures, which ate by no
means idantioal (see chap. IV). Nevertheless, with the exception of the United
Kingdom, the aommon denominator between them is their reliance on the so-called
triad arrangement - land-baaed, sea-baaed and bomber forces - but with different
emphasis on one or the other leg of the triad. The military rationale for this
arrangement lies in the differences  of range, yield, accuracy, level of
reliability, aurviv&ility  and readiness between the various types of weapon
aystema.

45. A fair amount of information from governmental md academic sources is
available on the strategic arsenals of the nuclear-weapon States. As a result of
various bilateral disarmament negotiations between the United States and the Soviet
Union, much of the official data has been publicly disclosed regarding the overall
strength and the general breakdown of strategic forces of these two States.

/...
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46. The United States considers a triad cf nuclear delivery systems a basic
prerequisite for the maintenanae  of its defence posture. Siiatotically, however,
the United States first aoncenttated on manned bombers as its main means of
delivery for nuclear weapons. A substantial ICBM and SLBM capacity was developed
in the early to mid-1960s.

47. Conoerning the land-baaed forces, the United States has an estimated 1,000
ICBMa with 2,450 warheada. Some 450 ICBMs are the Minuteman-II, each with a
single-warhead having a yield of l-2 Mt. The remaining 500 lC8Ma are Minuteman-III
with three MIRV warheads, each of either 170 or 335 kt yield, Some of! the older
Minuteman-III have been replaced by MX missiles. So fat, 50 M%a have been deployed
in upytaded Minuteman silos. The MX carries 10 MIRV warheads, each of up to about
500 kt, and has a range of over 11,000 km. u/

48. As regards the sea-baaed forces, the United States has 33 submarines (SSENa)
equipped with 592 SLBMa and about 5,100 warheads. Some 208 SLBMs are Poseidon
missiles with an average of 10 MIRVs,  each with a yield of 40 kt. The missile has
a range of 4,600 km. The Poseidon miaailea were once the mainstay of the United
States sea-based nuclear deterrent force, but they are now gradually being replaced
by Trident-I (C-l), which has a range of some 7,400 km and is estimated to carry
8 MIRV8 of 100 kt each. The United States has already deployed 364 Trident-f SLBMs
on Trident SSBNs  and on Poseidon SSBNs. The United States also deploys strategic
sea-launched cruise miaailes (SLCMs). The Tomahawk land-attack missile with a
nuclear warhead (TLAWN)  has M estimated range of approximately 2,500 km and has a
5-150 k t  washead, The Tomahawk, in either the strategic/nuclear or
tactical/conventional role, is intended to be installed on a large number of naval
vessela of all aieea. u/

49. The third part of the United States triad consists  of approximately 350
strategic bombers with some 4,500 warheads. The bulk of the force consists of
B-528. The other major component comprises some 97 81-B bombers.

(b) T h e

50. The Soviet Union also maintains a triad of nuclear delivery aystema, but it
has long chosen to emphasise the ICBM arm of ite strategic triad. This was due
partly to its pioneering IC8M technology and the lack of forward bases for
bombers. The SL8Ms were developed by the Soviet Union as a complementary, less
vulnerable, retaliatory force against a possible first strike. By the 19706, the
Soviet sea-based nuclear forces had become an effective arm of the nuclear triad,

51. Currently, the Soviet Union deploys several ICBM ayatema, totalling 1,356
ICBMs, with approximately 6,450 warheada. Moat of the miaailea, i.e. some 1,100,
were deployed in the period from 1966 to 1979 and consist of SS-11, SS-13, 89-17,
SS-18 and 66-19.  u/ The last three catty multiple warheads. The 68-18 has a
range of about 10,000 km Md carries 10 warheads and the 68-19 has a range of
10,000 km with 6 warheads. The yield of both misailea  is in the range of several
hundred kilotona The remaining 220 ICBMa are more modern miaailea. The 66-24 is a

/ . . .
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IO-warhead, rail-mobile ICBM and the 68-25 is a single-warhead toad-mobile, ICBM.
Both systems have ranges of over 10,000 km.

52, Concerning the sea-based forces, the Soviet  Union has deployed 930 SLBM
launchers of various types on SSBa  and SSBNs  with 3,642 warheads. Out of the total
of 62 SSBNs,  the Soviet Union maintains 12 Yankee-I alas8 submarines  in the
Northern and Pacifio fleets. 1(1/ They are armed with single warhead nriaailea, u/
It also deploys the six largest SSBNa  currently in service, the 30,000 ton
Typhoon-class, eaclh of which is armed with 20 SLBMa (66-N-20). Only three types of
the Soviet SLEMa have MIRVed warheads, a/

53. The Soviet Navy also has a sea-launched cruise missile (88-N-21),  aomparable
to the United States Tomahawk, which it first deployed in 1987, It is ptesontly
deployed on submarines. a/

54. Regarding bombers, the Sovret Union currently maintains 162 Bear and Blaokjack
strategic bombers. Some of the bombers are believed to have been recently fitted
with atuiae missi lea, The new Soviet strategia bomber, the Blackjack, has a range
similar to that of the United States 81-B bomber. 221

55, The United Kingdom has never simultaneously  deployed a nualear triad, although
at diffatent times it has had in service bombers, land-baaed and sea-baaed
bal l i s t i c  miaa i le s .

56. During the 19506, the United Ringdom  ooncentrated  mostly on its bomber foror.
By 1963, it also operated 60 United States Thor land-baaed miaailes, whiah gave the
British the combined capability of teaching as many as 230 possible targetr.  a/
At this time, the United Kingdom had two legs of a triad8
misailea and bembers.

land-based medium-range

57, In 1963, the United Kingdom acquired the technology from the United States to
build 4 Polaris SSBNa,  each equipped with 16 single warhead SLBMs.  ap/ By 1970, it
had abandoned the other t-ro legs of the triad and since then has maintained a
*“one-dimenaional*~  s t r a t e g i c  force.

58. At present, these 4 British Polaris SSBNs are each equipped with 16 mirsilea,
carrying two warheads (MRV). Thus, the United Kingdom has in its strategio force a
total of 64 SLBMa with 128 warheads. a/

(a) Erance

59. France maintain8  a nuclear triad composed of bombers, land-baaed
intermediate/medium-range ballistic misailea (IRBMs)  and SLBMs, The French “force
de diaauaaion”*  (deterrent) is considerably smaller than that of either the United
States or the soviet Union.

60. The French nuclear bomber force consists ;C 20 Mirage IV with a combat radius
of some 1,500 km. each with a payload of two 70 kt bombs or one 300 kt bomb. In
recent years, aome  of these bombers have alro been equipped with the ASMP

/ . . .
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short-range attack missile with a range of 100-300 km to give them a “stand-off*@
capability. a/ These missiles are intended to improve the survivability and
penetration ability of the aircraft’s nuclear weapons.

61. As regards the ball ist ic  missi les, France deploys 18 IPBMe (S-3), each with
one 1 Mt warhead. These have a range of 3,500 km.

6 2 . The most important part of the French triad is its SLBMs,  which presently
consist of 6 SSBNe  with a total of 256 warheads. Four of them are equipped with 16
SLRWs (M-10) each, which carry a single 1 Mt warhead and have a range of 3,000 km.
Two submariner  have been retrofitted with new SLBMs (M-4) with 6 MIRVed warheads
and a range of 4,000-5,000 km.

6 3 . China has also adopted the triad approach to its nuclear force posture. Its
strategic forces are the smallest of the five nuclear-weapon States.

6 4 . The oldert leg of its triad are the bombers. China deploys two types of
manned b nberst the IL-28 and the TU-16. Their total number is believed to be
between 120 and 150 aircraft, with a range of up to 1,850 km and 5,900 km,
respectively. The IL-28 is capable of carrying one 20 kt-3 Mt bomb, and the TU-16
three 20 kt-3 Mt bombs.

6 5 . The Chinese ground-based missile force consists of approximately 150 missiles.
none of which have multiple warheads. Some of them are ICBMs  with a range of
13,900 km.

6 6 . With a succeaeful  test in September 1988, China has also developed an SLEW
capabil i ty. It now deploys 2 submarines with 12 SLBMs (CSS-N-3) on them. The
missile has a range of 3,300 km and carries one warhead with a yield of between
200 kt and 1 Mt.

2 .  weld arsenals

(a) Land-baaed

67, Following :.he 1987 INF Treaty between the United States and the Soviet Union,
whSch provides for the elimination of land-based ballistic and cruise missiles of
intermediate and shorter-range (5,000-500  km), only missiles of ranges &se than
500 km remain in the tactical arsenals of these two nuclear-weapon States (see
Chap. VIII). NATO countries (other than France) deploy 88 Lance miesile launchers
with warheads in the low-kiloton range in Europe. The Soviet Union deploys in
Europe 1,608 short-range missile launchers, n/ some of which have warheads in the
high-kiloton  range.

6 6 . The nuclear warheads assigned to tactical and battlefield missions are kept
in special storage sites on the territories of some of the United States allies in
Europe and Asia, An academic source estimated the total number of United States
nuclear warheads abroad assi-ped to land-based Lysteme to be in the range of some

/ . .*
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6 , 5 0 0  i n  1 9 8 5 . Although the great majority of these were barred in the Federal
Republic of Qermany and in the United Kingdom, smaller numbera  were deployed in
Italy, Turkey, Greece, South Korea, the Netherlande  and Belgium, 281 Following the
reduction or replacement of part of the European stock of warheads u/ (pursuant  to
earlier NATO decisions), another unofficial source ;ip/ put the number of United
States tactical and battlefield warheads stored in Europe in 1980 in the range of
4 , 6 0 0 .

6 9 . Academic sources u/ indicate that the Soviet Union keeps tactical nuclear
weapons in the Qerman  Democratic Republic, Poland, Csechoalovakia  and Hungary,
presumably involving a “double-key” system of control and Soviet custodianship,  As
at 1989, over 1,000 Soviet tactical aircraft were forward-based at military
facilities in the four cauntriea. u/ According to the Soviet Union, with the
current withdrawal of its troops from Hungary and Csechoalovakia, Soviet nuclear
weapons outaide its territory will remain only in the Qerman Democratic Republic
and Poland until arrangement6 on tactical nuclear weapons in Europe make their
presence there unnecessary,

7 0 . Some of the United Kingdom’8  tactical and battlefield land-baaed nuclear
weapons are deployed in the Federal Republic of Germany.

71. France harr a abort range tactical nuclear force equipped with 44 Pluton
ballistic missiles prerumahly  with a 25 kt warhead and a range of about 120 km.
France coneiders  there to be pre-strategic rather than tactical weapona.

7 2 , As regarda  land-based nuclear-capable aircrnft, the United State8 forces in
Europe deploy 65 medium-rangs bomberr  (FE-1llA)  and 300-400  forward-baaed etrike
aircra f t  ( F - 4 ,  F-111  and  o thers ) . The Soviet Union deploy8 330 medium-range
bomhere  (TU-22 Blinder and TU-22M Backfire), and aleo a large number of short-range
s tr ike  a i rcraf t ,

7 3 . Both the United State8 and the Soviet Union have developed artillery shells in
the calibre range 152-240 mm and have deployed several hundreda of them in Europe,
They are generally believed to have yields from a fraction of a kiloton up to a few
ki lo tons .  n/

7 4 . Although the United States is known to have produced atomic demolition
munition0 (ADMa), no peacetime emplacement of ADMa  is believed to have taken
place. Furthermore, all of the existing munitions of thir nature are to be
completely withdrawn from the United States armed forces. 5p/

(b) Gea-haeed

7 5 . The United States and the Soviet Union have substantial  numbers  of  tactical
nuclear weapon8  deployed at sea.

7 6 . The main tactical nuclear ayetern of the United State8 are ita reveral hundred
aircraft rtationed on 14 carriers , which form the core of the major naval  tark
forcea. Their range i8 between 550 and 1,800 km. Each aircraft can carry one or
two bomb8  with yields that reportedly vary from 20 kt to 1 Mt.

/ .*.
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77. For the gurpo8e of anti-submarine warfare (ASW), the United States had
doployod OR moat of the major claclses of its surface vessels a number of
nuclear-oapable  missile8 with various ranges. While more detailed figures on these
mir8ile8 are not available, in early 1989 reports were puhliehed  to the effect that
the United State8 Navy had decided to retire these nuclear systems, while retaining
the option to introduce a new system. This retirement now seems to have taken
place.

76. The United State8 Navy has nuclear-capable AEW aircraft and helicopters. The
ASW aircraft may have a range of up to 3,600 km, and can carry one depth bomb,
presumably of l’,p to 20 kt yield. Their total number la not known.

79, The Soviet Union also deploys tactical nuclear weapon8 on board its fleet of
vertical/8hort  take-off and landing (V/STOL) aircraft-carriers and guided-miseile
crui8err. a!

80. Other Soviet surface vessels such a8 cruieern, destroyers and emall craft are
al80 equipped with a variety of surface-to-surface missiles (SSMe). Their range is
l rtimated to be from 60 to 550 km and their warhead yields are in the medium
kiloton range,

81. For the purpose of ASW, the Soviet Navy deploys several hundred ASW aircraft,
each of which can carry one nuclear depth bomb, In addition to these aircraft,  the
Soviet Union aleo deploy8 8everal hundred ASW nuclear-tipped mie8ile8.

.E. to1 o f  v

1. [leneral
62. To enaure that the political and military leader8 of the nuclear-weapon States
have acce88 to relevant and timely information and Lkrt they remain in
communication with their nuclear force8 and each other, it is necessary to have an
elaborate system of reconnaissance, data-processin!  facilities and communication
networka. The two major Powers in particular have paid great attention to such
system8, Some of their components are space-based sensors or communication links,
other8 are ground-based and still others could be airborne. The total i ty of  these
a88et8,  with their associated procedure8 and routines, 18 often referred to a8
0C31*‘, which stands for command, control, communications and intelligence, In
8ome case8,  C31 facilities have been hardened against nuclear attack to permit
them to operate in a post-attack environment. ;Lb/

03. The 8ensors  include early warning satellites intended to deLect mi88ile
launches and big ground-baaed radar rtations to follow the trajectories of the
mi88ile8. The communication links include relay satellite8 anJ ground-based radio
link8. Mmt of the command centres are located in well protected underground
rheltars, but there are also some airborne emergency command posts. Xi!/
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29 Release

84, As regard8 the United States, the President retains full authority over the
use of nuclear weapons. If the President should become incapacitated, the
Vice-President would assume responsibility.

85. The United States nuclear force8 have an array of SafegUardS  eStabliShed to
minimise the risk of unauthorised usea For tactical weapons a system called
permissive action link8 (PALS) was established in the early 19608. u/ They use
some kind of electronic locking system that guards against unauthorised use of the
weapons. Some of th98e eyntems have the ability to disable or destroy a nuclear
weapon in response to certain types of tampering. The control systems guard only
the warhead, not the launch system. Thay exist both on weapons in the United
States and on United States warhead8 attached to NATO command8 in Europe.

86, The United States Strategic Air Command ha8 an additional mechanism, a bomber
coded ewitch  system, which requires a correct code to open the aircrnft’s  bomb bay
doors. ;Lp/

87. The United States 1CmS require two men to complete the procedure to launch,
Since 1985, the command and control System for these mis8ile8 has become more
robust . Every 10 missiles are controlled by a launch control centre (LCC), which
passes on the unlock code. Until 1985, missile crews had physical control of the
unlook codes, although they still operated under the Vwo-madO  system. Now, all
unlock codes are passed down from higher authorities, 441

88. The procedure on United States Ships, particularly SSBNs,  is somewhat
di f ferent . There is no PAL system. However, a large number of officers murt be
involved in the firing process, once authorised. In the case of SSBNs,  a firing
message is received and confirmed by two rreparate  teams of men, Special keys are
iSSued to reeponsible crew members and a series of ~~permission~~  switChe8  must be
engaged in the oorreot order to fire a weapon. The entire orew ie informed of each
step of the procedure. fi/

89, A8 in the United States, the exclusive responsibility for the use of all
Soviet nuclear weapons is entrusted to the President of the Soviet Union as the
Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet armed forces. In the event of the incapacitation
of the Soviet President, his powers are transferred to the Chairman of the Supreme
soviet I

90, The decision for launch would be handed down from the President to the Qeneral
Staff of the military. They would then communicate eithtir to the Strategic Rocket
Forces or directly to individual command posts. The only part of the Soviet
military that is on a day-to-day alert a r e  the strategic rocket forces a n d
reportedly around 10 per cent of the SSBN force. Soviet ICBMe use a multiple-key
system, similar to the one in use in the United States.

91. AIY is the case with United States nuclear forces in Europe, the Soviet Union
retains sole control over its nuclear wbrheads assigned to the defence of Warsaw

/ .I.
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Treaty countrier , whether those weapons are strtioned  in its own territory or on
the territory  of its allier,

91, The British nualear  comnand and oontrol system ia many ways parallel8 the
procedure used in the United States. Only the Prime Minirter  oan order the launch
of the Britirh nuclear weaponr. Submarine captains also seem to have firing
authority if the North Atlantio Council is silent for a predetermined period of
time. The individual e&marines have positive controls rimllar  to American
submarinea, a two-man key 8y8tea, Like the United States, the United Kingdom has
no PALS on its SSBNsr  rather, the message is read to the crew and two separate
team0 of offioer8 confirm it. Keys are then iSSUed by pre-launch officers to
launching officers while all aotion8  are read to the crew. The keys switch on
~~permi88ion~~ link8 for launching. la/

93. An regard8 French nuolear forces, all control for launching reeides with the
Preridont of the Republic. The Prime Minister  is next in line of Iuooeasion.  Like
the United Kingdom and United Staten, the French have a two-man system for nuolear
weapons u8e, i.e. two individual8 must receive two separate Code8  and engage them
rimultaneou8ly.  fi/

94, Information on the Chinese $1 system is almort non-existent. To keep in
touch with its SSBNs,  China use8 very low frequency (VLF)  for world-wide
communications, like other navies. No information is available on the Chinese
ICRMa*  command and control. It would deem rearonable  that China haa some kind of a
PAL system for its nuclear systems, It 18 also ptet8UMtd that the Chinese
Qovernment  exeroiaer as 8trict  control over its military command system as is the
cane with other nuclear-weapon Stater.

95, With a view to minimiring  the risk of nuolear weapon8 accidents, false alarms,
unauthorised launches, terrorist attaokr, theft, sabotage or seiauce in countries
where nuclear weapon8 are deployed, the auclei\r-weapon  States have developed
variou8  safety measure8 for storing and handling of nuclear weapons.

96, There are a variety of technical device8 on United States nuclear weapon8 to
protect  against  unauthorised  u8e, t8mpering  and accident8 (PALS,  safing wires,
insensit ive high explosives , etc.)) Such devices are estimated to make the chance
of an accidental nuclear explosion negligible. pP/ The8e precaution8 are also
taken with United States nuclear weapon8 located in Europe. Nuclear weapons  are
stored in special  ‘“1g1008” , which have special protective measures, including
automatic immobilisation  devices for intruders. 451

97. The United States rupplies almost all of the nuclear warheada aSSigned  to
NATO'8 defence. The custodial teams for the weapons are drawn from the United
Btates military, who woul? release the weapons to authorised units, after
authorisation for use was received. The United States controls internal security
while the host nation control8 8ite and transportation security. pb/ The8e  United

/ l . .
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States custodial  teame have the responsibility for control over United States
nuclear weapon8 stored in host nations.

98. There are a number of controls on nuclear weapons at all nuclear storage
sites, which are heavily guarded and hardened. Further, there are double
barbed-wire fences with Couble looks and these are unlocked by two different
people, p2/ There we many storage igloos at each site, some of which may possibly
be decoys. 481 Individual Amerioan soldier8 who handle nuclear weapons have to
complete the Personnel Reliability Programme and are broken up into two different
types of access8 uncritical”, which givea access to nuclear weapons for quality
control, maintenance and inspections) and %ontrolled “, which gives acce88 to those
with non-technical knowledge, or those involved in handling and assembly
posit ions.  Together, these two positions make up the two-man system and only
United States citiaens who have passed a rigorous security screening can occupy a
“critical~’  p o s i t i o n .  4.91

99, British prooedures  for handling and storing nuclear weapons are Similar to
those of the United State@. The United Kingdom maintains sovereignty over ita
nuclear weapons, but there is a high degree of co-operation with the United States
in these matters.

100, Since the beginning of its military nuclear programme,  France ha8 devoted
particular attention to nuclear safety and security. Since 1960, it has developed
ooncepts,  procedure8 and instruments to improve such safety and security. While
the details of these operations are clas8ifiedr according tc French authorities
they have produced satisfactory results.

101. According to Soviet sources, in the Soviet Union nuclear weapons are handled
only by specially selected and trained officers  and warrant offioerb. Each of them
ha8 t0 pass a yearly Mreening  for reliability and COItIpeteaCe  by a COmmiSSiOn Of
experts, including physicians and psychologists. On the average, from 4 to
6 per Cent of those screened do not pass the tests and are not reconfirmed for the
job. s/ Furthermore, according to there 8ourcesr  the Soviet Union has ale0
introduced PALS and multiple-key systems and keeps its nuclear weapons stored in
heavily fort if ied depot8  guarded by special ly  trained mil i tary units .  Those depot8
are equipped with safety and warning systems reinforcing each other to prevent an
unauthorised person or a group of persons from getting hold of nuclear weapons.
The weapons would also automatically become inoperable if tempered with by
unruthorised persons.

11 Unless otherwise indicated, numerical data in this chapter are based on
Stockholm fnternationel  Peace Research Institute -Yearbook
m, Oxford, Oxford Press, 1990, pp. 3-50.

21 COmPrehenSiVe  Study on Nuclear Weapons (United Nation8 publication, Sales
No. E.81.1.11),  pars. 9.
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Hotea (continued)

a/ The warhead that exploded over Hiroshima had a yield of approximately
13 kt and the one exploded over Nagasaki had a yield of 22 kt. Thomas 8. Cochran,
William A. Arkin and Milton M. Hoenig,  Nuclam Vol. 1. Unifed
v For-, Cambridge: Ballinger, 1984, p* 32,

41 This mass can range’ from 15-25 kg for uranium-235 and from 4-8 kg. for
plutonium-239.

on &&at We-, uCitrr paras. 12 and 17.

41 This so-called enrichment can be carried on to attain different
oonaentrations of U-235 in the final product. Uranium with 3-4 per cent U-235 can
fuel a conmwrcial light water reactor, Some other types  of reactors use more
highly enriched uranium with 20-90 per cent U-235. The term ~~weapon-gradea~  usually
denote@ a U-235 oontent over 90 per cent. The prooers  of atomic vapour laser
isotope 8eparation has also been examined as a POSSibility  to eventually augment or
replace the gaseous  diffueion plants. Once installed, it was found to cost less
per separative work unit (kg SWU) and require less energy than other enrichment
techniques.

w Bernard Blake, ed., lrpge ‘* w
Information Qroup Ltd., 1988, pp* l-34.

1989, Surrey, Jane’s

P/ mu., p. 460 .

w See WI Backrrroun&,s Verm, Ottawa,
Department of External AffaitS, 1987, pp* 22-26.

w See Lawrence Freedman, -ta of a Strw, New York,
St. Martin”6 Press, 1981, p. 118.

Frank Carlucci, m Secremv of Defemort to the aI
Washington, US Qovernment  Printing Office, 1989, p. 187.

IU/ fI88~al,ii~P-OQ, p. 2 1 2 .  lLage E yBBDOnB*
J,.988-19& pg 30 for range and CEP of O-5 SLBM.

w Woru s &Q&& Surrey, Jane’s Information Qroup  Ltd.,
1988, pp. 368 and 369. See all0 soviet M;litarv Powec, Washington, US Government
Printing Office, 1989, p. 45.

w WRI Ye&ok 1Q’Lp gives the yield 300 kt for the XX warhead
(para. 336).

Mb/ &90’S We- 1988-1989, pp* 459 and 460, provide8  detailed
information on the vessels involved.
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u (continued)

n/ Deoigaators  for Soviet weapons urred throughout the study  are largely
those available in We&em eouroea,  ar Soviet designators have not been generally
published. The correspondence between Soviet and NATO designators for Soviet
miesilea apeoified in the SALT II treaty is as follows: M-16 0 SS-171
M-18 I 88-19; W-20 q 88-181 RSM-50 I 86-N-18.

l.@/ Regarding stationing, eee sIPR1 Yearbook  m, p. 14~ alao Baviet
Militarv 198% pa 48. Shoe 1980, of a total of 29, the Soviet Union has
retired some 17 Yankee-I olass  SSBNs  in accordance with the limit6 set out in the
1979 SALT II Agreement.

u/ Except the W-N-6, which carriea 2 MIRVed warheads. See SIPRr
LUQ, pa 16.

, p* 907. For the W-N-8, see also BIPRX

2.V See US.SJ289 PQ, up* 6 and 30. For 88-N-21, me alro B
w lQ& pp. 47 and ;6.

221 dAtu ‘a 8-U, pe 269.

a/ Lawrence Freedman, @Rritiah  Nuclear Targeting@@, in Ball and Riahelson,
M, c i t . ,  pp. 116-119 .

a.41 w, , pe 907.

w 81PRIe P* 20, states that only 96 warheads are actually
deployed.

261 See Fraqois Heisbourg, @Rritioh and Frenah Nuclear Forcea” in mvivu,
July-August  1989, po 309. See also “Loi de Programmation  btilitaire”, in AR&

I Id, No. 120, 1987, pe 45.

n/ They are referred to aa Frog 7, Scud-B and SS-21. For stationing, Bee
SLkRImlaaP, p* 2 2 .

a/ William M. Arkin and Richard W. Fieldbouee,  mBattlefielda.  al,&&
Linka in s, Ballinger, Cambridge, I&II., 1985, pe 1471 ree aleo Simon
Duke, mv Fort l O⌧ford University
Prem, 1989, p.172.

a/ Simon Duke, QO cit., p. 172.

u/ R o b e r t  E. Harkavy, s The For-v Pra
SIPRI, Oxford University  Preen, 1989, pp. 262 and 263.

,

w Ihip.
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m&M (cont inued)

Y/ B, p p .  16-23, .

W Hadavy, np= aif., p. 2 6 3 .

;U/ IIowever,  i n  Catluaoi,  pb. ait.,
eyatome, not rotiring thorn.

pm 151, the talk is of upgrading these

as/ B# p. 24.

U/ Carter 6, a.&.,
pps 546 and 547.

UM&&&Ulm, Washington, Brookinga, 1987

U/ There are four type@ of P.US, designated A, 8, D and I. See aleo
Xarkavy,  u., pa 2 6 2 .

=I Donald Cotter,
npa  c i t . ,  p* s o .

“Peacetime Operations, Safety and lecurity”  in Carter,

fil M., ppe 5 0  a n d  5 1 .

&&I Ibid., p. 5 2 .

ia/ Catherine McArdle Kelleher, “NATO Nuclear Operatioaa~*,  in Carter,
Q& cit., pa 4 6 6 .

m., p. 468 .

C o t t e r ,  sma cu., pp. 43-45.

m., ppe 5 2  a d  5 3 .

Kelleher, v. cit., p. 452 and 453.

U., pe 4 5 6 ,

Iptp., p. 4 5 5 .

Cotter, V~ cu., pp. 60 and 61,

s P-r Moacou,  No. 18, 1990.
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CRAPTER III

TRENDS IN THE TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR-WEAPON SYSTEMS

A. General

102. Nuclear weapons have undergone tremendous change and development since their
inception some 45 years ago. Apart from the basic principle of nuclear reactions
as the source of energy, there remains very little resemblance between the first
two bombs exploded at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which were technically very
primitive, and the ballistic missiles equipped with a number of multiple
independently targetable re-entry vehicles (MIRVs) in the nuclear weapon arsenals
today.

103. While there is no doubt that this sophistication of nuclear weapons has been
made possible by the application of modern science and technology, the role of
science and technology in nuclear weapon developments has been interpreted in
different ways. Thus, there are those who see the ongoing technological
development of nuclear weapons as being necessitated by threats to national
security and as a corollary to the evolution of theories or doctrines regarding the
possible use of nuclear weapons. Newer nuclear-weapon systems usually incorporate
improved command and control features and improved resistance to accidental
detonation. There are also those, however, who believe that new weapon systems
have sometimes emerged not because of any particular military or security
consideration, but rather because technology (in conjunction with bureaucratic and
other forces) may take the lead, creating weapons for which needs have to be
invented and deployment theories have to be readjusted. In this connection,
concern has been expressed about the extent to which scientific end technical
manpower is engaged in military research and development and that such involvement
leads to the production of new and more sophisticated weapons.'l/

104. An action-reaction phenomenon in arms competition among States cannot be
excluded either as one infloential aspect in the ongoing development of nuclear
weapons. Many believe that this phenomenon reflects the interplay of expectations
between the States, which results in similar systems being copied and defensive and
offensive systems being designed in the expectation of new challenges from other
States. In their view, the problem is exacerbated by the secrecy that surrounds
the weapons research and development process in many countries, which leads to
worst-case assumptions on the part of other States of the putative threat that such
developments may pose. They are also concerned that the military research and
development effort's own momentum and the resulting new weapons options could thus
contribute to an open-ended arms competition.

B. Main featUreS  of Dast develoDmonts

1. Nuclear warhead@

105. The first turning point in the development of warheads was the successful
utilisation, in the early 195Os, of fusion reactions in nuclear explosives. This

/ . . .
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made it possible to produce thermonuclear devices capable of releasing extremely
large amounts of energy. 21

106. As a result, through the 1950s and early 196Os, the tendency was generally to
build more powerful weapons, i.e. with a greater explosive yield. $/ The fact that
throughout most of the period a bomber force was the main means of delivery was an
important consideration as well. This trend was also in line with the prevailing
doctrinal concept at that time of the use of nuclear weapons against population
centres (see chap. IV).

107. On the other hand, a development to reduc8 the sise and weight of warheads was
also initiated in the 1950s. As a consequence, it became technically feasible to
produce various small nuclear charges for a variety of non-strategic uses, thus
considerably expanding the potential role of nuclear weapons in a conflict
situation. For instance, nuclear artillery shells were first tested in 1953. 41

108. The technical development of nuclear warheads entailed not only reductions in
their size and weight in absolute terms. It was also possible to increase their
yield-to-weight ratio, particularly by the use of fusion devices. One result of
this was that it became possible to put multiple warheads on strategic missiles
(see chap. II).

109. For strategic warheads, the trend towards larger yields was reversed during
the 19709, especially in the United States. The fact that warheads with
considerably lower yields were introduced was related mainly to significant
improvements in the accuracy of the delivery systems, in particular ICBMs. The
higher accuracy entails a much higher ratio between the lethality and the yield of
a nuclear warhead, when employed against a small ("point") target.

110. In addition to these major developments regarding nuclear warheads, several
other less known but related technological improvements were also pursued. They
concerned warhead safety, reliability, versatility and hardening against adverse
environments. Safety measures were aimed at minimising both the risk of accidents
in handling the weapons and the possibility of unauthorised use. For this purpose
insensitive high explosives were introduced, as well as a multitude of arming and
safing devices, including the PALS. Reliability of warheads was enhanced in
several ways, such as by developing special materials to prevent deterioration of
weapon components or special designs to withstand the trzmendous acceleration in a
gun tube. Versatility was enhanced by designing a warhead in such a way that
different yields could be selected easily.

111. During the 40-year period from 1945 to 1985 about 100 accidents have been
reported that damaged and might conceivably have caused unintended detonation of a
nuclear weapon. 5/ These accidents include airplane crashes, unintended dropping
of nuclear weapons from airplanes, explosions in ammunition depots or fires on
board submarines. So far, however, nop.0 of those accidents has led to the
unintended detonation of a nuclear weapon.

112. One way of pursuing versatility, through diversification of the nuclear
inventory, is the "tailoring" of warheads to enhance or svopress various effects of

/ . . .



the explosion. This is done by selecting different fission-to-fusion ratios to
produce the desired total yield, combined with different designs of the casing and
other structural components of the warhead. a/

113. The best-known example of "tailoring" is the "enhanced radiation" weapon or
the so-called "neutron bomb", a weak fusion device with a special design.
Basically, it could produce much higher levels of initial neutron radiation than an
ordinary fission weapon of equal yield, while at the same time suppressing the
level of blast and heat, thus considerably reducing the expected damage to the
surroundings. The United States developed and tested a neutron warhead but did not
put it on the production line. The Soviet Union limited its efforts to a research
programme. Regarding France, it has indicated that the actual state of research
would allow it, if necessary, to produce a neutron weapon. 21

114. It appears that some other technological developments related to the warhead
that had been pursued by nuclear-weapon States were ultimately suspended or
abandoned. For instance, it is technically possible to produce warheads with very
low explosive yields (by deliberately not making full use of the fissile
material). However, there were concerns that a wide deployment of such warheads,
the so-called "mini-nukes", with their limited radius of material damage, would
possibly lead to a "conventionalization"  of their use. After some international
debate, the United States, the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union declared that
they would not for the time being deploy nuclear weapcns with small yields in such
a way as to blur the nuclear threshold. &/

115. The 1980 United Nations study on nuclear weapons noted in connection with
nuclear warhead developments that the reduction of their physical size was, in some
applications, close to the limits set by the laws of physics, and that despite the
research and development in the field of special types of warheads, no major
breakthrough was likely to occur with regard to the basic design principles of
nuclear explosives. It concluded that the evolution of delivery systems seemed
likely to carry more practical importance in the future, as it had already done for
some time. 91 This conclusion still seems valid.

2. Delivery systems

116. The only nuclear warheads ever used in an armed conflict were delivered to
their targets - Hiroshima and Nagasaki - in 1945 by ordinary bomber aircraft.
Cthe;. forms of delivery vehicles for nuclear warheads were developed later. For
in.st:ance,  ground-launched ballistic missiles were first introduced in the 1950s and
submarine-launched ballistic missiles around 1960. The first cruise missiles (CM)
with nuclear warheads were developed in the 195Os, while longer-range CMs with
sophisticated navigation aids became available much later - in the late 1970s. J&/

117. The early versions of ballistic missiles were fairly inaccurate and were thus
considered to be unable to hit any targets smaller than cities or large
installations (industrial, commercial or military). If the missile was intended to
destroy a point target, such as one of the adversary's missile launchers, a high
weapon yield would be needed to compensate for the possible deviation of the
warhead from its calculated trajectory,
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118. Missile accuracy is usually given in terms of the circular error probable
(CEP),  defined as the distance from an aiming point within which, on the average,
half the shots aimed at this point will fall. Using this concept, assessments of
the efficiency of various missile systems can be'illustrated. For example, a 1 Mt
nuclear warhead may be needed in order to destroy a particular hardened structure
if the CEP of that nuclear weapon is 1 km. The same effect could result from a
125 kt warhead with a 0.5 km CEP accuracy, or a 40 kt warhead with 0.33 km CEP.
Thus, increased accuracy meant that smaller yield warheads could replace high yield
warheads as a threat to these types of targets. 111

119. In other words, the nominal yield could be decreased while the effective
lethality of the weapons increased. This had rather profounil  military effects, as
it made it increasingly more difficult to protect land-based missiles from an
attack, i.e. a first-strike aimed at eliminating these weapons. This required
increased "hardening" of the missile silos since the existing ones no longer
provided sufficient protection. This consideration, in part, bolstered further
development of SLBMa, which were generally considered far less vulnerable than any
type of nuclear weapon3, and more recently also led to the development of mobile
ICBMS. It also prompted quantitative increases of the strategic inventories.

120. It was argued by strategists that if ICBMs were left vulnerable to
first-strike attacks, this could conceivably force the respective country to
prepare for a possible use-them-or-lose-them scenario. Conversely, measures to
decrease their vulnerability would support the deterrent posture of the respective
country by enhancing its "second strike" capability. One such measure is the
development of mobile ballistic missiles.

121. At the time of the preparation of the 1980 United Nations study on nuclear
weapons, definite CEP values for different existing nuclear-weapon systems were not
available, for reasons both ef military secrecy and, presumably, insufficient basic
knowledge. Also CEP values varied considerably depending on the system in
question. Some of the academic sources at the time had given estimates for both
United States and Soviet ICBMs as approaching a CEP of about 200 metres. Other
weapon systems were generally considered less accurate, an aspect that was given a
great deal of attention in subsequent years. Accuracy has improved considerably
since then.

122. Another development in delivery systems was the introduction of multiple
warheads on missiles. The first generation of multi-warhead systems became known
as "multiple re-entry vehicles" (MRV). The missile carries several warheads (2-41,
thus  considerably increasing the probability of the target's destruction. The next
generation, called "multiple independently targeted re-entry vehicles" (MIRV), is
capable of directing each warhead against different individual targets located at
varying distances up to perhaps 500 km from each other. This development has
increased the effectiveness of ballistic missiles. 121

123. The MRV warheads were deployed in the United States towards the mid-1960s on
SLBMs and KIBVs around 1970 on both ICBMs and SLBM3. By the 198Os, both the United
States and the Soviet Union had deployed either MRVs or MIRVs on their major weapon
systems. n/ The other three nuclear-weapon States had also been developing
similar technologies, which some of them deployed in subsequent years.

/ . . .
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124. As early as around 1970, there was some discussion regarding the development
of a third generation of multiple warheads, the so-called "maneouverable re-entry
vehicle('  (MAN) technology. The main characteristic of these warheads would be
their ability to readjust their flight patterns after having re-entered the
atmosphere. The main purpose of this would be to increase their probability of
penetrating an ABM defence. With the aid of autonomous sensors, the MAEV might
also be able to attack mobile targets with a higher degree of accuracy.

125. The American and Soviet cruise missiles deployed during the 1960s (on aircraft
and, by the Soviet Union, on ships) had comparatively short ranges, up to about
600 km. &&/ They were believed to be intended for use mainly against surface ships.

126. By the 198Os, the development of modern cruise missiles had gained momentum,
owing to advances in propulsion and navigation technology, even though problems
remained. With ranges up to at least 2,500 km and an expected accuracy of a few
tens of metres, cruise missiles were envisaged to fill both a strategic role - in
their air-launched version (ALCM) - and theatre roles when deployed on ships (SLCM)
or on ground-mobile launchers (GLCM).  151

127. There was also ongoing development as regards platforms for the launching of
various types of missiles. By 1980, further hardening of ICBM silos was not deemed
appropriate. For this reason, 9 great deal of attention was devoted to various
schemes for ground-mobile ICBM launchers. The Soviet Union had already deployed
its SS-20 medium-range ballistic missile in a mobile mode. a/

128. The main features in the development of strategic submarines, aside from
improvements of their missiles, were related to increased radius of action and more
silent propulsion. More advanced navigational aids allowed increased precision in
fixing the position of a submarine and hence increased accuracy of SLBMS.

129. Aircraft were modernized and modified to accommodate new types of nuclear
weapons (ALCMs) or larger numbers of weapons, but no aircraft seemed to have been
designed to serve solely as a nuclear weapons platform.

3. Other comoonents

130. The otber components of modern nuclear-weapon systems were also subject to
various technological developments in the field. Guidance systems and some
ccmponents of C31 systems were of particular interest, even though they are too
complex to be explored here in all their possible combinations.

131. Guidance systems for missiles, and for some types of mobile platforms, utilize
many different techniques. 171 To improve long-range navigation, the inertial
guidance system that had long been used needed to be supplemented by intermittent,
precise position information provided, for instance, by a set of satellites in
geostationary orbit.

132. For homing a weapon on the target, a number of techniques are being developed,
primarily for use in the conventional arms field. The essential part of these
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homing systems are sensors, which include a variety of radar, infra-red and laser
devices. &&/ It was believed that some of them were possible to use within
strategic vehicles and others to enhance the accuracy of various tactical nuclear
weapons. Any actual deployment of these technological developments was not,
however, thought to have taken place before 1980.

133. Improvements in C31 technology - which exploit the rapid advances in
electronics and information and data processing - aim at increasing the
reliability, survivability and speed of the systems. By 1980 additional impetus
had been given to this work by some recently detected flaws in the United States
C31 system. Le/ A reliable communications system is also crucial to nuclear-war
fighting. 2Q/

c. M in fea ure1

134. Unlike in the 195Os, 1960s and early 19709, when major technological
breakthroughs occurred in a number of important areas and took place at an
accelerated speed, the technological development of nuclear-weapon systems in the
1980s has been in general less dramatic and largely focused on several specific
areas as a follow-up to previous developments. Changes in emphasis on nuclear-war
fighting and space-based defensive systems have also been noted.

135. In the area of nuclear warheads, technology has advanced incrementally to make
warheads safer, more reliable and more flexible, i.e. capable of variable yields,
possibly also requiring less fissile material to produce a given yield.

136. Apart from this, efforts are reportedly being made to improve warhead
technology in several specific ways. One concerns the continued development of an
earth-penetrating warhead, which could burrow deep into the ground before
exploding. It would be used to hold underground targets, primarily command and
control centres, at risk. Because this would place command and control itself at
risk, it could be viewed as a serious development with potentially destabilising
consequences. Another effort is related to the MARV concept described above.

137. However, despite the enhanced capability that both penetration and MARVed
warheads may offer, reportedly neither technology has been deployed so far on a
weapon system.

138. Reportedly, the trend towards greater accuracy of ballistic missiles
continues. During the 198Os, this does not seem to have been accompanied by
continued lower yields of strategic warheads, however. For instance, the MX ICBM
is described as carrying warheads with selectable yields of 300 or 475 kt each, as
opposed to the 170 kt warheads on Minuteman-III missiles deployed in the 1970s. 211

139. In the area of delivery vehicles, several new developments have taken place.
Concerning land-based missile forces, two features are of particular military
significance: the more widespread replacement of liquid fuel rockets with solid
fuel and the introduction of mobile ICBMs.

/ . . .
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140. Apart from considerably diminishing the safety risks involved in handling
liquid fuel, the most important aspect of the use of solid fuel is that it
significantly reduces the time necessary to prepare missiles for launch, thus
enhancing military preparedness of nuclear forces. Solid fuel technology was
introduced in the United States in the 1960s and in the French missile forces
beginning in the early 1980s. It is a more recent development in the Soviet Union
where it has been implemented only for the most modern missile systems. China
still uses liquid fuel for its missiles. 221

141. Development of mobile missiles has continued and also covers the strategic
area. There are currently two mobile ICBMs, the Soviet SS-24 and SS-25. Both
missiles are solid-fueled. a/ In the United States, a discussion has been under
way on the possibility of developing a new single-warhead road-mobile ICBM
(Midgetman), or deploying the existing MX ICBMs on railroad cars. Neither plan has
yet been formally endorsed by the United States Government.

142. The major developments concerning the strategic air forces of nuclear-weapon
States have been the advent of stealth technology for advanced bombers and
air-launched cruise missiles.

143. Stealth technology is a combination of aircraft design, improved electronics
and special material coatings designed to absorb radar waves. This technology is
intended to enable aircraft and missiles to fly undetected by existing radar
systems in carrying out their mission.

144. Countermeasures to stealth technology are being explored, which include
various special forms of radar, such as very low-frequency, bistatic or.
carrier-free radar. None of these techniques is yet capable of negating stealth
technology, however. a/

145. In the United States, the B-2, or Stealth Bomber, is the most advanced
aircraft to employ stealth technology. a/ It can carry both conventional and
nuclear weapons. Among the B-2 missions is destruction of mobile nuclear missiles
and hardened command centres. The bomber has been developed and flight-tested, but
not yet deployed.

146. The United States B-1B bomber is also a new development, in that it is a
dual-capable, long-range strategic bomber capable of conforming to a multitude of
roles ranging from deep-strike solo penetration of enemy territory to maritime
surveillance and aerial mine-laying. These varied roles have not previously been
combined into the capability of a single aircraft. Some 97 B-1B bombers have been
deployed during the 1980s. 291

147. The Soviet Union has developed the Blackjack (T&160), a supersonic bomber for
penetration missions. It also has the capability for stand-off missions, and may
also possess a maritime role. The deployment of this aircraft began ix the late
1980s. By the end of 1989, 17 aircraft of this type had been deployed. 271

148. Air-launched cruise missiles (ALCMs)  are designed to allow manned bombers to
avoid having to face the challenge of heavy air defences while performing their

/ . . .
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mission, as they are able to launch their ALCMs before penetrating enemy air
space. Thus, ALCMs effectively replace the gravity bomb and give older bombers,
such as the American B-52 or the Soviet Bear, increased longevity. The
sophisticated guidance system employed on ALCMs also increases the accuracy of
bomber-delivered weapons.

149. Research is also under way for advanced cruise missiles (ACM) that would use
stealth technology, as well as for an advanced strategic air-launched missile that
.would achieve supersonic speeds. Both these types of missiles would be providing
maximum penetration ability against air defences. Two new cruise missiles under
development in the Soviet Union reportedly employ stealth technology, the
short-range attack missile (SRAM) AS-16 and the supersonic AS-X-19 ALCM. a/
France is also developing a miniaturized independently targetable warhead, the
TN-75, to be carried on a modified M-4 ballistic missile that may incorporate
stealth technology. 2e/

150. In the area of maritime nuclear forces, apart from continuing efforts to make
nuclear submarines ever more quiet and to improve communication links with them,
the two main development features of the 1980s have been the continued replacement
of single-warhead and MRV missiles with MIRVed missiles, on the one band, and the
development and deployment of sea-launched cruise missiles (SLCM), on the other.
There has also been a corresponding improvement in the CEP, both of the MIRVs and
SLCMS.

151. Both the United States and the Soviet Union are thought to be improving their
SLBM forces with regard to accuracy. Analysts have suggested that the United
States Trident-II (D-5) will have a CEP of about 120 metres, similar to that of the
Minuteman-II ICBM. The new Soviet SLBMs also have a higher accuracy than their
predecessors. Analysts further suggest that if SLBMs have a high degree of
accuracy it would make them less of a retaliatory weapon and would enhance their
usefulness for counter-force strikes. a/

152. The increased range of, inter alia, the Soviet Union's current SS-N-20 on the
Typnoon submarine and the SS-N-23 on the Delta-IV allows these submarines on patrol
to remain close to or within the Soviet Union's home waters. The Trident missile
has a similar range. This means that the survivability of the submarines is
increased, which is thought to enhance strategic stability.

153. As regards the SLCMs, their range and accuracy has considerably improved.
Reportedly, the United States is deploying a new vertical launching system (VLS),
which is designed to launch anti-submarine, anti-aircraft, anti-ship and land
attack missiles from the same set of launching tubes. 311

154. On the whole, it appears that the technological developments throughout the
1980s more or less followed the main trends that were evident prier to that
period. Thus, no major breakthrough has yet occurred with regard to nuclear-weapon
systems, although research work continues in several areas.

155. While some technological developments - in such areas as remote sensing and
the use of satellites - have improved verification capabilities, the development

/ . . .
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and deployment Of w6agons  8y6t6ms inOOrpOrating advanoed  t6OhnOlOgi68  haV6 pOs6d
mot6 oomplex  problem8 for verification of nuclear arm8 limitation and dissrmament
agr66mentr.

156, Considering that th6 Soviet Union and the United States have historioally
always taken th6 16ad  with regard to the teohnologioal d6velogm6nt of nuolear
weapon8,  it 18 reasoaabl6  to a86umr that thr outoome of th6ir n6gotiations  on the
r6duotion  of th6ir 6trat6gio nuol6ar w6agone  may, in many important a6p6ot6,
d6OisiV6ly  d6t6rmin6  both th6 ~606 and tr6nd6 Of pO68ibl6  fUtUr6  d6VelOpmente  in
thin fi6ld.

D .  Q

157. Parall  with t6OhnOlogiOal drvelop6nt6  in the f ield of nUOl6ar w6apon8,  at
variOu6  tillI 6ffOtt6 W6re mad6 by nUOl6ar-w6agOn  &at66 t0 dSV6lOR d6f6aO6  6y8t6m6
against rtrategio ballirtio mirril66 oarrying auolear  weapon8  to d6Or6ase th6
6ff6OtiV6n666  Of 8UOh 6y6t6lil6,

158, Both the Unft6d  State6 and th6 Sovirt Union oarried  out reoearoh  work in this
fi6ld as early a6 th6 1950s and d6plOy6d  on6 anti-ballistio mis8il6 system eaoh.
Whil6  the Unit6d State0 ryetern (whioh wab lrter diemantled)  wal d6plOy6d  for th6
d6f6nOe Of an ICBM fi6ld,  th6 ROVi6t Union'6 a6108h 8y8tem (which 8till eXi8t8) was
built around Moscow. In 1972, by  mutual agr6em6ntr th6 tW0 Side8 limit6d
deployment of the system8 and plaoed VariOU8 restriotioas  on futur6 d6v6logm6nt and
d6plOym6nt  Of anti-ball ist io mi68ile 8y8tem6  (666 ohag, VIII). In 1974 th6y agr66d
to limit furth6r mah d6RlOyIiI6nt8  to On6 8it6 in 6aOh  Country, but Only the 8OVi6t
Union h66 OhO86n  to 6xeroise it6 option under thi8 agreement to maintain an
operational ARM rit6,

159, For 8 long time it was 8Ugg66t6d that the large phased array radar at
Krarnoyar8k was intended not only for 6arly warning of aa ICRM attaok,  but &160  for
ballistic missile det6otion and traoking. Furth6r, the Uni ted  State8 believ6d the
faoility could form a oritioal building block in a nationwide balli8tio mi68il6
defence (MD) system that the loviet Union might have planned, and that it wa8 in
violation of the ABM Tr6aty. In October 1989 Soviet Foreign Minister
Eduard Shevardnadse aoknowl6dged that the Rrasnoyarak radar wa6 in violation of the
ABM Tr6aty end 8t8t6d  that it would b6 dismantled. a2/

160, Work on various BMD t6OhnOlOgie8  oontinued and in th6 19808 int6rest in the
d6V6lORm6Ilt  of BMD capability wa8 r6n6w6d in th6 United stat68. This  wab related,
in addition to various political-strategio  con8id6ration6, to th6 emcbrgence  of new
t6ChnOlOgi68.

161, At Rr666lIt.r r666arOh  and deV6lOpment  of strategic def6nO6  6y8t6m8 at6
prOgreSSin in a number of directions , wnich could lead to aystems that might be
used against RV8 of ICRx6 and 5LRM8 , or against the bU666  carrying the RV6 or
696in6t the mi86il68  them66lV68.  n/

,
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162. Unlike the situation with earlier ABM weapons, which fooueed on interoeption
solely durinq the terminal phase of an W’s flight, intereat in new BMD weapons
turned in the 19800  to the destruction of ICEMe and SLEW along their entire
trajaotory. U/

163. There is a whole array of existing and conceptual weapons teahnologiea under
aonridoration for UIO in BMD, Symtem  component8  aould be either ground-, air- or
apace-baaed. There are several basia types of new MD weapons being reaearohed:
kiaetio energy weapons (KEW), lasers and particle beams.

164. In a kinetic energy weapon projeatilea are hurled at high rates of speed and
the force of ita impact alone disablers or destroys its target, The projeatiles
aould be accelerated by non-conventional means such as electromagnetlo
“rail-guna*@.  u/

165. Another class of potential weapons are lasers, whioh aan be sea-. air-, apaae-
or land-based. If the laser itself is ground-baaed, the laser beam, theoretiaally,
aaa be direoted onto a target by mirrors based in space. u/

166. Another type of potential weapon is based on the use of partiale beams.  Theue
weaponr would aacelerate  atomia or sub-atomic  partiales to near the speed of
l ight . The beam would then penetrate the target and disrupt its eleatronias  and
other aomponemtr.  =I There are a number of other technologies that might be wed
for weaponr purpoeeb, although they remain highly theorrtioal. One irr the X-ray
laser, whioh would be pumped by a nualear explosion. Another in the “plaemoid’@
defenae,  which is a cloud of energised atomic nuclei and electrons that affects
warheads.

167, Possible countermeasures include shielding of ICBMs  or RVe. In addition,
deaoy RVs can be installed in ICBMs  to distract weapons or cause identifiaation
problems for tracking syeteme. It is also possible to shorten the boost phase of a
missile by increasing its speed at launch, thus going a considerable way towards
negating the ability of the other side to destroy fully loaded ICBMs  before they
release t h e i r  RVs. a/

168, In the 19600, as military satellites became more integrated into military
observation, communications and weapon guidance, their importance a8 targets also
increased. Renewed focus on this field also arose as a result of a belief that a
number of ballistic missile defence technologies could find an initial application
a8 a n t i - s a t e l l i t e  (ASAT)  syrtems.

169. Both the United States and Soviet Union have carried on research, development
and testing of ASATs. The Soviet Union has tested a co-orbital interceptor MAT,
while the United States has tested an air-launched direct ascent missile. U/ The
United States suspended its programme in 1968.

170. ASATs  can be deployed in a variety of ways, They can be used to counter
strategic defence. Many satellites would be needed to track, identify and target
any incoming ICBMe. The destruction of these satellites would be devastating to
nearly all types of BMD systems, ASATs could also be used to attack space-based
BMD kill-mechanisms, &Q/

/ . . .
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171. There har been considerable debate over the feasibility  ynd merit of the
United State6 strategic defense  initiative (SDI) put forward in 1983. The debate
ha8 taken plaae not only between the United State6 and the Soviet Union, but also
between the United States and its allies, within the United States itself, and in
many other parts of the world. Q/

172. The Soviet Union has been carrying out research into technologies that could
be umed in a BMD system. I t  has, however,  o f f i a i a l l y  deolared  t h a t  it halr n o
integrated large-scale BMD researah  programme, that all ite BMD research is
aonduated within the limits of the ABM Treaty and that It has no intention to
areate  and to deploy a nation-wide ground-based or space-based BMD. p2/

I

11 See Btudv on the (United
Bations publiaation,  Sale6 No. E.82.IX.l),  param, 403 and 407,

Thomaa 8. Coohran, William A. Arkin and Milton M, Hoeniq,  v
rJRu&ad, (US v), Cambridge, Ballinger Publilrherr, 1984,
pp. 26-26.

w The first fusion devise detonated by the United States in 1952 had a
yield reported to be about 10 Mt. Two years later the UAited  States tested a
weapon with a 15 Mt yield, and in 1961 the USSR exploded a fusion weapon with an
estimated yield of about 60 Mt.

41 The first l ive nuclear art i l lery teet was “Shot &able’*, conducted in
Nevada on 25 May 1953, See Cochran Ual., w ait., ppI 300 an1 301,

!
I S e 8  John May,  The Ores o f  the~uclearetr  The

i h , New York, PantheonIQreenpeace Communications Ltd., 1989,
I pp. 18-25,
!

41 Cochran et., gn. cit., QQ~ 28 and 31.

1 Z/ u., pp* 2 8  a n d  29.

81 For example, the small atomic demolition munition “effectively breaks any
barrier between nuclear and conventional explosives if measured purely in terms of

1 yield”. See ouiae  to NUar We- 1984-85, Bradford, The School of Peace
/ Studiee,  University of Bradford, 1984, p. 35.

1 21 iv8 St\agv on Nuar We-
i

, parss. 75 and 05.

IQ/ Cochran et a&., QD. c&., pp. 172 and 173.

J.&l m., pp. 31-35.

JJ/ m.r p* 3 1 9 .
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Notes (continued)

u/ g&., pp. 100-110, especially table 5.11, p. 108.

&&/ See Richard K. Betts, ed,, cruise Missiles. Technolocrv,  Stratew
Politics, Washington, The Brookinqs Institution, 1981, pp. 32, 34, and 3651368.
See also Cruise Missiles: Background. Te hnolO t t a w a ,c,
Department of External Affairs, 1987, pp. 28 and 29.

s/ See Cochran et al., OD. cit., pp. 172-190.

a/ Sverre Lodgaard and Frank Blackaby, "The Nuclear Arms Race" in .SIeRI
Yearbook 1984, Philadelphia, Taylor and Francis, 1984, pp. 25-29.

u/ Here it is necessary to distinguish between ballistic missiles, which are
guided mainly during the "boosting" phase, i.e. the initial part of the flight when
the rocket engines work; vehicles like cruise missiles, which are driven through
the entire flight path and for which guidance becomes navigation; and weapons (of
any kind) in their final approach to the target, when target-acquisition and homing
devices developed for conventional munitions might be used.

&&/ See Jeff Hecht, Beam We-s, New York, Plenum PreSSI 1984, pp. 202
and 203.

Le/ See May, OP.0

a/ War-fighting capability is an elusive term when dealing with nuclear
weapons. Proponents of a war-fighting capability argue that without realistic
plans to fight and win a nuclear war, deterrence posture cannot be credible. Those
who maintain that there can be no winners in a nuclear war, however, see
preparations for fighting one as futile and dangerous, since such planning can make
nuclear war seem "winnable" and hence more acceptable. This position advocates
mutually assured destruction as the basis for a credible deterrence. See Robbin
Laird, The Soviet Union, the West and the Nuclear Arms Race, New York, New York
University Press, 1986# pp. 58-66. See also David Robertson, OP. cit.,
pp. 317 and 318.

a/ Cochran et al., GD. cit., p. 116.

a/ Bernard Blake, ed., Jane's Weaoons Svstems 1988-1989, Surrey, Jane's
Information Group Ltd., 1984, p. 906. See also SIPRI Yearbook 1988, p. 53.

a/ Blake, QD. cit., p. 906.

241 Jane's Defense Weekly, 23 June 1990, p. 1234: see ah0 FlY4vaDennYtt
(Swedish Air Force News), spring 1990.
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w (continued)

u/ The B-2 is a thick-winged “flying wing” , where the wings blend into the
fuselage,  and radar-absorbing material coats the craft and is attached directly to
th8 metal. See Blake, Q D .  cit., p .  448.See al60 J a y  M. Shafritr,
Todd J, A. Shafrita and David B, Robertson, eda., The Facts on File Diem

Iu, New York, Facts on File Inc., 1989, pm 434.

281 IIss 1989-9Q,  p. 1 6 . 8ee alro Frank Carlucci,  Ills
199Q, Washington,

US Qovernment  Printing Office, 1 9 8 9 ,  t a b l e  III.F.1, p. 184.

221 8IPBI, p. 16, S e 8  a l s o Boviety P~wB,E, Washington,
US Government Printing Office, 1988, p, 50.

LB/ -1, p .  2 1 .

291 m., p* 3 1 . See also Conunisaariat a l*Energie  Atomique, w
m, Paris, CBA, 1990, p. 53.

3p/ S e e  B l a k e ,  9p. c i t . ,  p. 3 0 .

a/ James P. Rubin, “Limiting SLCM’s - A Better Way to STABT”, in brmp
-01 To&y,  1989,  p. 12 .  See  a l so  Car lucc i ,  np. c i t . ,  p .  145 .

XV XhNe#IorkTimes, pa Al, 24 October 1989.

a/ For a more detailed disoussion of BMD technologies, 8e8 Stephen Weiner,
“Systems and Technology**, in Ashton 0. Carter and David N. tchwara,  8dl., w
WDefanse, Washington, The Brookings Institution, 1984, pp. 49-97.

U/ Bal l i s t i c  mis s i l e s  haV8 four  phases  in  the i r  f l ight prof i le :  (a )  booat
phase) (b)  post-boost  phase8 (c) mid-course phase;  and (d) terminal  phase,  The
success of any defence would depend on which phase of a missile’s flight path
countermeasures w8re taken against it and how successful each phase of the defence
was in degrading the overall level of an attack. V8 Department of Defeaae,  Office
of Technology Al88tWment,  The Heritage Foundation, B

s agP Prom, SDX  and, New Jersey, Noyes  Publications, 1986,
p. 18.

Sag Prow SD1 and,

=I IBLQ., pp. 127  and  128 .

u/ u., pp.  115-119 .
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( c o n t i n u e d )Notes

a/ Satellites have a critical role in providing warning of the launch of any
nuclear missiPe and provide indispensable links in the command and control systems
in both crisis and conflict situations. For an in-depth discussion, see
Paul B. Stares, "Nuclear Operations and Antisatellites", in Ashton B. Carter,
John D. Steinbruner and Charles A. Zraket, eds., Manac:ina  Nuclear Onerations,
Washington, Brookings Institution, 1987, pp. 679-688.

a/ See "Countermeasures, Counter-Countermeasures, ad infinitum", in Hecht,
pn. cit., pp. 175-191.

a/ See for example Harold Brown, ed., The Strateqic Defense Initiative:
Shield or Snare?, Boulder, Westview Press, 1987.

a/ "Gorbachev Interviewed for United States Television", Facts on File,
New York, Facts on File, Inc., December, 1987, pp. 890 and 891; see also Pravda,
2 December 1987.
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CHAPTER IV

DOCTRINES  ARD STRATEGIES CONCERNINQ NUCLEAR WEApONS

173. Military doctrines are developed basically to determine the aonditionr  under
which force would be used and as guidelines for force structuring and war plaar.
Throughout history military doctrine6 have changed oonsiderably,  reflecting change8
in perceptions, the evolution of the international environment and the development
of different means of warfare. Similarly, various military doctrine8 relating to
the uee or threat of use of nuclear weapons have beeb continuously revired over the
past 40 years in conjunotion  with the changes in the nuclear potentials of the
major powers and the rapid technological developments in the field.

174, The concept of deterrence is as old as the phenomenon of war. Doctrines of
deterrence basioally reek to influence the decision8  of the ogpoaing  ride. Thur
they rest on the perceptions of the State(o) being deterred. Such a Stat. murt be
convinced that the other side has at its disposal the military meaab to rupport itr
doctrine and furthermore that there ia a “sufficient” likelihood that it would
implement it. Oenerally,  deterrence is baaed on the threat of use of force to
prevent someone from carrying out certain hostile acts.

175. In the nuclear age, however, the notion of deterrence ham acguired totally now
dimens  ions. The overwheimingly destructive power of nuclear weapon6  har given anew
potency to the deterrence posture of the nuclear-weapon States. Nuclear deterrence
by the threat of massive destructron is based on the idea that if one
nuclear-weapon State launches an attack on another nuclear-weapon Stab, the
defender will have sufficient force left after the attack in order to be able to
launch a retaliatory strike that would inflict unacceptable damage on the
aggresoor l ;L/ Thua, according to this concept, the aggressor  would be dirruaded
from initiating an attack. The question of nuclear deterrenae taker on partioular
significance at the regional level with respect to those States which reportedly
possess nuclear warheads or nuclear explosive devices and which, at the saw time,
are not parties to the Treaty oa the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. I t
relates also to the possibility that nuclear weapons could be used to throaton and
endanger the security of a region and of neighbouring States, creating for them the
need to devise appropriate security arrangements on which they can rely (see
chap. III).

176. Several fundamental issues have been debated more or less since the tnaeption
of the nuclear age. One is whether nuclear weapons are indispensable for an
effective deterrence. Another is whether they can deter conventional attack or
only nuclear attack. 21 Major uncertainty also surrounds critically  important
questions under what circumstances a certain State would in fact use its nuclear
weapona. .a/ I n  t h i s  c o n n e c t i o n , there are those who believe that one cannot l ay
with assurance that reality will unfold according to expectations based on the
existing doctrines and that one cannot dieregard the possibility of event6
developing independently of the professed doctrines.

/ . . .
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177. Other issues raised arn whether or not a nuclear-weapon State can credibly
extend nuclear deterrence to its allbtrs  (“extende$l deterrence”)r  whether an assure8
retaliatory ca;sbility  is 4;rCfiabent for deterrence (“minimum deterrencen)  or if
this aalls for larger and mo::o vcried foroa&, 1.9, a “war-fighting@* cagabilityr
and, finally, whether deterrance in reality rests on the mere existence of powerful
nuclear arsenals (@@existential  dim3rrencet’  j (1 I f  that  is  the ease, even guite larse
differences in the s&so of the ars~aals,  aa well as refinements in technology and
employment crinoepta , would be largmly  Irwlevmt. The q.lestion still remains as to
how muah and what typm o:! u,l;:latir  tieh;>onry  !Lre suff icient  for deterrence, In the
view of many. this has, in Lhe past, led to an arms race resulting in excessive
nuclear arsenals.

178. Different State8 assess aucl@ar weapons and deterrrnae differently. There are
‘those who believe that nualefir  deterrence has played an important role in
preventing the outbreak of a world conflict aid that nualear deterrenoe  will
continue to be a prerequisite for international stability and world seaurity  for
the foreseeable future . Others conaider  that the risks of a failure of deterrence
are too high to be worth taking, since nuolear war could cause intolerable
destruction in any part of the globe, no matter how distant from the centre of
confliat . They believe that nuclear weapons should be banned and abolished and
that viable security alternatives must be considered on the basis of broad
multilateral co-operation rather than on a permanent adversarial relationship.

179. The views on nuclear-weapon doctrines, including deterrence, are described
briefly la section D of the present chapter. More detailed diecussions  are
presented in the United Nations m on D_B. 41 The five nuclear-weapon
State6 have submitted, for publication in the present study, short deSCriptiOnS  of
their dootrinal  views on the um ot’ nuclear weapons. These are given in appendix I.

180, The following section deecribs  briefly the main features of the nuclear
doctrines of the nuclear-weapon States. These doctrines have historically evolved
and therm has also been a fair amount of interaction between different doctrines,
aither through the proceea  of negotiations on arms limitation or through changing
perceptions of threats to the national security of those countries. A great deal
of the evolution of and interaction between doctrines may be attributed to
dovelopmente of weapon technologies.

B. Doetrinss  of &luum.bar-weaaonGtates

181. Although it was recognised  in the United States during the ir.nediate post-war
years that the atomic bomb might potentially change all military strateqy, no
i,articulat doctrine had emerged at that time for the use of this weapon, The bomb
was viewed mainly as a somewhat bigger weapon to be used in the same wcly other
bombs had been used. By 1948, strategic air strikes figurad prominently in United
State8 Air Force nuclear war planning. 81
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182, At the end of the 194Oa  and the beginning of the 19506, under the impact of
the changing world nituation and the development of the Soviet Union@s  !UCiear
aapahility, a re-evaluation of Ameriaan  defence policy was begun, whioh affected
both the level of nuclear armsments  and military doctrine. The United States
Strategic Air Command, which had been given overall responsibility for target
planning for nuclear weapons use, recommended that, owing to the small sire of the
available arsenal and the paucity of reliable intelligenae ou Soviet infrastruature
targe ta, aounter-city nuclear strikes would be militarily more effeotive than
attacks on the energy and transportation infrastructure. The Korean War had
prompted J major US military eftort and President Truman authoriasd an expansion of
nWlear weagone  prodUctiOUe The United States stockpile rose from 50 in mid-1948
to about 1,000 in -353 and reach&d almost 10,000 by the end of the deaade. 61

183. At the doatriaal level, in 1954 the United States Seoretary of State,
John Foster Dulles, announced what wae referred to as “the doctrine of massive
retaliation*t. The United States, aocording  to Dulles, reserved the option of
retaliating instantly, “by meaner at times, and at places of our choosing**. 21
That declaration was said to be intended primarily to undersaore the preventive
nature of the nuclear threat. Xt did not imply that the United St-bces  would
automatically bomb the industrial or population aentres of an adversary in the
event of an attaak on the United States or its allies. The United States would not
necessarily have to meet nilitary aation where it ocaurred,  but might instead
cespond, with or without nuclear weapons ,  with attacka on strategic targets.

164. The first Soviet thermonuclea-  teat in 1953 and the launching Gf the first
Soviet Sputnik in 1957 made it alear that the United States could be expored to
nualear strikes. Thia put an end to the idea uf the traditional Vortrese America@@
and also prompted re-evaluation of the doctrine of ttmaraive retaliation”. The
question wab raised: if there wae to be some lower level of aonflict  involving the
&oviet Union, should the only available United States response be all-out war,
particularly when it could mean - *tunl suicide?

165. The need for a revised strategy was recognimed by President Eisenhower and
further addressed by the Ketnedy  Administration. Two develOpmeUt8 took plaae, The
first wae the adoption of the single integrated operational plan (SIOP), which
sought to co-ordinate nuclear planning md delivery between the various knerican
armed services. a/ Secondly, NATO’s conventional forces were strengthened,
presumably to avoid as long as possible recourse  to nualear weapons. The
introduction of tactical nuclear weapons in the late 1950s and the emergenoe of the
concept of limited nuclear warfare were two convergent factors of readjustment at
the level of military doctrine.

186. The resulting NATO doctrine took the form of the concept of t*flexibls
reaponae”. It was put forward in the ba;inning  of the 1960s by United States
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara. ttFlexible  responsett  presumed that NATO would
maintain its standing conventional forces at a level t.t which it could withstand
attack by the Warsaw Treaty Organisation u-t11 ceaetves were mobilioed. Nuclear
weapons would be used only if the West faced defeat in a conventional war, This
required fire existence of flexible and effective canventional foroes,  if necemary
supported  by tactical nuclear weapons ani’ ultimately by strategio forces. The

/ . . .
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baotrine  atated that each cam of aggression would be dealt with independently and
Amerioaa nuclear response  could be controlled foi varying levels  of reaponee to
aggresaioa, 91

187. A retaliatory rrsponrre could be ae small as one taatioal nuclear charge or a8
large aa a multi-target strike on the Soviet Union. Thus, the Soviet Union would
be deterred from attacking since a conflict would run the risk of escalating to an
all-out nuclear war.  M/ The United Etatea  would deploy its nuclear forces in a
structure and in suffiaieat numbers to enable it to ride out a possible firet
atrike by the Eoviet Union and then retaliate with enough  nuclear forces to destroy
one fifth to one fourth of the Soviet population and one half to two thirds of the
Soviet industry  (“aaaured  destruction’@),  u/ Secretary of Defense McNamara also
init ial ly  proposed a counter-forae strategy. A counter-force attack is an attack
aimed at an adveraarjoe military capability, eapeoislly its nuclear forceer  a
oouater-value attack is directed againrrt  an opponent’s civilian and economic
centre8. However, the teahnioally  feaoible  option8 of the time offered limited
porsibilities  of reaching and coaoentrsthg on military targets. With further
teobnologiaal  develogment~  this option gained in importance.

186, The problem of developing credible option6  wan again elabornted by the Nixon
Administration,  which sought to create a set of “limited nuclear options”  and thus
enhance in-conflict escalation control. According to some aourcea, in 1974 a plan
was outlined for the employment of nuclear weapons in a way that would allow the
United Statea to Vonduot  seleoted nuolear operatiomnl  u/ This approach waa
reportedly reconfirmed and further developed by the Carter Administration, although
Secretary of Defenre  Harold Brown strerrred  that “assured deetruction” continued to
form the “bedrock’@  of nuclear deterrence, U/ The improvemente in the accutaoy of
miaefles and in command and control facilities during the past two decades have
rtimulated  interest in the conaept of “releoted nuclrtar  operations” and nuclear
war-fighting.

189. In 1962, the States partie to the North Atlantic Treaty reaffirmed in a
Declaration that none of their weapons, nuclear or conventional, would ever be used
except in response to attaak. u/

190. Perhaps the most significant doctrinal development in the 1980s was the United
Staterr’  init iative for  developing a system of etrateqic  defence (SDI).  Basically,
the proponents of the idea are endeavouring to deter aggreseion  by denying a
potential adversary the certainty that hi8 nuclear strike would suca8ed. They
believe that deterrence would thus beaome more defensive and lees nuclear. u/

191. After the Second World W&z, although the Soviet Union wae aware of the
potential of nuclear weapons, this did not aeem to have much effect on its military
doctrine, Nuclear weapons were treated simply  as bigger explosives,

192,  In 1960, the Chairman of the Soviet Council of Ministers; Nikita Khrushchev,
announced that a new branch of the Soviet military forces had been formed - the
sttategi  * rocket forces. He also announced that the conventional forces would be

/ ..,
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reduced or regl0aed,  because nuclear wrapona “had made it poraible  to raise our
country’s d8feMiVO power to ouch a level that we are cspable of making further
reduation of our military foroe8”. M/

193. In 1961 D8fenO8 Minirrter Malinovsky stated that on8 of the most important
points of the Soviet military doctrine was that a world war - if initiated by an
aggrersor - @@inevitably would take the form of a nuclear missile war”. K/ Thin
waa an indication that th8 concept8 of deterrence and mnseive retaliation began to
play ma important role ua Soviet thinking at the time.

194. These and other statements were followed in 1962 by the publication in the
Soviet Union of a comprehen~ivr  work on military strategy edited by Marrhal
V. D. lokoloveky,  which recognised  the revolutionary impact of the appearance of
nuolear weapons on military strategy. We central thesir in this work wa8 that a
war where th8 two major Power6 were involved would inevitably escalate to a general
nucle0r war I

“It should be emphRri8ed  that, with the international relationrr l xirting
under present-day condition8 and the present level of development of military
eguipment, any armed conflict will inevitably eaoalete into a general nuclear
war if the nuclear Powers are drawn into this confliot.~O  M/

Baaed on this assumption, the Soviet Union attempted in parallol to build up its
strategic nuclear forces c~,eating  an ability, if neceeaaryI to d8liver  a credible
strike in c&oe of war.

195. When th8 aoncept  of @If lrxible roaponIeet war adopted by NATO in 1967, the
Soviet views on total nuclear war alao atart8d to change gradually. Nuclear
weapons were still depicted a8 a decirive  oloment of war, but it war maintained
thrt only with conventional combined armr operationa could the war be worn*
Beginning in 1965-1966, the Soviet Union apparently began to conridor that nuclear
war could remain geographically limited. The new eCition of Marshal Sokolovrky’a
work on military strategy ruppcrted an inareaaingly  flexible view of the use of
nuclear weapona, thus indicating poaaibilities  Other than rimply  maarive atratrgic
re ta l ia t ion :

“In working out the forms tnd methods for conducting a future war, an
entire number of guestlone rhould be considered: how will the war be
unleashed, what character will it aeeume, who will be the main enemy# will
nuclear weapon8 be employed at the very start r,f the war or in the oouree of
the war, which nuclear weapon8 - strategic or only operational-tactioal -
where, in what area or in what theatre will the main evemtr unfold, etc.ea u/

196, Eventually, Soviet doctrine unbarwent  further ohanger. It rubrequaatly held
that a war would not inevitably becomo  nuclear. Thus, the Soviet  mil i tary writer
Colonel-General A. 8. Zjoltov wrote in 1972 that “it ir completely poeaiblo that a
war can be conducted with only aonvsntional weapona”. a/ He eaid that war without
nuclear weapons w&a pOaaibl8l  even if nuclear weapons were ueed, theme werpmm
oould not rrolve all military taaker  the use of nuclear weapons againat  aomo targets
might prove not operative) nuclear weapons could under Borne circumstance6 be an

/ . . .
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obrrtacle for the advancement of a aountry'a  own forces1 and that many conventional
weapons could be used with great effect against.the  nuolear weapons of an enemy,

197, In 1976, it was rtatsU on the highest level in the Soviet Union that “if all
presently acoumulated  nuc lear  stockpilea were used, humanity would be totally
destroyed”. a/ In 1981, the Soviet Union announced that viotory in nuclear war
would be imporriblo, a sentiment it hae ergreared over rinoe. In 1982, the Soviet
Union officially declared that Pt would not be the firat to ube nuclear weapon6 in
any conflict, It stated that it would not aark to use nuolear weapon8  since any
u8er no matter how limited, aould lead to eooalation  to all-out nuclear war*
Neverthelres, the Soviet Union continued the expansion of itr rrtrategia  nuclear
forcea, which, aocording to the Soviet Union, took into acoount  the need  to ensure
their survivability.

198, The Declaration adopted in 1987 by the Eoviet Union and other States parties
co the Warraw Treaty Organisation envisaged a new alliance military doctrine
subordinated to the task of preventing war , whether nuclear or conventional.
Military means to resolve any dispute8 were lraid to be inadmissible in the nuclesr
age. The Declaration painted out that the defensive nature of their military
doctrine resided in the undertaking6  of the Warraw  Treaty States that they1
( a) would never , under  any c1roumatanoes, initiate military action unleee they were
themrrlvee  the target of an armed attack) (b) would not be the firrt to use nuclear
weapon88 (a) did not have any territorial olaimr to any other State1 and (d) did
not view any State or any people a8 their enemy. a/

199. Despite the rignifioant improvem8nta  in the international situation and in
Soviet-knerican relationr, the Soviet Union oonlriderr that it har to take into
account in its def8no8 btruature, i n c l u d i n g  ita strategic arm8 struature, the
considerable military potential of the United Etatee and NATO. For the s t ra teg ic
nuclear foroer of the Soviet Union, the Maeno of defenoe eufficiency is
determined by the need to maintain those forces in ouch quantity and quality as to
provide reliabl8 retaliation capability against nualear attack upon it in any
oircumstana8e, even the mort unfavourable. The Soviet Union maintaine that it does
not seek military supremacy over the United Stat88 and dO8S  not lay Claim to
greater rrecurity, but at the aame time it ir fully reeolved not to allow the latter
to gain military supremacy over it,

200. The Soviet Union believes that the strategic balance that has developed
betW88n the nuclear for&788 of the USSR and those of the United Staten, both in the
overall quantity of strategic! nuclear weapon8 and in their real operational
potential, makes possible in any circum~tancee  to inflict unacceptable damage on
the aggressor  in a retaliatory (second) strike. The Soviet Union harr etated that
it is in favour of curbing the nuclear arma race through the contractual lowering
of the levels of nuclear weaPona. In reducing strategic nuclear weapons0  emphasis
should be plaaed  on enhancing strategic rtability through strengthening  their
invulnerability while reducing their overall quantity and thus iataining the68
weapons ar effective mean8  of retaliation but not of attack (first strike).
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201. The United Kingdo.ll  remain8 fully integrated in NATO. Ae 8 member of NATO, the
United  Kingdom ie covered by the United Statee’ extended deterrenae. EV8n though
the United Kingdom’s nualear  forces are committed to NATO's policy of flexible
r88~0n88, the United Kingdom’s possession of ita own nuclear weapons gives it an
option tn initiate independently a nuclear response to sttaak. These two role6
would complicate the strategic responses of a potential aggressor.

202, Although the United Kingdom’o  Lance taotical nuclear mis6iler  are under a
dual-key system with the United States, it8 other forces are controlled by the
United Kingdom alone, Britieh nuclear weapon8 are deployed both on Britieh soil
and in the Federal Republic of Qermany,  a/ During a European conflict and where
British nuclear weapon8 were to be used a8 part of NATO forcea, the Supreme Allied
Command8r  in Europe, an Amerioan,  need8 British approval to order the u8e of
Bri t i sh  moleat weapons,  291

203, British etrategic doctrine la based on what is commonly known aa minimum
deterrence. In view of the relatively limited number of strategic warhead8 at its
diepoaal, at present s o m e  126, the doctrine 18 presumed to be almost  purely
counter-value. &&/

204. Most of Britain’s forces are targeted on the Soviet Union, In 1962 Britain
dedicated it8 Polaris force to NATO ab a strategic deterrent to publicly underline
the focu8 of its nuclear forces.  a/ Tie United Xingdom*s  strategic nuclear forces
ensure that it could ~~inflict  a blow 80 destruative that the penalty for aggression
would have proved too high”.  a/

205. Along with the process of withdrawing its military force8 from NATO control in
1966, France was developing the e88entials  of its autonomou8  national doctrine of
nuclear deterrence. France maintains an independent nuclear force, 8ince it
believer such a force to be essential for its defence and independence.

206, France’8 nuolear strategy ie one of dhw&n du W&r&, or the weak
deterring the strong. Deterrence and security rest on the threat of nuclear
retaliation against a conventional or nuclear attack on F r a n c e .

207, According to French declaration8, if France felt ita vital intererta were
threatened, it would launch a nuclear Q@la8t  warning“  toward the attacking State.
Should the aggressor persist in his actiona, this shot would be the preour8or  of a
devastating nuclear attack against France’8 opponent. Since France’8 nuclear
doctrine is well publicised, the purpose of the ultimate warning would be that the
attacker could then determine that the benefits gained by pursuing the atteck on
France would b far inferior to the costs incurred by doing 80. a/
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208. Originally French nuclear strategy was defined as being aimed at defending
French territory. Subsequently, France indioated that it was aimed at defending
the vital interests of France. France stresses that the decision to use its
nuclear weapons can, by definition, only be made on the sole basis of its national
sovereignty. To fulfil its nuclear strategy, the French triad ensures a survivable
second-strike capability that is seen as reducing the likelihood of a pre-emptive

5. China

209. When China first acquired a nuclear-weapon capability, it announced that Chi
would never be the first to use nuclear weapons, and would not, in any
circumstances, use nuclear weapons against a non-nuclear-weapon State. a/
However, China's nuclear weapons employment strategy remains largely unknown.

210. China's defence policy was based for many years on the concept of a "people
war" on the one hand and nuclear deterrence on the other. In the 1960s the
people's war concept dominated. According to Mao Zedong, an attack on China,

strike against France. Z/

na

S

whether nuclear or conventional, would have to be followed by an invasion of ground
f o r c e s , and this is where the supremacy of the concept of the people's war would be
felt. Hostile forces would be lured deep into China's territory, "bogged down in
endless battles and drowned in a hostile human sea". a/

211. As a result, the Chinese seemed to have opted for a minimal nuclear
deterrent. .In addition, in spite of a renewed emphasis on its regular military.
forces, China continued to promote the idea of "peasant armies", which, owing to
their siae and dispersal, could not be wiped out by nuclear attacks. The Chinese
force structure supporting its nuclear doctrine, however, was reported to be
pragmatic and flexible. 321

212. During the last years of the 197Os, it seemed that the adherents of the
concept that in war men are more important than weapons had lost ground.
Furthermore, there were indications that efforts were under way to develop more
modern general-purpose forces in order to meet more limited military contingencies
than the extremes of nuclear deterrence or mass war. There were also indications
that China was interested in developing tactical nuclear weapons. Z/

213. It appears that currently in China, the modernization of existing
nuclear-weapon systems takes precedence over a dramatic quantitative build-up of
nuclear forces. B/

c. RelationshiD between nuclear WeaDons. non-nuclear
weapons and deterrence

214. The relationship between nuclear and non-nuclear weapons and its impact on
military doctrines is crucial to an examination of the concept of deterrence.

/ . . .
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216. The diaauaaion  regarding thia relationship haa or&red  ahfefly on tho
aituatioa prevailing in Europe where the two military allianaee, NATO and the
Warsaw Treaty Organioation, have over the yeare faaed one another with a large
oonaentration  of foraer,  both nuclear end oonventional. lotwithetending this
oono8ntration  on Europe, similar points oould be drawn in relation to the
Sine-Soviet  nuolear balanoe and indeed to maritime strategy in the Paoifio.

216. On the NATO aide, the perceived euperiority of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw
Treaty oountriee with regard to oonventional foroes has long been a focal saint of
a debate on the overall balance of foroea, including the role of nuolear weapons in
the maintenance of a credible deterrent posture in Europe. The doctrine of
flexible reapone  praauppoaea  the erietenoe of aonventional forces Buffiaiently
strong to provide  the NATO alliance with options other than those of defeat or an
early nuolear re~ponae. At the eeme time, NATO haa aonsldered it necessary to
retain the poeribility of a firat use of nuolear weapons at least a8 long an the
peroeived  oonventional imbalanoe has not been reatified  and the other side
poeeerree large and flexible nuolear foroes. In a polioy  deolaration,  the North
Atlantio Counoil Meeting held at Brueeele in May 1989 utated in its aommuniqui that
“the Allies’ nub-atrategio aualear foroer are not meant to oompeneate  for
oonventional imbalanaea~~. a/ In June 19901 NATO foreign minieterr etated that
“for the foreseeable  future, the prevention of war will require an appropriate mix
of eurviveble and effeatlve oonventional end nuolear foraea at the loweat levela
ooneietent with our seaurity needa”. u/

217. The debate on the need to further reduce inoentivea for the early use of
nuolear weapons in a major war in Europe has oootinued during the 198Oe. In 1979
the United States deoided to rrduae ite etockpile  of taotioal nuolear woapone  in
Europe. At the NATO meeting at Xontebello in 1963, deoisionm were taken on the
further restructuring of NATO'r foroea, inoluding an agreement to withdraw a total
of 1,400 taotioal nuclear warheads from exlatlng etookpllee. n/

218. The dloviet Union holdr that ita military doatrine har traditionally rtreseed
the importewe of both non-nuolear and nuolear weagona  ae elemente of an effective
military posture. Over the years , the emphasis of thee8 oomgorrente  haa varied,
refleoting the evolution in the Soviet overall ooncept of military atrategy am well
aa ite peroeptions o f  the  threat8  to  i t s  na t iona l  seourity.  Th i s  pertain6  to  the
European theatre in particular , whioh throughout the post-war period hae remained
the primary thaatre of operation8 in Soviet military planning. In reoent timee,
Soviet mili.;ary  doctrine has elcborated a new approach towards determining the
strength of armed foroea, their structure end military oonatruotion ae a whole thatI ia being put into effect. The Soviet Union has et&ted that in dealing with these

.i iasuee  it proceeds from the principle of reasonable euffiolenoy  for defence. u/

1
219. With regard  to strategic offensive weapona, thir principle, according to the
Soviet Union, requires maintenance of the approximate balence  in such weapons
between the Soviet Union end the United Stater. Their etruoture may differ, but
their potential oombat capebility  at any level of reductions should be comparable,

220. The Soviet position ie that, for oonventional armed foroea, euffioiency  for
defenoe  implirs a level of battle etrength at which they are capable of repelling

/ ..I
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possible aggression, but, at the same time, not capable of carrying out an attack
and conducting large-scale offensive operations. .This means giving armed forces a
non-offensive structure; limiting the number of strike-weapon systems; changing the
groupings of armed forces and their deployment , with the aim of enhancing their
capabilities for defence; and lowering the levels of military production, military
expenditure and military activities as a whole.

221. The Soviet Union has announced that the structure of its Armed Forces is being
reorganised in a defensive spirit, as follows. Apart from unilateral reductions in
its Armed Forces by 500,000 men (to be completed by the end of 1990) the number of
military regions, armies and general military divisions has been reduced. The
correlation between means of offence and means of defence is being changed in
favour of the latter. Operational manoeuvre groups and concentrated tank groupings
have been disbanded. Those Soviet divisions still remaining for the present in the
territories of the allies of the Soviet Union are being reorganized. B/ A large
number of tanks are being withdrawn from these divisions (40 per cent of those in
the motorised infantry divisions and 20 per cent of those in the tank divisions)
and taken out of service. The divisions are being given a defensive structure. 401

222. Following the unilateral withdrawal of some 500 tactical nuclear weapons from
Europe in 1989, the Soviet Union announced that it was willing to make further
significant reductions of its tactical nuclear missiles as soon as the NATO
countries would formally agree to start negotiations on tactical nuclear weapons in
Europe. It also reiterated its proposals to include the issue of short-range
nuclear forces in the agenda on disarmament and arms reduction in Europe. In
April 1990, NATO agreed to start negotiations on tactical nuclear weapons after the
conclusion of an agreement on conventional force reductions in Europe (CFE).

223. The progress in the CFE negotiations at Vienna, the Soviet conventional force
reductions, the restructuring of Soviet and other Warsaw Treaty country forces in a
more defensive direction, following the adoption in 1987 of a new military doctrine
of the Alliance, as well as the withdrawal of some United States tactical nuclear
warheads from Europe, are developments with potentially far-reaching implications
for traditional force postures in Europe.

224. The highest representatives of the Warsaw Pact member States, gathered in
Moscow on 7 June 1990 for a meeting of the political consultative committee,
stated, inter alia: "Participants in the meeting are unanimous in their opinion
that the ideological enemy image has been overcome by mutual efforts of the East
and the West". They further stated: "Confrontation elements contained in
documents of the Warsaw Treaty and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization  that were
adopted in the past are no longer in line with the spirit of the time" (see
A/45/312, annex).

225. At the July 1990 North Atlantic Council meeting of Heads of State and
Government, a Declaration was adopted in which it was stated, inter ali.& that the
Alliance "will never in any circumstances be the first to use force". Furthermore,
the Declaration stated the ,following:  $&
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"The political and military changes in Europe, and the prospects of
further changes, now allow the Allies concerned to go further. They will thus
modify the size and adapt the tasks of their nuclear deterrent forces. They
have concluded that, as a result of the new political and military conditions
in Europe, there will be a significantly reduced role for sub-strategic
nuclear systems of the shortest range. They have decided specifically that,
once negotiations begin on short-range nuclear forces, the Alliance will
propose, in return for reciprocal action by the Soviet Union, the elimination
of all its nuclear artillery shells from Europe.

"New negotiations between the United States and the Soviet Union on the
reduction of short-range nuclear forces should begin shortly after a
CFE agreement is signed. The Allies concerned will develop an arms control
framework for these negotiations which takes into account our requirements for
far fewer nuclear weapons, and the diminished need for sub-strategic nuclear
systems of the shortest range.

"Finally, with the total withdrawal of Soviet stationed forces and the
implementation of a CFE agreement, the Allies concerned can reduce their
reliance on nuclear weapons. These will continue to fulfil an essential role
in the overall strategy of the Alliance to prevent war by ensuring that there
are no circumstances in which nuclear retaliation in response to military
action miqht be discounted. However, in the transformed Europe, they will be
able to adopt a new NATO strategy making nuclear forces truly weapons
of last resort.

"We approve the mandate given in Turnberry to the North Atlantic Council
in Permanent Session to oversee the ongoing work on the adaptation of-the
Alliance to the new circumstances. It should report its conclusion as soon as
possible,

"In the context of these revised plans for defence and arms control, and
with the advice of NATO Military Authorities and all member States concerned,
NATO will prepare a new Allied military strategy moving away from 'forward
defence', where appropriate, towards a reduced forward presence and modifying
*flexible response* to reflect a reduced reliance on nuclear weapons. In that
connection, NATO will elaborate new force plans consistent with the
revolutionary changes in Europe. NATO rPl1 also provide a forum for Allied
consultation on the upcoming negotiations on short-ranqe nuclear forces."

D. Differing nositions reoardinc nuclear deterrence

226. Depending on the attitude regardinq nuclear weapons and the role $f these
weapons in international relations, schools of thought on the subject range from
acceptance by necessity to total rejection of nuclear weapons (see United Nations
Study on Deterrence).

227. Proponents of deterrence maintain that deterrence is not just a western
position but a universal concept. They believe that the success of nuclear
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deterrence is a political and strategic fact of the post-war period. It has been
deemed necessary for constraining the offensive use of military forces and fsr
resisting possible military and political intimidation by a potential opponent.
Thus, in their opinion, nuclear deterrence is an exclusively defensive strategy and
represents the best means of maintaining stability. 421

228. The existence of nuclear deterrence, they believe, has not only preserved the
European continent from an East-West armed conflict, but has also led to a historic
break with the process of confrontation, which frequently gave rise to armed
conflicts. In their opinion, no system of security has been able up to now to
offer guarantees similar to those provided by nuclear deterrence. They maintain
that deterrence is also fully compatible with the principle of self-defence
recognized  by the Charter of the United Nations. a/

229. Furthermore, they also believe that conventional warfare, which since *be
Second World War has decimated populations in many parts of the world with
increasingly destructive weapons, is no more moral than nuclear non-warfare.
Consequently, nuclear deterrence cannot be judged in moral or ethical terms without
taking into account what they consider the most relevant criterion in this respect,
that of stability: past, present and future. The world is no less secure today
than in 1914 or 1939 when nuclear weapons were unknown. 441

230. The critics of nuclear deterrence point out that nuclear weapons are weapons
of mass destruction radically different from any other weapons mankind has
previously known. They are weapons that defy traditional concepts of strategy.
Any nuclear-weapon State that relies on nuclear deterrence, they believe, must
ultimately be prepared to employ its weapons. They contend that military response,
according to international law, must not be out of proportion with an armed
a t t a c k . The use of nuclear weapons in response: to a conventional attack would be,
however, inherently a disproportionate response. Furthermore, their use would
entail a risk of escalation to an all-out nuclear war, which would mean not only
the total destruction of combatants, but also a threat to the survival of
non-nuclear-weapon States and, in the end, of all mankind. The order of damage
likely in a nuclear conflict would be beyond all historical experience. Q5J The
overwhelming majority of non-nuclear-weapon States have rejected nuclear weapons
and related doctrines as a means for their security.

231. A basic conceptual difficulty associated with the doctrine of nuclear
deterrence in the opinion of its critics is that it continues to expound the
utility of the possession of nuclear weapons and their possible use. Since a?-1
States have equal rights to security, such an approach, they argue, runs counller to
desired objectives of nuclear non-proliferation, particularly in an environment of
improved international relations. In addition, critics argue that it is not
possible to prove that nuclear deterrence is to be credited with the maintenance of
peace in Europe. In any case, the risk of nuclear war is unacceptable to them (see
chap. VII). Furthermore, they believe that in some cases the possession of nuclear
weapons complicates the solution of international problems, particularly at ths
regional level. A country that possesses nuclear weapons and is not a party to the
Non-Proliferation Treaty will rely on such weapons, for purposes of intimidation or
if necessary for use, as long as regional problems remain unsolved, and it will do

.‘...
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so in its dealings with parties that do not have nuclear capabilities for warlike
purposes. In such a case, nuclear deterrence thus becomes a significant factor
militating against the integrity of certain regions.

232. Other criticisms include the issue of rationality. Critics contend that
misperception of the other side's motives, miscalculation or even accidental launch
of weaponry could remove weapons from rational control.

Notes

11 The concept of unacceptable damage was introduced by United States
Secretary of Defense Robert McNsmara in the 1960s and defined as destruction of
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the effects of fall-out, general social disruption, etc. Lawrence Freedman, The
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1976) and SIOP-6 (in 1983).
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Motes( c o n t i n u e d )
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Notea (continued)
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281 David Yost, “French Nuclear Targeting”, in Desmond Ball and Jeffrey
Mchelson,  eds, ,  &R&R& NUar T a r - * Ithaca, Cornell Studips  in Security
Aftaim, Ithaca, 1986, p. 134.

2p/ Ipid., pa 1 0 6 .

3Q/ George Segal, “Nuclear Ecaces~~, in George legal and William T. Tow, eds.,
v PO-, Urbana, University of Illinois Press, 1984, p. 99.

u/ Ralph L. Powell, %aoist Military Doctrine’*, in vGurvev, April 1968.

a/ S e g a l ,  PD. c&., p p .  100-109.

u/ me., p .  1 0 6 .

a/ Economic reforms emphasising the civilian sector and improved relations
with the USSR may have led to a decrease in China’s pursuit of quantitative
improvementa  in its nuclear weapons programmes. See WRI Yewbook  198& p. 52.
See also mYearbook p. 34.

w *@A Comprehensive Concept of Arms Control and Disarmament", adopted by
Heads of State and Government  at the meeting of the North Atlantic Council at
Brussels on 29 and 30 May 1989 (A/44/481, annex II).

U/ See Conference on Disarmament document CD/1006,  para. 11.

u/ Ivo Daadler, "NATO Nuclear Targeting and the INF Treaty", in Jouru of
#&&6&c St&h, Vol. 11, September 1988, p* 279.

u/ See “On the military doctrine of the Soviet Union", statement of the
Chief of General Staff of the Armed Forces of the USSR General of the Army,
M. A. Moiseev, at the Vienna seminar of 35 States on military doctrines,
16 January 1990.

u/ By 1991 all Soviet troops are to be withdrawn from Hungary and most
l ikely Csechoslovakia  as  well , The future of Soviet troops on East German soil
remains to be seen, but it appears certain that they will undergo reductions from
their present level of approximately 380,000 troops.

441 See 81PRIYearbo21989, "The Soviet tiilitary and Perestroika", pp. 24
and 25.

fi/ See Conference’on  Disarmament document CD/1013,  paras. 16-20.

/ . . .
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Hotea (contiaueQ)

a/ See, fater w, C h r i s t o p h e r  Achen an&Duncan  Snidal, Wational
Deterrence Theory and Comparative Case Studies", in ma Pox&&a,  Vol. 41,
January 1969, pp, 143,169.

411 See Am08 J. Peallee, B C?ovg
s Docm, Part One, The Hague, Martlnus Niihoff, 1974, pp* 1310
anb 1311.

u/ See,  wr u, Bernard  Brobie, **The Development of Nuclear Strategy
in  Mi l ler ,  Q-&., p. 14.

fi/ See Julio Caraaaler, "Chapter I", &g&y an DeWmew  (United Nation8
publicakion, Sales No, E.67.IX.2).
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CHAPTER V

DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION AND TEBTINO  OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

A. Decision rew deIf&agmnt  w
nuclear

233. The international community is divided on the issue of the possession of
nuclear weapons. The overwhelming majority of States have refrained from acquiring
such weapons. More than 45 years after the first nuclear devices were developed,
only a small number of Skate6 have acquired nuclear arms. Significantly, more than
130 States, including three nuclear-weapon States, in the Final Declaration of the
1965 Third Review Conference of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, declared their

i
continued rrupport  for the prevention of proliferation of nuclear weapon8 or other

!
n u c l e a r  explorrive  d e v i c e s .  I/ I t  appearo, therefore, that the vast majority of
Staten believes that acquirition  of nuclear weapona  would not oerve their security
intereats and that emergence of additional nuclear-weapon States ie liable to have

i considerable regional, or even global, security ramification8 (eee chaps. VII
i
i and VIII).

234. A decision to develop, build and tent a nuclear weapon ia complex. Following
.I a political decision to acquire nuclear weaponci, a non-nuclear-weapon State must

develop the required technologies and enrure the rupply of nuclear fissile
material . Considerable  research, development, engineering and industrial capacity
are required to build facilities either to make enriched uranium or to extract
plutonium from spent  reactor fuel. To build such facilitiee is a complex and
expensive task, which i8 beyond the domeetic  capabilities of many countries.

235. After the decision has been made cLa to how to acquire the fissile material, a
State muat decide whethsr  to test its developed weapon. It ie probable that a
workable first-generation fission weapon could be developed without testing,
although it ir uncertain how reliable this device would be. The Hiroshima bomb was
not tested, and design and construction may well be easier today with the use of
supercomputere. To develop advanced nuclear weapona, such a8 fuoion  weapons,
would, however, require te8ting.

B .  wear wd itA relationshir,  to ttre continued
-ment

236. The tenting of nuclear warheads is a critical element in the production of
nuclear weapons, becaure  each new type of nuclear weapon typically requires the
development of a new warhead. It ir believed that moat testing ita done to develop
specific  new warheads, with half a doaen explosions required to develop a brand new
deuign. Further teats are conducted to check weapons aa they come off the
production line, and also for their reliability when they reach the stockpile. 21
Nuclear-test explo8ionr  are alao used to research new Linda of nuclear weapons.
“Weapon8  ef fectb” tests are aloo carried out to measure the effect of radiation on
military equipment. Moat detai l8 of  nuclear testb are kept secret.

/ . . .
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237. All five nuclear-weapon States conduct nuclear tests as part of their weapons
programmes. Between 1945 and 1989 there were 11819 internationally  recorded tests
(an average of one test every nine days) with a total yield of many hundred
megatons (see table 1). Testing has been carried out on every continent except
South America and Antarctica, as well as on a number of island territories in the
Pacific Ocean. The United States, the Soviet Union and China test at isolated
sites within their respective mainlands. The United Kingdom uses the American test
site in Nevada. France has two test sites in French Polynesia.

Table 1. Recent31

Country
First Current Number of tests
test test site 1986 1987 1988 1989 All tests

United states 1945 Nevada 14 14 14 11 921

Union of Soviet
Socialists Republics 1949 Semipalatinsk/ 0 a/ 23 17 7 642

Novaya Zemlya

United Kingdom 1952 Nevada 1 1 0 1 42

France 1960 Mururoa/ a 8 8 a 180
Fangataufa

China 1964 Lop Nor,
Sinkiang

0 1 1 0 34

a/ The USSR held a moratorium on testing August 1985-February  1987.

238. Except for a few underwater tests, the early tests were carried out in the
atmosphere, provoking widespread concern about the effects of radioactive
fall-out. Since the 1963 Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in
Outer Space and Under Water (PTBT), the United States, the Soviet Union and the
United Kingdom have conducted their testing at underground sites. France continued
to carry out atmospheric tests on French territory in the South Pacific (see
sect. F below) till 1974 when it changed to underground testing only. China ended
atmospheric testing in Sinkiang in 1980. Q/

239. The nuclear-weapon States have based their decisions to develop new nuclear
weapons, upgrade and test new nuclear-weapon systems on the following grounds: to
ensure effsctive-dess of the nuclear deterrent by continued modernization of the
nuclear stockpile; to maintain the reliability, survivability and safety of nuclear
stockpiles; to allow the nuclear Powers to subject command and control equipment to
nuclear effects: to permit development of smaller warheads with potentially limited
collateral effects. 51

/ *..
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240. The nuclear-weapon State8 have used testing to emass a vast amount of weapons
expertise and a,wide range of nuclear weapons. They feel that nuclear weapons must
be tested if they are to remain credible. While some nuclear explosions have been
used to test triggbr  and safety mechanisms, many nuclear warhead components can be
tested without an explosion.

c .  gQ2

241. Both of the two previous United Nations etudferr on nuclear weapons (1966 and
1980) tried to estimate the costs associated  with the acquisition of nuclear
weapons by a State that decides on such an undertaking. The two studies agreed
that a nuclear weapons programme would cost less in real terms to implement at
their respective times of preparation than it did in 1945. This wes attributed to
technological progress in several fields, in conjunction with a wide dissemination
of related knowledge within the framework of peaceful nuclear energy development.
However, the two rtudies alao agreed that any nuclear weapons programme  would 8till
be very expensive. The establishment and operation of a nuclear reactor or an
enrichment plant or both would be very coritly. The development of an advanced,
dedicated delivery system might cost even more.

242, The costs of a nuclear reactor may be subdivided into three main categories:
the cost of constructing the reactor, the fuel costs and the operational and
maintenance co8ts. The cost of construction depends on the capacity, siae,
location, design and type of reactor to be built as well as on the availability of
a skilled work force. Therefore, the investment coat for capital equipment is
highly variable f r o m  reactor to reactor. The cost of fuel is more predicteble,
depending only upon price and quantity. Operational and maintenance costs clso
vary with the sise and type of operation, although these costa are more atable from
year to year.

243. The cost to a country of trying to develop and construct nuclear weapons and
their delivery systems would be enormous and a call on the national budget that
only a relatively small number of countries could sustain. Not only would a
country have to divert a significant quantity of its human, technological and
material resource8 to the project, but it would also have to devote its highest
quality resources to this task. The infrastructure required to support a peaceful
nuclear power programme is extensive) the demand8  of a aucleat weapons programme go
well beyond that, particularly if the country hae to develop an indigenous
enrichment capacity to provide fissile materials for the weapon8. Added to these
already huge costs would be the expense of developing advanced dedicated delivery
systems.

244. I t  is easier to construct and operate a dedicated plutonium production reactor
than an electrical-power-producing reactor. Investment casts for the simplest type
of graphite-moderated reactor giving enough plutonium-239 for two weapons annually
(10 kg of plutonium) are e8timated to be in the range of $25 to $50 million. The

j

capital cost of a reprocessing plant to extract plutonium from irradiated fuel
would amount to an additional $50 million. Personnel requirements for construction
and operation are mOde8t and plutonium could be produced four year8 after the start

I

/ . . .
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of the construction. In order to obtain plutonium for 10 to 20 weapons per year
with a safe and reliable reactor, investment costs.woul;  range up to perhap
$1,000 million and the project would require some 50 to 75 engineers and 150 to
200 skilled technicians. The time span until the first output of plutonium would
be five to seven years. $1

245. For an enrichment plant, costs may be categarized as for a reactor. Thz
operational and maintenance costs are often proportional to the separation work
actually done, which is indicative of the size and activity of the operation. This
is often measured in mass separative work units (kg SWU) per time unit. The amount
of separative work needed to produce a given quantity of enriched uranium depends
on the type of plant, the quality of the "feed", i.e. the input, the level of
enrichment of the final product and the residual U-235 content of the depleted
"tails". For instance, to produce, in a certain plant, one kilogram of reactor
fuel, enriched to 3 per cent from natural uranium with a 0.2 per cent uranium-235
content in the tails, 4.25 kg SWU is needed. To produce the same amount of
weapon-grade material under the same conditions requires 226 kg SWU. 11

246. Though costs can vary widely, all enrichment plants are expensive. In the
United States, by the end of 1984, the total investment in piant and capital
equipment for all three United States gaseous diffusion plants was $3.86 billion
(an average of $1.28 billion each). According to unofficial sources, at the end of
1986, 2.59 million kg SWU went for United States defence activities, at the price
of approsimately $82-$100 per kg SWU. a/

247. Some academic sources estimate that the total amount world wide of
weapon-grade uranium produced since the Second World War ranges between 1,000 and
2,000 tons. Similarly, the total quantity of weapon-grade plutonium produced world
wide amounts to 100-200 tons.

248. Currently, the United States is no longer producing enriched uranium for its
nuclear weapons, since it has sufficient resources in its stockpile and in old
weapons that it plans to scrap in the near future.

D. Peaceful uses of nuclear explosive devices

249. Since the advent of the nuclear age in 1945, the international community has
sought both to use nuclear energy for peaceful purposes and at the same time to
prevent the spread of nuclear weapons. The; issue of peaceful nuclear explosions
(PIES)  is closely connected with the pursuit of these two goals. While nuclear
explosions have a potential of.being carried out for civil purposes, the practical
technical and economic benefits of such use of a nuclear device remain in doubt.
Moreover, the prevalent view is that the technology for developing any explosive
nuclear device is not distinguishable from that involved in the development of a
nuclear weapon and that the explosion of such a device for peaceful purposes is
indistinguishable from a nuclear-weapon test. A non-nuclear-weapon State capable
of exploding a nuclear device could therefore emerge as a nuclear-weapon State in a
significantly shorter time. 9/

!
/ l . .

I
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250. Two broad categories of potential peaceful use of nuclear explosive devices
have bden identffiedg (a) excavation and landscaping (e.g. canal and dam
construction) and (b) contained application (e.g. curbing runaway gas well firea,
stimulating oil and gas productioa, creating storage cavities and conducting deep
seismic amndings), Soviet peaceful nuclear explosions have encompassed all of the
uses described above. J,Q/

251. The United States and the Soviet Union, hopeful of achieving technical success
and economic advantages from peaceful nuclear enplosioas, each began conducting
PNE-related test explosions in the 1960s. France carried out research or peaceful
nuclear explosions but did not conduct any tests. China and the United Kingdom
have never expressed any interest in peaceful nuclear explosions, and there are no
indications that they have ever had such programmes. In 1974 India announced that
it had carried out a peaceful nuclear explosionr  it is the only non-nuclear-weapon
State to have done so. This event aroused concern among other countries. u/

252. The United States peaceful nuclear explosions proqrasune, established in 1957,
consisted of an active research and development effort and 12 actual nuclear field
tests to investigate possible uses for gas stimulation and large-scale excavation.
The advantages of using nuclear eqlosions  for these purposes were not demonstrated
by the programme. Because of this and the increasing public concern for the
environment and possible increases in radioactivity, the United States terminated
its programme in 1977. u/

253. The first explosives used in the United States peaceful nuclear explosions
programme were existing nuclear weapons modified to meet underground emplacement
conditions. As experimental data became available, however, it became clear that
the United States peaceful nuclear explosion devices would require special
characteristics to minimise health  and safety effects8 these characteristics would
include low-fission explosives for excavation and all-fission devices to minimise
residual tritium for use in oil and gas stimulation. All testing of the devices
was done at national test sites, while the analysis of each event focused on
whether the device performed as expected and what radioactive elements were
present.  JJ/

254. The Soviet Union also had an active peaceful nuclear explosions programme,
conducting over 100 detonations since 1965. However, the programme has been
seriously scaled back. Excavation applications apparently were abandoned a decade
ago, owing to discouragiag experimental results and strong public objections on
environmental grounds. The main Soviet efforts now seem to focus on creating
underground facilities for storage of gas condensate and conducting deep seismic
soundings. &&/

255. Five major treaties on arms limitation and disarmament deal in whole or in
part with the issue of peaceful nuclear explosions, a11 a t tes t ing  to  the  s imi lar i ty
of nuclear explosive devices for military and for peaceful purposes (see
chap. VIII).
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256. The original optimism on the possible benefits of the PNE technology has now
been reversed. The combination of environmental problems, delicate arms control
issues, oost and security and safety problems have all contributed to a common
understandlnq  that the PNE technology is generally impractical.

E. j effects of nw

257. The complete nuclear-weapons production cycle comprises many operations,
i.e. mining and milling of uranium, uranium enrichment, reactor fuel fabrication,
operation of reactors for plutonium production, spent fuel reptocessinq, weapons
manufacture, handling of weapons, dismantling of weapons and final disposal of
waste. Many of these operations ate also common to civilian use of nuclear
energy. Most, if not all of thein, are associated with possible risks to the
personnel involved and to the environment. Accidental releases of radioactive
substances and chemicals during ongoing processes or by effluents, transports and
mo 00 r e s u l t i n g  from .,ranaqement  of wastes  may cause environmental damage.

256. The United States nuclear warhead production industry currently consists of
17 major faci l i t ies  in 13 states.  u/

259. There has been increased scrutiny by the United States of its nuclear reactors
used to produce materials for nuclear weapons, revealing safety concerns at a
number  of the United States nuclear-material-production facilities. Therefore, all
of the United States Department of Energy’s nuclear-weapons-material-pt.>ducinq
reactors have been shut down as at early 1990. As a result, the United States has
not produced any new ttitium since at least June 1988, as the Department’s three
operational tritiusn production reactors at the Savannah Rivet facility, in the
state of South Carolina, have all been shut down.

260. The United States is estimated to have about 500 metric tons of weapon-grade
uranium, enough to support all existing United States nuclear weapons. u/ In
19F4, President Lyndon Johnson decided that the United States stockpile of highly
enriched uranium was sufficient to support American nuclear weapons requirements,
Since then the United States has not produced any additional highly enriched
uranium for weapons. JJ/

261. The United States currently has about 100 metric tons of plutonium, enough to
support its current stockpile of nuclear weapons. J&/ In addition to the plutonium
in existing nuclear warheads, the United States has reserve and scrap plutonium
that could, depending on modernisation requirements and retirements, continue to
support a nuclear arsenal for some time. u/ United States  legislat ion prohibits
diversion of plutonium from civilian power plants to weapons use*

262. The Soviet Union is thought to have built a total of 14 military nuclear
reactors, the same number that the United States originally built. Four of them
have been closed down. The 10 Soviet reactors that are still in service will soon
have been operating for about the same length of time as United States military
reactors, before the United States reactors were shut down. zQ/

/ . . .
m-
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263. The Soviet Union has announced that in 1989 it stopped production of enriched
uranium, that it closed in 1987 one rsaator that was producing weapon-grade
plutonium and that it plans to close down in 1989-1990 a few mote such reactors.
In 1989, the Soviet Union announced that it planned to decommission by the year
2000 all plutonium-producing reactors. Four reactors producing weapon-qr ade
plutonium in the viciait;-  of Kyshtym will be shut down by the end of 1990. Out of
six plutonium-producing reactors that will still be oueratinq, three reactors will
bs closed by 1996 and the last three before the year 2000. a/

264. The Soviet Union has also been cxperiencinq  difficulties with its
nuclear-;reapons  production facilities, It has been reported that the Kyshtym
Industrial Complex, established in 1946 and therefore the oldest nuclear-weapons
ptoduation faaility in the Soviet Union, was experiencing diff icult ies  s imilar to
those of its American counterparts. The plant has experienced severe radioactive
and toxic pollution, critical mechanical lapses and public fears about health
threats. This is not a new problem for the Soviet Union. Mismanagement of nuclear
waste caused a huge erplosioa there in 1957 that showered hundreds of square miles
with dangerous radioaotive particles. It forced the evacuation of mote that 10,000
people and created a radioactive mono 65 miles long and almost 6 miles wide. In
addition, the Soviet Union poured aaesium, strontium and other nuclear wastes
directly into a lake within the complex , making it unfit for human use. More than
30 years later water reserves in the surrounding area are still undrinkable. 221

265. The 1957 aaaident at Kyshtym, which was dercribed in detail by the Soviet
press 32 years later , coupled with the accident at Chernobyl in April 1956, has
also caused popular anxiety in the Soviet Unif)n  about nuclear technology. As a
result of various incidents, both in the Soviet Union and in the United States,
domestic concerns about the danger6 people face from the weapons industry have
begun to enter the debate about tF.e safety of nuclear facilities. a/

266. These concerns have prompted the United States Department of Energy to propose
spending $28.6 billion over the next five years to correct the conditions at civil
and military nuclear sites around the United States. The money would be used to
clean up pollution, to repair equipment and for research to develop new methods to
dispose of radioa*tive  and chemical waste. The plan is intended to correct nuclear
and chemical contamination and repair damage at 94 nuclear sites in 19 st,\tes in
ths United States, of which 72 ate no longer active. 2&/

267 Under the plan, at least $13 billion is to be spent on the disposal of low-
and high-level radioactive wastes. The low-level waste includes cardboard boxes,
gloves and other material contaminated with radioactive substances, which are not
acutely harmful but can be dangerous with long-term exposure. The high-level waste
coasiets of radioactive elements like caesium and strontium. Most of these wastes
are stored as  l iquids. They emit penetrating radiation that can be lethal near the
storage vessels even after very short erposure#  251

260. Among the problems identified at United States nuclear-weapons production
plants were: (a) releases of radio-nuclides and other harmful substances into the
air, water snd soil#  (b) plants run without adequate worker protection or safety
precautionat (c) toxic and radioactive waste accumulating in thousands of dump
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sitest and (d) hasardous materials being unsafely transported through heavily
populated sections of major American cities. a/

269. There is little information as to whether the other three nuclear-weapon
States are having any problems with their military reactors on a scale similar to
those being experienced by the United States and the Soviet Union. Bowevet,  the
United Kingdom has experienced some contamination, on at least one occasion, from a
reactor used for production of weapon-grade fissile matetial, France has not met
wi th  sny s imi lar  d i f f i cu l t i e s , according to French  officials .

P. w. mew envv o f  w

270. Radioactive materials from atmospheric testing occasionally caused strong
local contamination and were also distributed globally. Nowever,  since the siqninq
of the PTBT, the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union and the United States have not
conducted atmospheric tests.

271, Continued testing throughout the 1950s spread redioactive  substances over Utah
and Nevada and over ships and islands in the Pacifia near the Bikini Atoll tests.
Army troops were also placed neat the atomic test sites in 1952 and 1953 as part of
an exercise to test the effects of the use of nuclear weapons on combat
readiness. n/ A higher incidence of cancer has been reported in these troops,
although an explicit link to the tests has not been established. The concern about
this global contamination led the United Nations to establish in 1955 the United
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR).  This
Cosunittee  has repotted to the General Assembly on a regular basis CJ the levels of
contamination and the associated health effects.

272. Fall-out has affected test areas, some of which have not yet been restored to
safe, habitable condit ions. Different components in the fall-out from a nuclear
test remain radioactive for periods varying from a few days to many millennia,
Despite precautions being taken , weather conditions occasionally led to siqnificant
amounts of radioactive material being carried to nearby inhabited regions. Some
biological effects of the testing have been clearly demcnstrated,  such as the
thyroid tumours following exposure after atmospheric tests of children on the
Marshall Islands. Other alleged effects of exposure on, for example, troops from
the United States and the United Kingdom, and of the population in the contaminated
areas in the vicinity of the test sites are still being studied.

273. The effects of underground testing depend on the yield and depth of the blast
as well as the geological character of the test site. Tb.e bulk of the radioactive
debris is trapped within vitrified rock, which is formed in the explosion chamber
during the test. Immediate releases of radioactive substances can occur by the
venting of gas to the surface through the shattered rock above the chamber. While
it is normal for rigorous safety precautions to be in force at underground test
sites, instances of venting, of varying seriousness, have occurred. The health of
test site workera,  who work in close proximity to a range of radiation hasatds, is
closely monitored. a/
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274. For testing to be safe in the longer term, rock formations at test sites must
be sound enough to prevent the leakage of high-grade radioactive material into the
ground water over several thousand years. Critical faatore include the
leachability of the radioactive waste, the flow rate of the ground water, the
absorption character of surrounding rock and the isolation of the site itself. 2p/
Saientific studies have reached various conclusions on the likelihood and severity
or future leakages. However, there is a natural and widespread concern that test
sites may not prove able to contain radioactive waste and that serioue leaks could
have environmental and medical consequences.

275. Underground nuclear tests also produce geological disturbances. The
underground cavity fotmtd by the explosion coon collapses, causing some surface
disturbance . Seismic waves from the blast may affect the whole test site, adding
to concerns about its long-term integrity and causing other damage in some cases,
such as marine landslides. Small seiomic  waves can be detected from great
distances. However, underground nuclear tests ate not thought to triqqe: larger
earthquakes,

276. There are two test sites in the Soviet Union for the conduct of nuclear
t e s t s - one near the town of Semipalatinsk (Kasakhstan) and one on the island of
Novaya Eemlya, between the Batents Sea and the Rata Sea in the Arctic Ocean, The
first Soviet atomic bomb was exploded at the Semipalatinsk site in 1949 and in 1953
a hydrogen bomb was exploded there. Prior to 1963, atmospheric nuclear tests were
carried out at  that  s i te.

277. In 1969, two cosxnissions  of experts were established at the request of public
otqanisations in Rasakhstan, and they have brought to light a number of factors
raflectinq the adverse effect of tests on the population and on plant and animal
life in areas of Kasakhstan adjacent to the test site. In particular, it has been
determined that during the 14-year period when atmospheric tests were conducted,
approximately 10,000 people were exposed to radiation in areas immediately adjacent
to  the  tes t  s i te . Among these 10,000, the average equivalent dose varied from 0.02
to 1.6 sievert (Sv). The remaining population received less than 0.02 Sv. 3Q/ (As
a comparison, for a professional who has to deal with ionisinq radiation, an
equivalent dose of up to 0,05 Sv over a year is not considered to be a health
haaatd, according to current international standards.)

276. Between 1959 and 1987 the mortality rate from leukaemia tripled in the
Semipalatinsk region. Birth defects  resulted in a s ignif icant increase in infant
mortality. The incidence of births of children with subsequent mental retardation
was three to five times higher in the areas adjacent to the test site than in the
country as a whole. In a ssmple survey of the population conducted in 1969, almost
half those examined showed decreased inununological  resistance. As early as 1962, a
medical commission of the Academy of Sciences of the Ksaakh SSR established that
tha incidence of maliqnr.nt tumours in the Semipalatinsk region was 35 per cent
higher than average for the Republic. u/

279. Following the conversion of the Semipalatinsk test site to use solely for
underground tests, the radiation situation improved aiqnificantly. The level of
background radiation is now almost the same as natural background radiation.

/ . . .
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Nevertheless, after each underground nuclear explosion, water is lost from the
~011s  and water supply and sewage pipes burst. Cracks appear in the walls of
bulldinqs. Even today, unusually large numbers of people are treated in
polyclinics and both children and teachers show a sharply reduced ability to work.

280. The ILlted States test area is situated in Nevada. Early United States
nuclear tests had been catried out in New Mexico, Mississippi, Colorado, in the
oentral  Paaifia on atolls in the Marshall Ielanda,  the Northern Line Islands and in
the Aleutian Islands. The Nevada test site was chosen as a continental proving
ground in Decembst 1950 to reduce the expense and logistic problems of testing in
the Pacific .

281, The Nevada teat site has been used for both atmospheric and undetqround
testing. It has been reported that in the 1950s and 19600 employses at the site
had been exposed to dangerous levels of radiation during post-explosion work. The
Office of Technological Assessment has also disclosed that 126 underground tests
since 1970 have released toughly 54,000 curies of radiation, which is only a very
small releass  oompared with that emanating from an atmospheric explosion. The
Of floe has concluded that these releases from underground tests have not
jeopardised the health of nearby residents.

282. The United Kingdom uses the Nevada test site for its underground tests. Early
United Kingdom tests had been carried out in the central Pacific and in Australia.

203. There is little information available about the conditions at the Chinese test
site at Lo

4
Nor in  Singkianq. The testing base covers an area of more than

100,000 km in the Gob1 desert. Both atmospheric and underground tests have been
conducted there.

284. Nuclear testing in the South Pacific has become an area of contention between
some of the nuclear-weapon States and a number of South Pacific States.

285. French suclear testing takes place on the atolls of Mururoa and Faaqataufa in
the territory of French Polynesia. France began atmospheric testing there in 1966,
switching to underground testing alone in 1974, Recently, France announced that
its test programme would be reduced ftom eight to six tests annually and the level
of secrecy surrounding the programme would be reduced.

286. There has been a long international debate about the safety and desirability
of French tests. France says that testing is necessary to ensure the effectiveness
of its nuclear forces, It is satisfied that the testing programme is safe. The
test sites are isolated (1,500 people live in a 500 km radius) and a variety of
safety precautions have been taken.

287. French nuclear tooting is a matter  of concern  to most South Pacific
countries. They sttongly  object to manifestations of nuclear weaponry in the South
Pacific, a sentiment reflectsd  in the Treaty of Rarotonga  (see chap. VII), and have
made many calls for Prance to stop testing in the region. In 1973, upon the
request of Australia and New Zealand, the International Court of Justice indicated
that the Govetnment  of France should avoid nuclear tests causing the deposit of
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radioactive fall-out on the territory of Australia, New Zealand, the Cook Islands,
Niue or the Tokelau Islandr,  Wowever, in 1974 the Court found that France had
entered into a aommitment  not to aarry out atmospheric teata in the South Paoific
and that, aooordingly, the Australian and New Zealand claim8  no longer had any
object, u/ Concerns oontinuo to be exprearrd about the environmental and health
effectr of French underground testing. In pbrticular, some eoientieto feel there
ia a signifioant  risk of radioactivity leaking into the surrounding ocean over
time. a/ However, France haa allowed several independent studies which have shown
no significant radioactive pollution of the area8 investigated. U/

A/ NPT/CONF.I11/64/1.

Arms Limitation
Talka and the Comprehensive Teat Baa Treaty of the Intelligence and Military
Application of Nuolear  Energy Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Servicem,
Houre of Representativea, 95th Coagresa , second ~eo~ion, August 1975. See alao

, Department of
Energy, 19851 Thomas 8, Coohrun  e_tal,, sds. a, Vol. U:

Pra# Cambridge, Ballinger, 1987, pp* 44-47 and
pp. 151.1781 -Barr RM&g  o f  thaav
United States Senate, 100th Congreaa (seoond  sesrion, 6 October 1960, Washi&on,
US Government Printing Office, 19891 and sna wseeuritvl The
nf Alwve Teat m Trawt ReoprL  United states House of Representatives,
Comnittee on Foreign Affairs, lOlot Congrkss, firrt session, June 1989, Washington,
US Oovernment Printing Office, 1989.

91 “Nuclear Notebook”, &&&L~,R of theAtomic vol. 46, No. 3
(April 1990),  p. 571 see also Ragnhild Ferm, “Nuclear Explosions”,  in GIPRI
SQ, New York, Oxford Uaivereity Press, 1990, pp. 56 and 57 (table 2.A.4).

41 In the oourae of undergound nuclear testing, a shaft is drilled in
euitable rock formations to a depth of 20001,500  metres. A canister containing the
nuclear device and equipment to monitor the blast  is placed in it, and cables are
run dowa the ahaft to transmit data to the surface. The ahaft ia then plugged with
debrio  and sealing agent8 to prevent the releare of radioactive gases. Data i8
received ari the charge is detonated and amall samples may be trken from the rock
structure after the blast. In “weapon ef fecta” testa the procedure ie rather
different, involving the construction of large, accessible underground caverns to
hold equipment , with barriers to ehield the equipment from the blast. IBLQ.  S e e
alro Ragnhild Ferm, “Nuclear Zxploaiona”, in WRI Yearbook 1992, p. 46.O n  t h e
mechanic8 of underground testing, see Cochran, -al., Qp* cit., pp. 44-47.

2 See Steven Fetter, mard A Cqmarahagsive Test Bag, Cambridge, Ballinger,
1988,  cnap. 2, pp, 33-68.
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Notee (continued)

61 Cost estimates in this paragraph are those  given in the 1980 United
Nation6  nuclear-weapons study, adjusted to current United States dollar value. The
eatimatr8 do not reflect the fact that inflation has been more rapid in many other
Staten, nor the existence of other factors that may influence costs.

11 Allan  S. Zraee, Peter Boskina, Boelie Elsen and Wim A. Smit, Uranium
Weapon Proliferation London, Taylor and Francis Ltd... 1983,

chap, 5, pp. 93-119~ Cochran gt al., pi- &., pp. 125-135,

81 Thomas 8. Cochran, et al., vol. III, pp. 130 and 131.

P/ See EIfectava Test Bpbn Treatv on United Stab-
LIntereste oa.., p* 5 7 .

IQ/ For a detailed diecuseion of PNEs,  888 Iris Y. P. Borg, “Nuclear
Explosions  for Peaceful Purpo888”, in Josef Goldblat  and David COP, eds., Nuclear

Teatar Pre or s New York, Oxford University Press,
1988, pp. 59-74~  see alao Ragnhild Ferm, &clear Exploaions’O, s_XPRZ,
p. 66.

l&l/ See Bhupendra Jaaani, “Introduction to Part IV”, in m, eds, # Nuclgar
WeCLOQg Proliferation London, Taylor and Francis, Ltd., 1979,

pp. 288 and 289, and D. Davies, “Peacefh Applications of Nuclear Explosiona**,  in
the lame volume, pp, 300 and 301.

I.21 B o r g ,  ~p~ cit., pp* 59-67.

w U., pp. 60 and 61.

u/ m., pp. 67-69.

w Cochran ,  e t  a&., Q2.r P* 26.

Jf.w C o c h r a n ,  gt a l . ,  gD. c i t . ,  pp. 5, 75, 83 a n d  191.

ll/ m., pp. 5,  82 and 85.

I.81 Ibid.,  p. 75,  aa at  end of  f iscal  year 1984.

A!v IBLg., pp. 74-78. With the completion of the INF Treaty and the
likelihood of a START Treaty in the future, sufficient plutonium will be available
from the warheads on missiles earmarked for dismantling for ft:ure modernization.

2Q/ Center for Defense Information, WDefense, vol. 18, No. 4, 1989

iw $Ifficiu Recora of the General Assembly, Forty-fourth Session, Plenary
M&ti~g~,  6th meeting.

/ . . .
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Noeea (continued)

filnaz
.See James E. Oberg, m Soviet D-s: E-the8 of

I, New York, Random House, 1988, chap. 13, “The Urals Disa8ter*0,
pp, 211-2285 See also John May, The Greenrpeace  Book of -mAare, New York,
Pantheon, 1989, pp. 119-123 and 348.

231 &2Brces,  E f f e c t s  o f  Iv, U n i t e d  N a t i o n s
Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, 1988 report (United
Nations publication, Sales No. E.SS.IX.7).

a/ S e e  P h i l i p  Shenon, “Atomic Cleanup is Seen Costing $92 BillionO',  in The
Cew York Times, 5 January 1989, p, A161 Keith Schneider, “US Plans Study of Weapons
Plants’ Effects on Public”, in The New YprkTimaa, 13 January 1990, p. A61 and
Keith Schneider, “Cost of Cleanup at Nuclear Sitea is Raised by 50%.*,  in The
Xprk Time&  4 July 1990, p. Al, A detailed Department of Energy five-year plan for
site clean-up and waste management was prepared in November 1989.

u/ Todd Perry, David Lewis and Janna Rolland,  “The US Nuclear Weapons
Production Complext A Public Health and Safety Emergency”, in PSR l&B.&#& vol. 5,
No. 1, January 1989, pa 2.

n/ Robert C. Williams and Philip L. Cantelon, eds., TheAmerican
Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, 1984, pp. 177 and 178.

a/ S e e  A .  C .  McEwan, “Environmental Effects of Underground Nuclear
Explosions’*, chap. 4 in Goldblat and Cox, PD. cit . ,  pp.  75-91.

3Q/ &8y$~,  12 February 1990. On the Kasakhstan public organisations that
have requested inquiries into testing dangers, see Michael R. Gordon, “Soviets Cut
Back Nuclear Testing as Hasards Become a Local Issue”, in m New Ycrk T~R&.R,
8 July 1989, p. A31 and Paul Quinn-Judge, **Activists Mute Soviet Nuclear Tests”, in

S-e Mom # 12 April 1989, pp. 1 and 2.

3.V PravQ, 6 April 1990.

u/ wear Teats (Australia  V* France).  I n t e r i m  F, ection, 0-r o f*Qt
1973, I.C.J. Rersorts  1973, p. 99; Nuclear Tests (New wand v. Frw.)

1973. I.C.J.  Rwrts 1972, p* 135;  m
l i a  V* France). JudgEsnt  of 20 Decmr 1974, 1.C.j. Reuorts  1974,

p* 2 5 3 ,  wear T e s t s  (New V* F-e) J-t of 20 Decabsr 1 9 7 4 .  1.m.
BBDorts  1974, p. 457.

n/ Manfred  P. Hochstein and Michael J. O’Sullivan, “The underground
hydrology of Mururoa Atoll”, in News En-, Wellington,
1 October 1986, pp. 47-49.
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u/ P, 8. Atkinson, P. J. Davies, D. R. Davy, L. Hill and A. C. McEwan,

s, Wellington, New Zeahad  Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1984,
.pp. lo-121 Fondation  Cousteau, Mlasian de la &I&&YUW sur le aiu

Paris, Foadation Cousteau, 1988,
ppa 49-52.
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CHAPTER VI

EFFECTS OF USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS A.ND CONSEQUENCES OF NUCLEAR WAR

288. The existing knowledge of the effects of the use of nuclear weapons is far
f tom complete. In only two iastancar were nuclear weapons used in actual war
conditions, against the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945. The
outcome of these oxploeions  has been painstakingly investigated, yet conoiderably
different data are given by different sources, in particular with regard to the
number of casualties. Even in recent yearsr new findings have been brought to
light -out the detailed effects of the bombings of Japan.

289. The studies on the effects of a nuclear war are generally based on data from
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, nuclear-weapon testing and extrapolations or scientific
hypotheses that by definition cannot be verified. Irrespective of the
sophistication of the various models applied in the different studies, it should be
borne in mind that no desk calculations could give a true picture of the
consequences of nuclear warfare. The accounts given below should therefore be
considered only as indications of the magnitude of the effects of nuclear war as
described in these studies.

290. Studies carried out to determine the effects of the use of nuclear weapons
have all used different war scenarios and applied various other asoumptions. The
ecenarioe ranged from the explosion of one nuclear weapon to an all-out nuclear
exchange. Apart from the aumber of weapons used, other scenario parameters are,
for instance, the explosive yield and height of burst of the individual weapons,
the character of their targets ,  especial ly the populaticn  density in the target
area, and climate and weather conditions. The results have usually been presented
as estimateti of the number of people killed and injured, as well as of material
damage to built-up areas0 loss of industrial capacity, and so forth.

291. Should large numbers of nuclear weapons ever be used, the total effect would
be much larger and more complex than the sum of individual caseo. Immediate damage
may be enhanced by interactions of a direct and physical nature. Important
additional uncertainties pertain to the overall social, economic and political
aftermath of the sudden and widespread devastation that a nuclear war would
enta i l . There are also long-term, large-scale physical consequences, including
climatic effects, of a war involving many nuclear explosions. All  of  these
large-scale consequences will afL?ect  non-combatant nations, partially on a global
scale, for a long time after the war*

0. P;ffects of mar explosia

292. The explosion of a nuclear weapon causes damage in several ways: intense
thermal radiation, a powerful blast wave and nuclear radiation from the fireball
and from radioactive fall-out. There is also a pulse of electromagnetic radiation

/ . . .
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harmful to electrical systems. Of these, the fall-out has a delayed effect, while
all the others are immediate. A/

293. When a nuclear weapon is exploded above ground, the first noticeable effect is
a blinding flash of intense white light. The light is emitted ; om the surface of
the "fireball", a roughly spherical mass of very hot air (the temperature is of the
order of 10 million°C) and weapon residues, which develops quickly around the
exploding weapon and continues to grow until it reaches a maximum radius, which
depends on the yield, 21 During this time, and for some time after, the fireball
emits thermal radiation both as light and - mainly - heat. When the fireball
rises, it cools off and is gradually transformed into a huge mushroom-shaped
cloud. A column of dust and smoke sucked up from the ground forms the stem of the
mushroom. After some 10 minutes, when the cloud is fully developed, it will have a
height and a diameter of several kilometres, dependent on the yield. By then,
about one third of the explosive energy has been released as heat. &'

Thermal radiation

294. The effects of thermal radiation would be manifold. Within and close to the
fireball, everything would be vaporised or melt. The thermal radiation could be
expected to kill or severely injure people directly exposed to it at relatively
large distances. Materials that are easily ignited, such as thin fabrics, paper or
dry leaves, may catch fire at even longer distances. This may cause numerous
additional fires, which under some conditions may form a huge fire storm enveloping
much of the target area and adding numerous further casualties. That was the case
in Hiroshima, although it is considered less likely in modern cities. Q/

Air blast

295. The blast wave carrres about half the explosive enerpqy and travels much slower
than the various forms of radiation, but always at supersonic speed. The arrival
of the blast wave is experienced as a sudden and shattering blow, immediately
followed by a hurricane-force wind directed outwards from the explosion. Near.the
explosion, virtually all buildings would be utterly demolished and people inside
them killed. At somewhat larger distances , ordinary buildings would be crushed or
heavily damaged by the compressional load as they would be engulfed by the blast
overpressure and the wind drag. People inside could be crushed under the weight of
the falling buildings, hurt by the flying debris of broken windows, furniture,
etc., or even suffocated by the dense dust of crushed brick and mortar. All the
primary blast destruction would take place during a few seconds. 51

296. Some of the energy in the blast is transferred to the ground, creating a shock
wave in the underlying soil or rock strong enough to damage even fortified
underground structures. The transfer of energy would become more efficient the
closer to ground level the explosion occurs.

Nuclear radiation

297. Before any visible phenomena occur, the exploding device starts to emit an
intense burst of neutrons and gamma rays. Virtually all of this radiation is

/ I..
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released during the first one or two seconda. It is rapidly attenuated with
dietanoe  aa it travel8 through the air. For an explosion similar to those over
Hiroshima or Nagasaki, this radiation ir etronq enough to render human beings in
the open unconscioue  within minute8 at dirtancea up to 700 or 800 m from
ground-8ero. fi/ The exposed per8ona, if tbey survive the blast and heat, would die
in lees than one or twlo  days from the radiation injury. The radiation received at
a distance of 1,300-1,400  m from such an exploeion would also be fatal but death
may be delayed up to about a month, At 1,800 m or more from ground-set0 few if any
acute radiation injuries would be expected to occur. Xowever, l a te  rad ia t ion
injuries may be induced by lower radiation levels. Pn addition, acute radiation
8iCkne88 caueed by non-lethal dO8e8 could trail Off With a 8tate Of general
Weakness protracted over month8 and yeara, 21

298. Simultaneouely, a small part of the gamma ray energy ie converted to
electromagnetic energy through interaction with the surrounding air and develops a
strong electromagnetic field, whioh is also propagated outwards (see figure 1).
This phenomenon, known a8 electromagnetic pulm (MP), taker the form of a very
short bUr8t of electromagnetic wave6 in the radio fr~guency  spectrum,  up to at
least 1 MHa,  which trails off within about one thouoandtb  of a second. Eleotronic
equipment might suffer EMP damage even if it were not conneotrd to any antennae. a/

299. The fireball, and later the cloud, contain8 most of the radioaotive atome,
mostly fission products, that were formed in the erploaion.  While the total weight
of these fragment6 is amall, about 1 kg, their combined activity one hour after the
explosion equala that of several thousand tons of radium (although the emitted
radiation is somewhat different). Thie activity decay6 rapidly, however) during
the first two weeks it decreaeea to one thousandth of what it was one hour after
the explosion. A8 the cloud develops, the radioactive atom8 8re incorporated in
larger particles formed by condensing vapour6 and mixed-in dust and dirt. The
range of the radiation is relatively 8hOrt compared to either the height of the
cloud base or the 8ise of the devastated area. For this reaoon,  the radioactive
particles in the cloud do not constitute a health haoard until they are deposited
on the ground a8 radioactive fall-out. p/



\..
.

Figure 1. Hiah-altitude  eleCtrOmaonetiC  DulSe

A nuclear explosion at, say, 100 km above the Earth will create EMP phenomena
within a 1,200 km circle. If, for instance, Moscow were chosen as ground-zero, the
BMP disturbance would reach from the Kola Peninsula to the Black Sea. It would
also cover parts of Finland, Poland and Romania. (The heights of the burst and the
source region are greatly exaggerated in comparison to the curvature of the Earth.)
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300. The radioactive cloud drifts, change8 shape and eventually di~inteqrate~  under
the action of the wind8 at tholre  altitude8 where it is stabilised.  At the bame
time, the particle8 carrying the activity SUbSide  with 8poeda that depend strongly
on their 8i8e. In the ca8e of an air burst, most partialea will be very amall and
it may take from day8 to years for them to reach the ground. By that time they
have lost moat of their activity and have been scattered over a wide area.
Fall-out over intermediate times may be denoted tropospheric, while the very slow
deposition of particle8 injected into the stratosphere is usually  referred to a8
global  fal l-out. This fall-out radiation doe8 not cause any acute ill effeats, but
over the decades to follow it will contribute to the occurrence of “late effeate‘@
(addit ional  cancer8 and genetic injuries).  &Q/

301. When the nuclear weapon explode8  at or olose to the ground, with the fireball
in direct contact with the aurface, thousand8 of tona of soil are injected into the
hot vapours. Large (diameterr  up to one millimetre or more) partialelr then carry a
significant  part of the residual activity. These partioler come down to earth in a
matter of hour8 or even minutes and oreate an intensely radioaotive contamination
field in the downwind vioinity  of ground-aero. lais ro-aalled immediate fall-out
gives rise to acutely lethal radiation doses for unprotected people over large
areaa. The possibility of late radiation injuries in tbia area is alao much larger
than in the came of an air burst. U/

302, The siae of the areas affected by the various effect8 described above will
depend primarily on the erploaive yield and the height above the ground of the
explo8ion. It is alao influenced by other factors specific to each situation such
a8 weather conditione. Some of tbeae factor8  are not yet fully understood.  U/
Wind Velocity ia particularly important for fall-out.

303. It is generally considered that the area on the ground affected immediately
would be circular. It6 sise incroaaes with increaring  yield but in lera than
direct proportion to it. Roughly, ten-fold or hundred-fold increaaerr in the yield
produce five-fold and twenty-fold increasea respectively in the area devastated  by
air blalrt. n/ The area exposed to a certain level of thermal radiation increase8
more rapidly with yield than doer that affected by air blast. Thir implier that
thermal effecta - fires and burns - will become proqresaively more dominant with
increasing weapon yields. Convereely, the init ial  nuclear radiation loses moat of
its importance when the yield increaaea.

304. Area8 of damage caused by different effect8 will vary with the height of
bUr8t,  generally decreasing somewhat with decreasing height. These variations are
relatively unimportant in comparieon  to the moat dramatic additional effect of
explosions close to the ground mrface, i.e. the generation of local radioactive
fall-out, as described above. In a matter of hourm, the fall-out will contaminate
an area downwind of the exploeion  that la very large compared to that affected by
blast and heat. The eiae of the contaminated area ie expected to be roughly
proportional to the fraction of the explosive yield due to fiseion, although the
actual distribution of fall-out is determined by wind8 and precipitation. U/

/ . . .
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305. Another influence of variations in the height of burst relates to EMP,
Surfaae or low air burrta  will gonerate  EMP that may have harmful effect8 on
l lootrioal and electronio equipment out to a dirrtanae of about 3-10 km from
ground-aero, depending on the explosion yield and the equipment eensitivity. The
atreagth of the EMP at the ground will then deorease with increasing height of
burst up to an altitude of 10 to 15 km, When burst8 oocur at et111 higher
altituderr, a strong EMP will again be experieaoed  on the ground. Thie 18 due to
the combined effects of atmospheria density variation in the altitude and the
geomagnetic field. This EMP cover8  a wide area, sinae it extends outwards in all
directionn an far a8 the line of might from the buret point, A nuclear explosion
at an altitude of 80 km would affect a oircular area with a rac!ius of about 1,000
km. Thus a high altitude burst might cause EMP  damage over entire countries while
all other effects (except possibly  flash blindne88 at night) would be
negl ig ib le .  J&/

C!. Levela8~-iavarioue

1 .  &iFeeta o f  a nuolear Over Oi*

306, Many of the studies referred to above have deecribad the immediate
consequences of nuclear air buratr - ofton with high exploeive yield6 - over large
citier . The number of fatalities and level of destruction  in such a scenario
depend on many faators, including the rime cf the city and the dietribution of its
population in relation to weapon yield, the height of burst and ground-aero
location,

307. That one nuclear weapon of relatively low yield aan destroy a city of
intermediate eiae and kill a large portion of its population was convincingly
demonstrated in August 1945. The aatual numbera of people killed or injured in
Hiroshima  and Nagasaki are still waler  debate. In the case of Hiroshima, between
310,000 and 320,000 people were rxpoaed  to tbe varioulr  effect8 of the atomic
explosion. Of tbeae, between 130,000 and 150,000 had died by December 1945 and an
estimated 200,000 by 1950, if latent effects are incluG3d. In Nagasaki, the
correepondinq  number8 are 270,000-280,000,  60,000-80,000  and 100,OOC.  J&I

308, The 1980 United Nations study reported the consequence8 of a lOC!  kt low
airburst  over the centre of a European city with 0.5-l lnillion  inhebitants.
Scientists had estimated that uuch an explorion could kill up to half the
population, that at loast half of all building8 withiu  a radiU8 of 5-6 km would be
destroyed by blast, and that rouqbly that bame  area might be ablaze with fires
within an hour after the explosion.

309. Pomible consequences of megaton exploeions over large cities were sunnnatiaed
rn the United Nations study’ia 1980 (see figures 2 and 3). The Wited States
Congreer  Office of Technology Assearment  (OTA) in 1979 and the World Health
Organi8stion  in 1984 , aa well aa eeveral independent organiaatiuns, have also dealt
with the suoject. Assuming only airbursta , which means disregarding the
poeeibility of  local  fal l-out  with ita a88OCiated  addit ional  casualt ies,  the
followir-,- tab le  aununariaee  the  reeulter

/ . . .
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(Megatons) (Millions)
ltilled Tstal

Detroit
Leningrad
New York
London

1
1

15
1

0.5
1.0

1,s

1.1
2.0
5-10
3.2

OTA 1979 x/
OTA 1979 .&#&I
United Nation8 1980 l.91
WHO 1907 2p/

310, As another eremple , an independent study group at Princeton 211 estimated the
aasualties that would result if the 100 moat populated regions in the United States
and the Soviet Union were exposed to one 1 Mt airburst  each. This was estimated to
aauee up to more than 70 million casualties, of whiah about 90 per cent would be
killed outright, in the United States and even larger numbers in the Soviet Union.
The resulting numbera may vary by a factor of up to 2, depending on what type of
model is being used.

311, Most studies of the possible consequences of a nuclear exchange assume that a
multitude of nuclear weapons are employed. These seudies have some general points
in common: (a) in any densely populated area, the ratio of civilians to military
emong those killed and injured would be very bight and (b) if ground burst8
occurred, the number of casualties would rise signifiaantly,  owing to radiation
injuries, since adequate shelters would not be available, The higher the yields of
the explosions at ground surface the more important fall-out becomes. The number
of aivilians killed or injured by fall-out could far outnumber those affected by
blast and heat.

312. Several studies have considered the consequences of a nuolear war in which all
the weapons used are “tactical”, having yields from 1 kt to aome 100 kt, and are
aimed at military targets. In some Burrpean  scenarios, the number of explosions
has been taken to be more than one thousand, with a combined yield in the range of
20-100 Mt, and the number of early deaths among civilians has been estimated to be
between 10 and 20 million. a/

313. Many studies of a major nuclear exchange, involving large numbers of strategic
warheads, have been carried out, particularly in the United States. In these
studies various scenarios have been described, generally categorised as either
counter-force or counter-value strikes. a/

314. la a counter-force strike, surface bursta would probably be used in large
numbera, as they maximise the probability of destroying hard military targets, e.g.
ICBM  s i l o s . The major cause of civilian casualties  would then be early fall-out.
Attacks against strategic bomber bases and strategic submarine bases might use air
burst8 and, to the extent that these facilities were located close to population
centres, blast and thermal effects would cause considerable demage in such areas.
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315. The United States Congressional Office of Technology Aseesement  (OTA) study
published  la 1979 quotea United States government studies indicating that between
2 and 20 million Amerioans  would be killed within 30 days after a counter-silo
attack on the Uaitod States ICDM sites, a/ The same study concludes that a
comprehensive couater-force  attack on the United States would produce about
14 million dead even if the present fall-out #helter  capability were utilised. A
United State8 counter-force etrike  against the Soviet Union would result in
somewhat similar  number8 of casualties, accorCling to OTA. The majority of
fatalities within 30 days of a counter-force attack would be caused by radiation
due to early fall-out from surface burstr.  u/ Other 8tudie8  are in approximate
agreement with theae results.

316. In the studies referred to above, extensive sheltering of the civilian
population la amnuned. An uninterrupted rtay in shelter during several weeks would
be required to avoid still larger caoualtieo. Thie would cause serious problems of
ranitation, food and water supply, air filtration, health, aommunication to the
outer world, psyaholoyioal tensions, and so on.

317. After a aounter-force  strike, economia  activities, especially in contaminated
areas, would be disrupted for months and perhaps years. Furthermore, radioactive
fall-out would came rerioue problems to agriculture. Livestock would have little
protection againat  fal l-out. A severe decline in the supply of meat and dairy
products would therefore result after a certain period of time and many years would
be required to build up new livestock. Radiation effeats on crop8 would depend on
the aeaaon, an attack in opting  causing  more damage thta one in the mummer  or early
autumn. Radioaatfve element8  filtering down into the ground  water would be taken
up by plantu and, through graring,  by cattle and other animals, Quantitiecl  o f
radioactive substaaces could then enter the human eyetem through conrrumption  of
foodrtuffs from contaminated area8 and contribute to the total number of late
radiation injuries (bee sect. D below),

318. The national capacity for food production, processing and distribution  would
probably be even more reverely affected by an extensive counter-value attack than
by a counter-force strike. Destruction of  storage faci l i t ies,  processing plants
and transport facilities would result in a general food shortage within a short
period of time. The destruction of virtually all petroleum refinery capacity,
pipel ine eyeterns, and 60 on would have immediate consequences for transportation,
heating and electrice. power production. A counter-value attack could well entail
the succeeeive decay, if not the complete collapse, of social and political
ins t i tu t ions .

319. The taek of the survivors after a large nuclear war would be beyond our
comprehenrion  and they could face the complete breakdown of international order.
In these circumstance8 reconstruction might be all but impossible.

/ . . .
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3 .  Q

320. The possibility must tie taken into account that nuclear power industry
installations, such as nuclear reactors, reprocessing plants or storage for spent
nuclear fuel and radioactive waste , might be hit by nuclear explosions. Should
this happen, most or all of their radioactive content might be surged into the
explosion and add to the fall-out from the explosion itself. If one or a few such
installations were destroyed, the additional amount of radioaative subatsnces
released would be limited. If, however, such installations were systematically
targeted, the additional amount of radioaative substances released would be very
subs tant ia l .  2,&/

321. The production rate of radioactive substances in a 1,000 MW nuclear electrical
generating station is equal to that of one 60 kt atomic bomb every day, but after
some time of reactor operation most of the shortlife radiation would be limited to
their saturation levels and the long-life radiation would dominate. In
reproaessing plants and waste storages , only long-life redioaotivity  would
remain. n/ Because of this equilibrium, the activity released from a reaotor
would become gradually more important in comparison to that contained in the
explosion debris as time goes by,

322. Systematic destruction of nualear  facilities would thus add marginally to the
short-term radiation after the attacks, but after a week or 80~ the aontribution
from destroyed facilities to the radiation effects would dominate. In areas with
many nuclear installations, like Europe, North America and Japan, destruction of
these facilities would make large areas uninhabitable for a century or more. 281
Comparison could be made with the Chernobyl accident, where part of the radioactive
content of one reactor was released without the driving force of a nuclear
explosion. 2p/

323. During the 19808, considerable attention was given to the study and
description of the medical aspects of nuclear war. Generally speaking, injuries
related to nuclear explosions fall into three groups - mechanical, thermal and
radiation-induced - although all kinds of combinations are likely. ;Lp/
Psychological effects would be likely to add to sucial  disruption in a nuolear
exchange. Mechanical injuries (fractures, soft tiusue wounds, crush injuries) as
well as thermal injuries (burns), are well known to mediaal saience in general. IA
a nuclear context, though, problems would arise from the huge numbers  of casualties
and lack of resources. Acute radiation injuries, on the other hand, are uncommon
in peacetime. The symptoms are often unspecific, nt l eas t  in i t i a l ly ,  render ing  the
diagnosis uncertain. No specific remedies exist. In addition, delayed effects of
radiation are quite different from acute radiation illness. U/

/ . . .
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324. AA explosion may cause mechanical injury by overpressure acting directly on
the human body or by oausing  the person to be swept away or dragged by the blast
wind and throwa  against a hard surface. The number of casualties is likely to be
much higher after a nuclear explosion over a built-up area as a result of heavier
material destruction, such as collapsing building structures, flying debris, and 80
forth.

325. Thermal injuries are mainly skin burns caused by the heat radiation (flash
burns)  or  by f ires ignited by this  radiat ion (f lame burns).  IA  addit ion,  the f lash
of heat and light might cause injuries to the eyes. Internal burns from inhalation
Of hot air or gases may occur in areas on fire, as Well as tOXiC  SffeCtS or
asphyxiation from smoke and fumes. Flash burns, which are typical of nuclear
explosioAs, are generated within a fraction of a second, whereas f lime burns
develop more slowly. The damage to tissue is not quite the same, as internal
organs are more affected by the slower heating in flame burns. U/

326. Moderate bUrA8 over 20 per cent of the body, or severe burns  over 10 per cent,
are considered to be grave even under circumstances favourable to treatment and
healing. If no treatment at all is available, mortality from burn injuries will be
very high. For inrtance,  a 40 per cent bUrA might be fatal in one case out of five
if medical treatment is optimal, but  fatal  in al l  cases  i f  treatment is  delayed for
24 hours. u/

327. The most specific! medical effects related to a nuclear  explosion are the
radiation injuries. u/ Ionising  radiation from such exploeions.would  always
inflict some damage to biological tissue. Therefore, hUmaAsr  animals and plant8
would be affeated. Generally speaking, the larger the radiation dose, the more
severe the resulting radiAtiOA injury to the organism. The injury to the
individual caused by any given dose, would vary, however, depending on the species,
age and general condition of the irradiated  individual, the composition of the dose
and the rate of irradiation.

326. Human radiation injuries can be of different typesr acute radiation sickness,
long-term effects that comprise an increased probability of late cancer and genetic
effects, And short-term effect8 such as injuries in the prenatal stage AAd
decreased immunological resistance.

329. A nuclear explosion would cause radiation injuries in several ways. Almost
all of the initial radiation dose would be received frsm high-intensity radiation
released Within seconds in the immediate vicinity of the burst. This would be
followed by the radiation from fall-out. The fall-out radiation emanates from
particles outside the body, emitting harmful beta and 9amm rays (external
radiation). Large doses associated with early fall-out will 38 followed by lower
intensity radiation received over a long period of time - from hours up to days, if
it is possible to leave the area, otherwise much longer. There is Some difference

/ . . .
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in biological response, however: a slowly accumulated dose is generally considered
less harmful than M equally large instMtMeou8 dose, owing to recovery
mechanisms. On the other hand, recovery meuhaaisms  are overwhelmed in many cases
of repeated exposure*

330. In addition to the external radiation, living tissue may be injured &f
radiation from radioactive substances  in the fall-out that have entered the
organism by breathing, eating and drinking. The radiation doses received from such
internal sources are likely to be much smaller than early external doses from
fa l l -out . On the other hand, internal doses might accumulate for long times in
specifia organs and may thus contribute significantly to late radiation injuries,
in partioular, cancers.

331. Some types of cells are more radio-sensitive than others, and consequently
certain organs or functions are disturbed at lower dose levels than others. The
stem cells in the bone marrow, which produce various types of blood cells, are
highly radio-sensit ive. Henae, the so-called bone-marrow syndrome, characterised
by low levels of certain blood cells, including lymphocytes, dominates the
radiation response of the h!.tmM body at moderate dose levels. Before this syndrome
appears, however, there are other, unspecific symptoms called “prodroaal”.  The
term “saute radiation sicknesses covers the prodromal stage, the bone-marrow
syndrome aAd the gaetro-intestinal and neurovascular syndromes appearing at higher
doses.  S/

332. For the reasons described above, M important form of treatment of radiation
injuries would be to prevent or reverse infeations by providing the patients with
the alesnest possible environment, preferably in isolated wards, and by using
antibiotics,  antimycotias  Md blood trMsfusions. Resources of these kinds will
most likely be scarce or unavailable  in the aftermath of a nuclear war.

333. Those who survive an acute radiation injury stand a larger risk thao others of
contracting certain diseases, in particular various forms of cancer. These
aff l ict ions are called late radiation injuries, as they may remain latent for years
or decades before manifesting themselves. Even if the radiation exposure was not
large enough to cause a state of acute siakness, it would produce an increased risk
o f  l a t e  cMcer. Radiologists now estimate the cancer risk per unit dose to be
about five times higher than previously thought. This meMs that 5 to 10 cases per
man-grey u/ are expected instead of 1 to 2 cases.

334. When the exposure is an essentially uniform, whole-body irradiation from M
external  source0 the total risk mentioned above is the sum of specific risks for
differeAt types of cancer, among which leukaemia, lung cancer  and possibly stomach
cancer are the most common. Exposure to radiation from internal sources will add
to the overall dose received by a particular organ. Certain radio-nuclides
accumulate in some 0rgMs.  Xl/

335. Radiation at much lower dose levels seems to be harmful to the human foetus,
especially during the first four months or so of gestation. An exposure in
CM give rise to malformations, mental retardation and increased susceptibility to
serious diseases, including childhood cMcers# in addition to M increased risk of
pre-natal or neo-natal death.

/ . . .
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336. Furthermore, it is known that radiation affects the gonads (ovaries and
testicles) and tLat radiation-induced mutations may then appear in the reproductive
cells. It has been suggested that the changes may be transmitted to live
offspring, thereby constituting a genetic damage that could become manifest in that
or future generations. However, it is very difficult to assess the precise
relationships between radiation doses and genetic damage in humans. The data
available is insufficient to demonstrate genetic damage among the offspring of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki survivors, for instance,

337. The 1980 United Nations study assumed in a "worst case scenario" that the
source of radiation would be global fall-out from 10,000 Mt total explosive yield.
It quotes one c:onsequence  of this to be between 5 and 10 million excess fatalities
from cancer over a period of about 40 years, The recent scientific findings, as
adopted by UWSCEAR, 381 would indicate corresponding numbers of 25-50 million, with
an additional number of non-lethal tumours (including thyroid cancer) totalling
perhaps 10 million. The cases of hereditary ill health caused by radiation may
number a million or so in the first two generations and several million over the
indefinite future.

3. Other health effects

338. There are other long-term factors that must be taken into account. The need
for medical care would obviously be most acute during the first hours or days
following a nuclear exchange. For instance, one nuclear explosion could produce
tens of thousands of burn victims. In view of the fact that the United States has
facilities to treat about 2,000 serious cases of burns and Western Europe about
1.500, it is clear that even peacetime resources would be quite inadequate to
manage the casualties. 391 Moreover, peacetime resources will not be available, as
the qualified medical services either would be destroyed by the nuclear explosions
or, if they are intact, may be too remote from the scene to be efficiently used. s/

339. Furthermore, it is likely that production of medical supplies would be
severely disturbed if major cities were attacked. Shortages of antibiotics or
vaccines, for instance, would affect the whole world. The same would most likely
hold true for other products, such as pesticides and detergents, which are needed
to maintain hygienic standards and to fight different vectors of epidemic
diseases. The severe food shortages and starvation that would be likely to occur
in the aftermath of a major nuclear war would add considerably to the detrimental
effects on global health. 421

E. Environmental and other alobal effea

340. It has long been recognized in principle that certain consequences of a major
nuclear exchange would not be possible to limit to the territories of
nuclear-weapon States, or the territories of other nations being included in the
nuclear exchange. This fact has become more widely accepted during the last few
years, concomitant wLth new findings that add further dimensions' to the projections
of the global aftermath of such an exchange.

/ ..*
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341. The question of climatic perturbations has been thoroughly studied in the last
decade. The analyses done up to 1980 had focused largely on the possible ahanges
in the climate due to the injection of dust into the atmosphere caused by nuclear
explosions. The new analyses first carried out in 1982 took into account in their
calculations an additional element, i.e. the effects of widespread fires that would
be ignited by the nuclear explosions. The new estimates of t:re cooling effeate,
brought about by the absorption of sunlight in the clouds of smoke, were considered
so dramatic that the term “nuclear winter” was coined to describe them. u/

342. Duriilg the following years, a substantial amount of additional research was
carried out to explore more thoroughly the possible atmospheric changes induced by
different forms of nuclear warfare, as well as the biological consequences of such
changes. The most comprehensive study carried out so far is that made by the
Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE), a committee organised
by the International Council of Scientific Unions. The results of this and other
studies were  surnmariaed  in a recently published United Nations study, the most
relevant parts of which read as follows: fi/

*@The scientific evidence is now conclusive that a major nuclear war would
entail the high risk of a global environmental disruption. The rink would be
greatest if large cities and industrial centres in the northern hemisphere
were to be targeted in the summer months. During the first month, solar
energy reaching the surface in mid-latitudes of the northern hemisphere aould
be reduced by 80 per cent or more. This would result in a decrease of
continental averaged temperatures in mid-latitudes of between 5’ to 20’ C
below normal within two weeks after the injection of smoke during mmner
months. In central continental areas individual temperature decreases could
be substantially greater. . . . Recent work . . . suggests  that  these effects
might be compounded by a decrease in rainfall of as much a8 80 per cent over
land in temperate and tropical latitudes. The evidence assessed to date is
persuasive that residual scientific uncertainties are unlikely to invalidate
t h e s e  general  conclusions.

“Beyond one month, agricultural production and the survival of natural
ecosystems would be threatened by a considerable reduction in sunlight,
temperature depressions of several degrees below normal and suppression of
precipitation and summer monsoons. In addition, these effects would be
aggravated by chemical pollutants, an increase in ultraviolet  radiation
associated with depletion of oaone and the likely persistence of radioactive
‘hotepots’ .

“The sensit ivi ty of  agricultural  eyetems and natural  ecosystems to
variations in temperature, precipitation and light leads to the conclusion
that the widespread impact of a nuclear exchange on climate would constitute a
severe threat to world food production.”
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343. The residual saieatific uncertainties mentioned above pertain to virtually all
Irtegs in the phyoiaal prooesase  involved, Some examplea of there unoertaintiea are
the amount and aharaotsristior of oomburtible  materials that will burn after a
apeoifiod explosion,  the amount8 of smoke and soot produced by the combustion, the
optioal and other properties of the rmoke particle8  and the altitude to which the
smoke riaem. In addition, mathematical models  used to simulate dynamio prooesaes
in the atmosphere muat always be simglificLkions. Powever,  muoh of the original
uncertainty has been resolved through experimental reeearoh sinae 1953.
Conourreatly, more rtiphisticated  models for numerical analysis of atmOSpheri0
prooessea  have beerr  employed. It should be recalled, however, that the basic
uncertainties aseooiated with the war scenarios, such as choice of weapon yields,
targets, and 80 on oanaot be resolved by science.

344. In addition to global alimatio effeota, the use of nuclear weapons is expected
to affeot the 08one layer ab well. The fireball from a nuolear explosion heats the
air to temperatures  where oxygen and nitrogen molecules diesoaiate. I=. the
subsequent cooling, a number of different nitrogen oxides are formed. It is
emtimatcrd that a 1 Mt explosion would produae  5,000 tone of ruoh oxides. In a
large nuolear exchange the quantities of nitrogen oxides injected into the upper
atmosphere would be aonriderably  higher. Theae oxides  would then reach the omne
layer in the etratoaphere and might, through chemical reactions, partially destroy
it in a few montha.  441

345. The extent to which the relcare of a given quantity of nitrogen oxide6 would
d e p l e t e  the Ozone l a y e r  ia not e n t i r e l y  c l e a r . It is believed, however, that aome
50 per cent of the oaone ooien might b.r depleted in a major nuclear exchange
taking place during the wnmer months. In winter conditions the percentage would
be smaller ( s o m e  calculate lo-20 per oent).

346. Irrespective of thb percentage of oaone layer depletion, the depletion would
produce a number of harmful effects. For instance, since oaone ~II an effective
barrier to solar ultraviolet radiation, itr depletion would result in an increase
of this radiation at the eurfaoe of the Earth. Although the full biological
implication8 of increased ultraviolet radiation to ecosystems at varioue latitudes
are not known, akin cancer is related to large amounts of ultraviolet radiation.
Plants and animals might also be affected. Ocean phytoplankton,  the baeie of the
world food chain, has been shown to be particu?arly  sensitive.

39 dther

347. Other world-wide effecta of a major nuclear exchange are difficult to examine
and aaeeea. However, the fact that today’s world is characterised by a large,
intricate and increasing international interdependence in all aspects  of life
strongly suggests that significant global economic and social diarUptiO*rS  would be
an unavoidable consequence of such an exchange.
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348. In the first Place, all countries la the world, combatants aa well as
non-oombatanta, would Buffer a drarrtio reduotim of foreign trade. This would be
due to faators suah aa a dearerme in produatioa volume both of essential
commodities and raw materials, disruPtion of serviaes and breakdown of the
organioation of world oommerae and aonununiaatians. The world food wiggly and
produation would alao be imperilled by trade disruPtions.  It is also expected that
olimatio Perturbations would have bornC)  imPact on agriculture in any major war
saenario.

349. The 1900 United Nations etudy  on nuclear  weapon8  gave an indiaation  of the
possible  global food situation after a nuclear exohange, without considering
addit ional  alimatia RrOblemfJ. The 1985 study by the Scientific Committee on
Problems of tha Bnvironment, fi/ however, provided more analysis of the
vulnerability to losses of agricultural produotivity  and the potential for recovery
of food production aa well aa various assumptions regarding the climatic
disturbanaes. A OimPlified  assessment was made for come 120 other countries. The
resu l t s  werer in brief, that very few countries had a oagability to rrupport  their
pogulations e i ther  in  the  short t e r m , by using stored food, or in the longer term,
by resuming or maintaining agriculture at the levels permitted by drastically
xeduced trade and by an altered climate. Between several hundred and about two
thousand million People globally would be at risk of oeriourr food rhortager
following a large nuclear exchange. The aatual number6  of starving people, al well
aa the duration of the faminea,  depend on scenario assumptions. It is important to
aote, however. that famines, with poeeible maea death due to starvation, are likely
to ooaur in non-aombatant countries as well as in oombatant ones, and even in
oountriea remote from the theatres of war. The most vulnerable countries are
developing nations in Africs, Aeia and South America.

350, These conclusions of the 8COPE study are in general agreement with the
findings of other indegendent  studies
Nation8 study.

, as well aa with those of the 1980 United
They all note that eventually the victims of the indirect,

large-scale and long-term effects of a major nuclear war would far outnumber the
victims of the immediate effects of the nuclear explosions.

F* mrnleetive

351. A number ef nations, especially in EuroPe, have organised  a civi l  defence to
meet the demands of a conventional war,  with or without additional features
specifically designed for nuclear war situations. Basically, all measures aim at
short-term needs.

352. Some of thcqe  measures could help to limit the number of immediate fatalities
caueed  by a nuclear attack. In view c’f the large devastation that would be caused,
however, especially if nuclear weapons were used directly againaf the Population,
available resources for pant-attack  relief could prove totally inadequate. The
value of Protective measures in the cabe of a major nuclear exchange is a matter of
dispute. There are those, however, who contend that a war might turn out to be
limited in come aen and that it would be reasonable  to undertake ruch‘protectdve
measures  a s cre technically and economically feasible.

/ . . .
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353, Civil defenae oould,  for iaatanoe,  be very effeative in saving lives that
would otherwirre  be lort to fall-out in a limited attaok againat hard targets, On
the other hand, it would be far leas effeotive in a war involving rtrikes against
indurtry la oitiea,  or againat the aivilian populat ion aa ruoh. Thirr  holds  true
for non-nuoleor-woagon  States as well as nuolear-weagon  States in a nualear  war.
Avon in oountrier  that do not themselves oome under a nuolear attaak, 01~11 defence
would be needed to deal with fall-out from large numbers of nuolear exglosions  in
neighbouring oouatries.

354. After a nuolear attaok (and to Borne  extent after fall-out oontemination
originating from an attaok elsewhere) there would be a need for food, energy,
medioal  ruPplier  , olothing  and Provirional  housing. Crisis xtookgiling of baria
1~gpl10~  would be an important preoaution  for dealing with these diffioulties
during the firat day8 or weeks, However,  allooation  and distribution  of emergenay
8uPPliea would have to be aarefully  planned,

355, In disoureing  the guertion of 01~11  defenoe, rome analgate  have endeavoured  to
oomparo  the Chernobyl nuolear reaotor aoaident of 1986 with the possible aftermath
of a nuolear war. Although the airoumstanoes  would be different beoaure  Chernobyl
involved only a release of radiation, with no arraooiated blast damage, they believe
this axperienoe gointr to the kind of diffiaulties  that would ensue after a nuclear
exohange . For example , at Chernobyl the 01~11 defenoe effort8 were inadequate  to
deal with the situation. In a nuolear warn the magnitude of the problems related
to civil defenoe would be greatly inoreaaed,

11 Bar more detailed desorigtione of a nualear  explosion of the type that
was exploded in Hirorhima  and Nagasaki, Bee the Committee for the Comgilation  of
Materials on Damage Caused by the Atomio Bombs  in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, m

, Tokyo, Iwrnamu Shoten  Publishers,  1985, pp. 59-54. For a
theoretical soenario  involving modern nuclear weapona, see Office of Technology.Aeaeaament,  -ta of Nuclear Washington, D.C., US government Printing
Offioet,  1979, PRa 13-48. For a technihal  diacusaion,  see L. W. MaNaught,  Nuolear
MmThefr EIfeats, London, Bralaeya,  1954, Chap. 31 ae well a8
Sam!iel Qlaastone and Philip J. Dolan,  edrs,, Theta of Nolear We- I
Washington,  D.C., U8 OOVerZUnent  Printing Officer 1977, chaps. I-IV.

21 For a weapon with a yield of 10 to 20 kt, i.e. that of the Hiroehima  and
Nagasaki bombs, the maximum rcdiue is aggroximately  200 m and ita development takes
about one recond,

v See McNaught.  npm cit., Pp*  26 and 27.

41 U., pp. 37-46. See aleo Qlaeetone  and Dolan, PD. cit., ppg 282-296
and Chap.  VII in general.

See  McNaught,  QD. c i t . ,  Pp. 79  aud  80. See  a l so  Qlaestone and  Dolan,
pB, C:;., pp. 45-46, and Chapa, III-V for extensive diecuesione of aJr blartll  and
their effects.

/ . . .
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w (aontinued)

41 Qround-rero la the point on the Earth’6  rurfaoe where a nualear weapon la
detonatedr for an airburat it ir the point on the Earth’s rurfaoe direotly below
the point of detonation.

ftld
See MaNaught,  L)D.., pp. 49-58, See alro Qlaastone and Dolan,

., ohaps.  VIII and IX.

v.2
See MaNaught,  po. ait,, pp. 95-106. See also Qlasstone  and Dolan,

., Ohap. XI.

Pi See Qlaoatone and Dolan, u., pp. 594-608.

lQ/ ma., RRI 36-38.

u/ -.I RR. 33-38.

w The unoertaintior are illurtrated  by the bombing8  of Japan. The
Hirorhima bomb, eatimated to be 13 kS, killed &nd injured about twiae ab many
people a8 a la: ger bomb, 22 kt, urrd in Nagasaki. The diroro,panoy between the two
outaomob  has been attributed to tho different topography of the two cities.

w See Qlaaatone and Dolan, po. a&&.,  pp. 96-105.

U/ m.r RR. 604-6::.

w See m., ahap. XI, for an in-depth disou~mion of the electromagnetic
pulse  and it:r effeatr. See also MaNaught,  u,, pp. 95-106, for a short
teohniaal disoursion,

IA/ See wt of u A-&&, v. a&., pp. 22 and 25, for Hiroshima and
pp. 47 and 45 for Nagasaki aasualty f iguree.

K/ m O f  ustm, Pp. Cit., R. 3 7 .

IL01 m.

w Numerioal  estimates were made for the United Nationa  Study group at the
Swedish Natio?ral  Defence Remarch Imtitute.

an/ World Health Organiaatio& m of NmmtHealth and
m, 2nd edition, Qeneva, WHO, 1957, p. 22.

211 W. H. Daugherty, 8. Q. Levi and F. N, von Hippel, Caausltiea  Due to t&

Princeton University,  Centcr for Energy  and Environmental Studieu Report No. 19;,
1986,

/ . . .
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w (oontinued)

a/ See wve SW on v, np. ait., paras. 198-212.
See also C. ?. von Weisdioker, ed., a, Munich 1971~
u (Journal of thr Swedish Royal Aaademy of Solenoes), Vol. XI, 2-3 (Special
Issue) 1982, pp. 163-173~ WIiO, -ta of Nualear on Health_
-. v&t*

a/ See Charles-Philippe David, m Co-, Boulder, Westview
Prom, 1987, esgooially pp. 165-214.

u/ mata of NB, pp. ait. This study does not sgeoify the
numbera, yields and heights of burst of the nuolear weapons employed, Rather it 18
asrumed that the attaoks are suffiaient  to destroy all or a certain part of the
other side’s nuolear weapons installations.

251 Ibid., pp. 31 and 32.

a/ See Bennett Ramberg,  #uolear  Pw for the, Los
Angeles, University of California Webb, 1980. See also WHO, -ta of NW
War on Q, pp. ait., pp. 50 and 51.

n/ 8. A. Fetter and R. Tsigi8, m, 244, 33 (1982)r
J. Peterson, s, Pantheon, New York, 19831 J. Rotblat,  War Radiation
m, SIPRI, Taylor and Francis, London, 1981.

aa/ S e e  Ramberg, np. ait., pp. 71-109.

1p/ See David R. MarplOS,  - Power in a, New York,
St, Martin.8 Preos, 1986, pp. 115-152, for a discussion of the accident at
Chernobyl.

U/ mts of Nflth Serviqap, QQ. cit.

3l; For a discussion of the mediaal effects of nuclear war, see the WHO
study, po. a1t.t the National Academy of Sciences and Institute of Medicine,
Frederic Solomon and Robert @. Marston, eds., The of m
m, Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences Press, 1985, Ruth Adams and
Susan Cullen, eds.,w-m,
Chicago, Educational Foundation for Nuclear Science, Inc., 19811  also Saul Aronow,
Frank R. Erwin and Victor W. Sidel, ede., The Fa,Uen Skv - Mew C-es a
Briar, New York, Hill and Wang, 1963J Qlasstone and Dolan, PD. cit.,
for biological affects of nuclear weapons, Chap. XII.

a/ See Qlasstone and Dolan,  -Cit., pp.  560-574. See also
Jennifer Leaning, “Burn and Blast Casualties: Triage in a Nuclear War”, in Solomon
and Marston, eda., \ of war m, go. cit., pp. 251-283.

/ . . .
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Notea (continued)

u/ F o r  a  d i scus s ion  on  rad ia t ion ,  see  -of W a r  on  Health
wth &&Q,s.R,  gu. cit . ,  pp.  18-20 J  Qlasstone and Dolan, Qp&. ,  pp.  5419618,

act of the A-&Q&,  QQ. oit., ohsgs. 5, 6, and SJ Patricia Lindop and
Joseph Rotblat, Vonsequenaes  or Radioactive Fallout” in Adams and Cullen,
wa ait., pp. 117-150~  Jonegh  Rotblat, “Acute Radiation Y.ortality in a Nualear
War", and David Qreer and Lawrenae  Rifkin, “The Immunological Impact of NUClaat
Warfare”, both in Solomon and Marston,  QB. ait., pp. 233-250 and pp. 317-328.

u/ The LD 50/60,  i.e. the dose that oauses 50 per cent fatalities within
60 days, has been repeatedly revised downwards, In a situation where medical
treatment  is not available, it is now thought by radiologists to be about 2.3 Qy to
the bone marrow. Under similar oonditions, doses above 4.5 Qy should be considered
lethal, with death generally ooaurring  within a few weeks. Qy stands for gray,
whioh  is the internationally aOC8gtud  unit for radiation dose. With  r e g a r d  to
radiation fruhr a nuclear explosion or from early fall-out, gray is approximately
equivalent to sievsrt.

&6/ Man-sievert  is a common unit  for ~~oollective equivalent dose’8, 1 .e. the
average equivalent dose to a group  of people, multiplied by the number of people in
the group.

u/ In  th i s  regard , it is of particular importance, espeoially  for children,
to prevent radioactive iodine-131 from entering the body within the first weeks or
100 since it concentrates in the thyroid glands, with subsequent high risks of
oontraoting thyroid cancer. If strontium-90 and oaesium-137 are in ingested food,
strontium will be deposited in the bone, aausing  possible bone cancer, leukaemia,
e t a . , and aaesium  will be distributed roughly evenly throughout the body. See
Olasstone  and Dolan, pp. cit., pp. 583-587.

u/ wets w of Iv, United  Nationu
Saientific Committee on the Effects of Atomia Radiation 1988 report (United Nations
publication, Sales No. E.8S.IX.7).

u/ See Leaning, porn  cit., and John Constable, “Burn Casualties”, in Ad&no
a n d  Cullen,  gn. c i t . ,  p p .  182-191.

$.Q/  F o r  exmple, in Hiroshima, more than 90 per cent of physicians and nurses
in the city were killed by the explosion.

fi/ See Alexander Leaf, “Food and Nutrition in the Aftermath of Nuclear War**,
in Solomon rnd Msrston, 9~. cit., pp. 284-289.

fl/ See Paul R. Ehrlich, Carl Sagan, st al., eds., T& Cold 4x&&& Dark -
WAftet, New York, No:ton, 1984, in particular Carl Sagan’s
chapter on “The Atmospheric and Climatic Conaequoncee of Nuclear War”, pp. l-40.
See also the National Research Council, -Effectsone of a u
v, Washington,  D.C., National Academy Press, 1985.

/ . . .
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w (continued)

fi/ u Othsr of Nuclear M (United
Nation8 publication, Sale8 No, E.89.IX.l), paraa. 32-24.

u/ Then Director of the United States Arms Control and Diearmament Agency,
web tklb, 18 quoted  itt the m&-Atomic May 1975, pm 32, CL8
raying t

@*Wo do know that nualsar exgloeions  in the Earth’s atmosphere would
gonorato  v88t guantitie8 of nitrogen oxides that rurround the Earth. But we
do sot know how muoh o&one  depletion would occur from a large number of
auoloar  e8plorionr - At might be imperceptible, but it might be almost  total.
Wo 40 uot know how long rush depletion would last - leas than one year, or
war ten yorrr. And above all, we do not know what this depletion would do to
pia8, 88i818i8  ma p00gitt. Perhaps it would mereiy increase the hasard of
m&urn. Or ~~rbepr it would de8troy critioal link8 of the intricate food
tth8in Of piMt8 Mb Mimtti8r and thus the ecological etructure that permits
ma to remah alive on thir planet. All we know is that we do not know.@@

fi/ Mark A, lIarwe and Thoma8 C. lutchinron, ~ 281 Envm
*

Chiahorter,  John Wiley, 1985.

/ ..*
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CHAPTER VII

NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

356. The Charter of the United Nations, whiah took effeot in the aftermath of the
Seaond World War, ha8 laid down a broad foundation for world peaae and order in the
post-war era and ha8 envisaged meahanism8 for it8 pre8ervation. It deolared a8 one
of the Organisation’s purposes tc, maintain international peaae and 8eautity  and to
that end to take effeotive aollective  meawreo  for the prevention and removal of
threats  to peaoe. It also recognised the inherent right of State8 to individual or
colleative  eelf-defence  in oaee of an armed attack and noted that nothing in the
Charter preoluded the existence of regional arrangement8 for the maintenance of
international peaae and seourity as 8ppropriate  for regional aation, This has
enabled States in meeting their security concerns to place empha8is  on tho8e
option8 envi8aged in the Charter whiah beat suited their perceived national
requirements.

357. The emergence of nualear weapon8 habr however, added another dimension in the
consideration of the question of individual, regional and global security of
States, resulting in a long-lasting debate on the 8ubjeot matter, Thi8 debate
refleats  difference8 in attitude on the role of nualear weapon6  in general, and
their relevance for national and international recurity in partiaular.

358, An overwhelming majority of non-nuclear-weapon State8 have formally renounced
the pOs8ibility  Of aOquirinQ or pO8s088inQ  nUClear weapon8 by adhering t0 the 1968
Treaty OR the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapon8 or to the two existing treaties
establishing regional nuclear-weapon-free moneb,  or to both of the above.

359, While not pos8e8sing  nuolear weapon8 themselves, borne of the
non-nuclear-weapon States, through variou8  arrangements, including regional
mil i tary al l iances, have assoaiated them8elves  with respective  nuclear-weapon
States, thereby acaepting the 80-Called “nuclear umbrella” a8 an element of their
defence, and consider that in their circumstance8 nuclear deterrence is a means to
prevent war, including nuclear war. Other non-nuclear-weapon State8 have excluded
this option from their national security con8ideration8 and have taken ths position
that nuclear weapon8 would threaten the very survival of the human race if these
weapons were ever u8ed in a major Conflict. Thus, different approache8 to security
have been pursued by different individual countriee or group8 of countries,

360, The United States and the Soviet Union have, in the procee8 of eeeking to
8trengthen their national 8ecurity, built large stock8 of nuclear weapons. Al though
China, France and the United Kingdom have relatively small numbers  of these weapons,
they also see nuclear weapons as making a fundamental contribution to their
national  security.

b i
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361, Other non-nuclear-weapon State8 question whether  nuclear weapons contribute in
a positive way to 8eourity and aontend that their own eeourity is threatened by the
po8aibility of nuclear war, which, in their opinion,
there weapon8 exist.

cannot be excluded a8 long as
In view of thi8 these State8 hold that international peace

and seourity  aannot  be fully guaranteed until the ultimate elimination of all
nuclear weapons  is attained. On their initiative, the general Assembly held it8
fir8t bpecial 8e88ion devoted to disarmsment in 1978, and adopted a Final Document
that called upon ail States, in particular the nualear-weapon States, malia,
to con8ider a8 80013 a8 possible various proposals designed to 8ecure the cessation
of the nuolear arm race, the svoidanae of the use of nuclear weapons and the
prevention of nuclear war and thereby enmre that the survival of mankind is not
endangered. I/

362, Many proponent8 of the latter approaah have renounced poeaession of nuclear
weapon8 and putwe a policy of non-alignment or neutrality. In that context, they
SaVOMt8  slternative m&hod8 for strengthening international peace and security.

363. One of these method8 18 refleated  in the aonaept of nuclear-weapon-free aones.
The general objective of such arrangements would be to prevent the emergence of new
nuclear-weapon States in the region concerned and to assure againat  nuclear attack
on the aountriea compri8ing the Ione, a8 well as to emure generally the absence of
nualem  weapon8 from the region, including their stationing. Many States believe
that 8uoh  aonea offer the prospect of precluding nuclear weapons altogether from
the considerations of the security of a region. It would be important to as8ure
that there 18 no possibility of clandestine production or acquisition oi! nuclear
weapons in 8uch sOne8. Examples of succeerrful  regional agreement8 are the aones
e8tablished in L8tin tietic by the 1967 Treaty of Tlatelolco and in the South
Pacific by the 1987 Treaty of Rarotonga (see chap. VIII).

364. A number of cQuntrie8  have advocated even broader approaches to regional
security th8n nuclsar-weapon-free sone8. Theee are the concepts of “demilitarised
aone8”  and Qones of peace”.
the first case (see chap.

The 1959 Antarctic Treaty is the foremost example in
V111)1 in the second, diecuasione are taking place on the

creation of sone8 of peace in the Indian Ocean, the Mediterranean and the South
Atlantic.

365. In the 19608, yet another approach to international security in the nuclear
era emerged - the concept of common eecurity, 21 According to the concept, the key
to security lies in the willingness of nations to organise their security policies
in co-operation with each other, The proponent8 of this concept felt :hat this
process of co-operation should begin with the improvement of relations between the
two major Powers, the United States aad the Soviet Union, and the respective
military alliances they belong to. They further Suggested  that the B
and normalisation of relations betweea them should be combined with negotiations
for conventional and nuclear arms limitation agreements, which are now taking
place. In thi8 prOCe88, ?n their opinion, close attention should also be paid to
the problem of underdevelopment, which might have wider repercussions by causing
wsre and thereby destabilising international peace and security. This sentiment
wss amplified further by the States thst participated in the 1987 International

/ . . .
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Conferenaa on the Relationship between Disarmament and Development. The Final
Document OF that Conference  noted that non-military threats ta national security of
States had moved to the forefront of global concern for international security. 91

366. When discussing the question of international peace and security in the
nuclear age, it is important to rem11 that the quantitative and qu8litative growth
of nuclear weapons has been chiefly a consequence of the long-standing tension8 and
distrust between East and West. The end of the decade of the 19808 ha8, however,
seen a po8itive change in thi8 relationehip. The world la no longer bipolar but is
rather moving in the direction of new multipolar political and economic
relationshipe  that could have a profound effect on international security. This
trend is further reinforced by recent important progreee and concrete reeultrr  in
the bilateral negotiation6 on nuclear weapon8 between the United State8 and the
Soviet Union and in the negotiation on aonventional weapon8 between NATO and the
Warsaw Treaty Organisation, Thu8,  there 18 a growing reOOgdtiOn th8t negotiated
reduotions  to progressively  lower level8 of nualear weapon8 are desirable and
possible and that they have the most positive impact on international peace and the
security of all.

367, The discussions of international security in the nuclear era have, generally
apeaking,  focused on fOUr specific aSQOCJta  of the i88uet (ai quantitat ive and
qualitative developments of nualear weapons b;l the nuclear-weapon Statesr
(b) poa8ible acqui8ition  of nuclear weapon8 by additional Stateat (c) geographical
spread of the deployment of nualear weaponsr and (d) the prevention of accidental
use of nualear weapoa8.

366. A8 far as the nuclear-weapon State8 are concerned, a central  188ue  in these
debate8 has been the question of quantitative and qualitative developments of their
8tOCkQilO8. The two major Power8 have long acquired the potential of inflicting
unacceptable levels of destruction on eaah other. Their main concern nince ha8
been whether one side might acquire the potential to deny the other 8ide the
capabil i ty  for a diearming f irst-strike, This concmn has been responsible in
large meaeure for the fuelling of the nuclear arma competition.

369. A8 an illustration of this phenomenon, it is pointed out that, according to
academic sources, in 1967 the United State8 posseseed Borne  4,500 strategic warheads
while the Soviet Union had approximately 1,000. 91 However, it is estimated that
by 1990 these 8tockpiler  may have increc8ed up to 13,000 for the United States and
11,500 for the Soviet Union, 51 Thi8 growth involved both quantitative and
qualitative aspects  (see chap. II).

370. The number of nuclear delivery vehicles and deployed warheads is expected to
drop significantly as a result of the de8trUCtion  of one whole category of nuclear
weapon8  under the terms of the 1987 Treaty  on the Rlimination of Intermediate-Range
and Shorter-Range Missiles (INF Treaty) and the anticipated reductions within the
framework of the strategic arm8 reduction talks (START) expected to be concluded by

I...
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the end of 1990. At the same time, both major Pcb',ers are continuing to make
technological improvements in the quality of their nuclear weapons.

371. For example, it is widely believed that the iJnited States Trident-II missile,
when deployed, would have about the same accuracy as the majority of currently
deployed ICBMs. fi/ It is also expected that the Soviet SLBMs will attain
comparable accuracy as well (see chap. III). Some analysts believe that both sides
will have the capability of achieving a high probability of destruction of any
hardened land targets. These developments are related to the perception that,
owing to the survivability of SSBNs, their increased accuracy would only enhance
nuclear deterrence@

372. There are those, however, who point out that the shorter flight times and
accuracy of the SLBMs may increase fears of a surprise attack. They also note that
the increased deployment of strategic cruise missiles, both ALCMs and SLCMs, may
represent a further complicating factor because of their accuracy and the
unpredictability of their flight patterns. 11

373. In addition to developments in technology directly related to weapons (see
chap. III), advances in other areas also have important implications for national
strategic policies of those States which have those weapons. Improvements, for
example. in the capability of the command, control and communication systems for
the strategic nuclear forces include quicker and more accurate observation by
satellites and radars, enabling enhanced warning of attack.

374. Making an overall assessment of the full implications of all the qualitative
improvements is difficult since the various developments appear capable of both
contributing to and weakening stability. Thus, for instance, in spite of the
technological  advances in the weapons industry, a pre-emptive  strike against
submarine-based missiles at sea or a strategic airforce that maintains a
substantive airborne alert would not be effective.

375. As progress is made in the negotiations between the two major Powers regarding
their nuclear strategic forces , more questions are likely to be asked with regard
to the future of the nuclear weapons of the other nuclear-weapon States. These
three States - China, France and the United Kingdom - although possessing
significant nuclear weaponry, still have less than 10 per cent of the total nuclear
weapons in the world. 81

376. In the 19809, China, France and the United Kingdom began to modernize and
expand their nuclear forces. The United Kingdom plans to buy Trident missiles,
which would greatly enhance the accuracy and destructive power of any single
British SSBN. e/ France has launched its own maritime and land-based nuclear
weapon modernisation programmes, It is estimated that both Powers will have the
potential to deploy some 500 warheads on their SSBNs. JQ/ China has also increased
its nuclear forces, but not as much as France and the United Kingdom.

377. The position of the United Kingdom and France is that they could participate
in negotiations on their nuclear weapons only if the overall threat to their
national security was significantly reduced and, in particular, i& the disparity

/ ..*
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between the nuclear arlrenals  of the two principal nuclear Power8 and their
respeotive arsenals was substantially reduced. They believe, furthermore, that
negotiation6  on nualear-weapons could not be conducted without taking into
consideration the threat of chemical weapons and conventional armaments.

378. China holds the view thut the two major nuclear Powers should take the lead ha
halting the testing, gualitative development, production and deployment of all
types of nuclear weapons and in draatioally reduaiag and eliminating them. After
that, a broadly representative international coaference  on nuclear disarmament,
with the partioipation of all nuclear States, could be held to examine step6 and
measures for the oomplete elimination of all nuolear weapons.

c. g

379, Apart from the five , no other State in the world has been officially declared
to be a nualear-weapon State. In 1974, India detonated a nuolear devise. While
thir explosion demonrtrated India’8 aapability to develop nualear  weapons
eventually, India deolared  that it was carried out for peacefd  purpooeeiB

300. As already noted, an overwhelming number of non-nuclear-weapon State8 have
alao undertaken a formal aocmnitment  not to squire nuclear weapona* Consequently,
the diecuecrion of various aspects of international eeaurity aa related to this
group of countries irr limited to two baeia issues: how to maintain aa effeotive
regime for non-proliferation of nuclear weapon8  without adversely  afteating other,
peaceful application8 of nuclear technologyr  and how to bring into this r&gime all
those countrier  whiah have not yet fIrmally renounced the option of acquiring
nuclear weapona, particularly those which are considered  to have techniaal
capability to do 60 or which may have auah ambitiona.

381. Under the terms of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nualear
Weapon6 (YPT), noa-nuclear-weapon Statea partiea  agree to apply safeguards
administered by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to all their peaceful
nuclear activities ia order to ensure that fissionable material is not diverted to
nuclear explosive purpociea. As at February 1990, safeguards agreements were in
force for 83 of the 138 non-nuclear-weapon States party to the NPT. Of these,
41 States have no nuclear activity and no nuclear material or facility in
operation. Fifty-four non-nuclear-weapon States party to the NPT have not as yet
concluded the required Irafeguards  agreement pursuant to article III.4 of the
Treaty. In 1989 the Agency applied safeguards in 42 non-nuclear-weapon States
party to the NPT and in one State pursuant to the Tlatelolco Treaty. W

382. The Treaties of Tlatelolco and Rarotonga, respectively, also provide for IAEA
eafeguardrr . Some 18 of the 23 Latin American State8 party to the Treaty of
Tlatelolco have concluded safeguards agreements with IAEA, a8 have two States with
territories  in the soae of application of this Treaty. Safeguardu agreements under
the NPT have been concluded with 8 of the 11 signatories of the Rarotonga
Treaty. JJ/

/ a..
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383, IAEA also administers the original system of safeguards in aoaordanos with its
statute,  whereby member riltatsa can accept safeguards on nuclecrr material in
specifia faoilitiea or on partioular  quantities of nuclear material.

384, In resent  vearar there has been extensive debate about non-proliferation and
the basis of nuolear trade in general, Beoause of the possible aonneation batween
peaceful and military nuclear teohnologiea, nuolear facilities and international
trade in nualezr  materials are aubjeot to a wide range of international acatrola to
provide aaaurwae that nualear induatrios are not being used for development of
nualoar weapons. State8 that are major nualear supplleta  have adopted the position
that tualear materials, technology and equipment that aould be used for development
of nuclear weapons should not be supplied without the raaipient  ltate agreeing to
apply IAEA safeguards and aacept  other conditions. n/ Some hsve adopted stringent
nationcl policies designed to seek speoific assurances that nuolsar co-operation
would not lead or contribute to dsvelopmeut of a nualear-.weapon  aapability. Other
nuclear suppliers also require IAEA sAfeguarda and the commitment by the recipient
countries to peaaeful uses for their nuclear exports. A number of 8tates now
require acceptance of so-aalled @Oful\-saope@’ safeguards or adherence to the
non-proliferation Treaty or another binding international commitment not to acquire
nuclear weapons as a oondition for aignificsat  nuclear co-operation.

385. At the end of 1989, 172 rafeguaxds agreements were in force with 102 States.
In 69 leatea with aignifioant aualear activities, 924 installations  and related
facilities  were under safeguards or contained safeguarded materials  at year-end
1989, including the five nuclear-weapon States , where safeguards were actually
implemented  in 8 nuclear installationa. U/

388. International oonaenaua exists that, although measures are necessary to
prevent the proliferation of nualosr weaponor all States have the right to develop
nuclear energy for peaaeful purtftsea. Concern has, however, been expressed by some
that the conditions governing accIesg to nuclear technology, equipment, material and
services do not suffiaiently  recognise the fact that national security and
developt,,ent  may depend initially on Becure access to energy resources. Many States
have oriticioed  some poliaiea of supplier States. Their objective in the
international dircuraion  of these iaeuea is the search for an agreed basis whereby
their desire for fullest acaeea to technology for Gevelopment  16 reconciled with
the need to insure against the Kurther spread of nuclear weapons.

387. As regards apecifiaally the question of the acquisition of nuclear weapons by
addit ional  gtates, ccncerna  have been expressed on different occasions and in
various contexts, that some non-nuclear-weapon States might develop nuclear-weapon
ptogrsnnnes. This concern was expressed particularly in connection with the
so-called “threshold” Ctatea. Since many countries , moat notably industrially
highly developed one8 and possibly aome others, have both technical capability and
resources to become nuclear-weapon States, but have not demonstrated any intention
1-1 t h a t  respect, the term “threshold” usually applies only to those countries which
have in various ways demonstrated such intentions or are believed to be pursuing
such an objective. z
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388. Notwithstanding  these concerns, there has been no formal requerrt to put in
motion meohanisma  enviaa~ed  under any of the existing non-proliferation
arrangements with a view to olnrifying  the activities of the aountriss in question
oovered by suah arrangameats, In this conneotion,  it should be BOted that neither
at the Third Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, in 1985, nor during the QreQaratOry  stage8
for the Fourth Review Conferenoe  taking plaoe in hgust/September  1990 has the
question of the possible non-compliance of the parties been formally raised. This
ia also the aaae regarding the formal dieouaeiona  in IAEA aa well aa within the
framework of the two regional nualear-weapon-free nonose

389. The sitrlation is different regarding the 6ieOOBd  group of aountriear  that is,
those whiah are not oovered by suah arrangements. Several of them are loaated in
areas affaoted by look4 tensions and mutual auspioionrr that have given rise to
conaerna that some of these oountriea  might, in faat, be iatereated  in or even
aatively pursuing a nualear-,,reapon  option.

390. The nuclear  progrmnme8 of India and Pakistan have been the aubjeat of
iBt~rBatioBal  QOBOBfBr Neither aountry is covered by the existing
non-pro l i f era t ion  a r r a n g e m e n t s , although the Governments  of both India rurd Pakistan
have repeatedly reaffirmed their interest in peaaeful aspe~ta  of Bualsar  teChBOlOgy
QBly.

391. Two speaifia situationa have, however, been formally brought to the attention
of the United NatiOBa. One uometnb Israel and the other South Afriaa, Neither of
theso countries is a party to the existing arrangements regarding the
non-proliferation of nualear weapons c.dd both maintain unsafeguarded nuclear
installatioae.

392. The repsrt on Israeli nualear armament submitted to the Qenoral  Assembly ia
1987 restated the conaluaion  of the 1981 Study on Israeli nuclear armament, which
noted that, although there was no conclusive proof that Israel posaeaaed aualear
weapona, there was no doubt “that Is- ?el, if  it haa not  already oroaxed that
threshold, has the aspability to mar ,cture nuclear weapons Within  a very short
time”. fi/ fareel’s off icial  posit ion in this  respect  is  neither to confirm nor to
deny its nuclear-weapon capability. Israel has, on various OOCaSiOBa~  formally
stated that it would not be the first to introduce nualear weapons into the Middle
East and that it doee not co-operate on nuclear  matters with South Africa. U/

393. The report on South Africa’s nuolear Capability  was submitted to the aeneral
Assembly in 1981, u/ Among other conclusions, the report noted that South Africa
had the teohnical  aspability to manufacture nuolear weapons and that its reaotors
and enriahment  plaata  had not been placed under IAEA safeguards, Yearly ulnae
then, the General Aeaembly has parsed a resolution requesting the Secretrry-General
to keep it informed regarding new developmeats in this aonneotion.  u/ In
August 1988, the Foreign Minister of South A.&. iaa declared that his aountry had the
capability to make nuclear weapons.  U/ Nevertheless, there is no proof that South
Africa ha8 built any weapons yet. South Africa haa discussed the po~aibility of
acceding to the Non-kroliferation Treaty with t>e deposCtaries on a number of

/ ..I
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oooaaiona, At its 1990 aeaaion, the United NatiOBa Dissrmament  Commission.  adopted
by oonIen8ux a report on South Afriaa'a nuolear aagability.  2p/

394. Siaoe the begiBBing  of the 1980a, another otmoern has been expressed in
ooaacltion  with the aotivitiea  of the so-aalled %hreaholdU4 Oountriee, namely, the
possibility that they might also be developing ballirtio missile teohnology, Suah
missiles provide the moat dependable mean8  of delivering nuclear weapon@. The
whole matter is further oomplioated by the faot that the misnile  teohnology has
alro many other military appliaations  not related to nuolear-weapon  aapabilitiee  as
well as in the area of peaceful activities. Many States are aoquiring this
technology through foreign acquisitions or iBdigaBOU0 produations either for
military or oivilian  purpoaea~

395. In reoent times a number  of Etatea have taken step6 on the national as well a8
on the multilateral level to aurb the spread of ballistia miaailea,  In April 1987,
Canada, Frame,  the Federal Republia  of Qermany,  Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom
and the UBitad  8tatea adopted a regime of parallel export aontrola designed to
aounter the proliferation of ballistia miseiles or unmanned systema (suoh se aruiee
missiles) aapable  of delivering a 600 kg payload at leant 300 km, This rdgime,
entitled the Milrsile  Teahnology Control Rhgime (MTCR),  aleo aontrola export of
various missile technologies such as guidanae  deviaee, individual roaket stages and
re-entry vehiolea. Importer6 of missile teahaology  for approved programme6  may be
roguired to provide aaauranueb  to signatory nation8  thct auoh teOhBOlOgy will not
be uaad for proscribed programmes. a/ In the laat year, Belgium, Luxembourg,
Netherlands MU Spain have joined and Australia announaed its intention to join the
MTCR .

396. In 1988, the Soviet UB~OB and the United States started bilateral disaussion8
on the problems of the proliferation of miaeile teahnology,  and the United Btatea
has discussed the issue with other countries as part of its efforts to strengthen
the international nuolear non-proliferation regime. Ine Soviet Union affirmed ite
support for the objective6 of the MTCR in the Joint Statsmeat issued on 4 June 1990
at the sunnnit meeting between President Bush and President Qorbaahev.

D .  -securitvw

397. The nuclear-weapon States maintain their nuclear forces in various deployment
areas. Two of them - the United States and the Soviet Union - on the basis of
bilateral or other arrangements, deploy their forcets,  including nuclear, at
military bases and installations  aleo on tLe territories of other Itates. The
nuclear-weapon Btates also use the high seas and international air opaae for their
ships and aircraft that carry on board nuclear weapons. Some of these ships and
aircraft call on ports of other States and make atops at their airports. Thus,  a t
any given time there are a number of nuclear weapons present in the areas beyond
the national territory of the nrr:lear-weapon  States themselves. Some a8peata of
this geographical spread of nuclear weapons have been the rubjeat of continuing
discussions and differences in positions,

/ .a I
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398, The majority of aoa-nuolear-weapoa States do not permit the deployment of
nuolear weapon8  on their territory. For many of theae Rates, this golioy al60
applies to nuolear weagonr  on board lrhipr and airoraft on virits to their
territory. Many of them also express oonoern about the use of international
waterways  and airspaae on the ground8 that the prerenoe of nuolear weapon8 there ia
various way8 H nuoh aa through aooidentr, may endanger international roourity.

399, In addition, many non-nuolear-weapon States do not allow warehip oarrying
nuolear weapon8  to paar through their internal water8 80 aa not to partioipate in
or asrirrt the spread of uuolear weapona. They alno do 60 in order to preolude the
possibility of inoreasing regional tenaiona and to avoid the various haaards  that
may arise, partioularly the enpooure of their peoples to nuolrar uontaminatioa at a
time when they do not gorreae the material or teohnioal oagabilitier to oounter
ouch Uangsrs, To allow passage in auoh oiroumatanoea would aonatitute an evasion
of their reapoasibility toward6  their p001gl0~.

400. The ponitioa of the nuolear-weapon States on the issue8 raised refleotr their
different polioier regarding the deployment of nuolear weapona. Thue, generally
&Waking, the nuolear-weapon States emphasise their rights under international law
to free navigation of the high rear for their naval veaaela, iaoluding those which
may be oarrying auolear weapona, in aooordanoe with the United Natioan  Convention
on the Law of the Sea, a/

401. A majority of the nuolear-weapon State8 maintain a poliay of neither
oonfirming nor denying (NCNI?) the prerenoe of nualear  weapon8  on board their ahip
and airoraft in any partioular glaoo at any partioular time. Of the approximately
14,600 auolear warhead8 reportedly earmarked for naval and maritime deployment,
9,200 are on ballietio nisrrilea  deployed on rubmarines that would rarely be oarried
to foreign parta. The remaining 5,400 taotioal and strategio weapons are the foam
of the NCND issue. a/

402. The United State6 srya that the purpose of the polioy, m, is to
“withhold from a potential enemy information that oould be used against US foroee
in the event of a oonfliot@@,  a/

403. The polioies of Frame aad the United Kingdom are similar to #at of the
United States. To date China has not deployed taotical nuolear weapon6  on ourface
veeaele.

404, The Soviet Union offered in 1986, on the basir of reoigrooity with the United
States and other nualear Powore, to annouaoe the premnae  or abrenoe of nualear
weapon6 on board its naval vesselr oalling at. foreign ports. a/

405, Currently, the only way to determine whether a rhi]a ir aotually oarrying
nuolear weapon8 ir through on-site iaapeotion, although there 18 a debate about the
feasibility  of determlaing the absence of nuolear weapon8 from a chip by remote
INWing, a/ Aa naval ahipa enjoy arovereign immunity and are exempt unUer
international law from inapeotiona  and aearoh by hoot Oovernments,  States that

c

acoept #CND leave the determination of whether to dook to the discretion  of the
nuclear-weapon State.

/ . . .
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406. In reoent  yoara there haa been growing public opposition in many oountriee to
viritr of rhips that may bo oarrying auolear weapona. In addition, the polioy of
neither oonfirming nor denying makes it diffioult to be oertaia whether or not
naval vorrelr involved in aooideatr were armed with nuolear weapons.

407. Alao, the diffioulty to be oertain whether or not naval vessels were armed
with nuolear weapons owing to the NCND practioe was referred to in
rerolution  170 (VIII) of the Qeaeral Conference of the Latin-American Organisation
for the Proacrigtion of Nuolear Weapons of 19 May 1983 within the oontext of
information oonoeraing  the introduction of nuoleer weapons during the oourue of the
Soutb Atlantio  oonfliot in 1983.

408. Certain State8 have drawn up regulation8 concerning vioita of nuclear-armed or
nuoloar-goworod ehipa l In 1997, New Zealand adopted legirlation stipulating that a
viait would be granted only O1if the Prime Minister ia satisfied that the warshipe
will not be aarrying any nuclear erplo~ive devioes upon their entry into the
internal water8  of Now 2ealandg’. n/ Thue a nuolear-capable  ohip oan be admitted
to Now Zealand port8 ar long ar it la not actually oarrying nuolaar weapona,
Although New 2ealanG  doer not openly ohallenge NCND, but rather maker it8 own
airrersmont of whether nuolear weapon6 are carried on a partioular veebel, France,
the United Xingdom and the United States have ohoaen not to propose warehip visits
to New Sealand,

409. In Hew tealand~s view, prohibiting nualear-weapon-oarrying and nuclear-powered
6hipe emanate8 from itr wish not to be defended by nuclear weapons and its belief
that nuclear weapons do not have a role in the South Paoifio (tree Ohap. VIII
rqarding the Treaty of Barotonga). Nowever,  Lecauae N&w Zealand’rr ahip visit
policy 10 baeed on partioular regional security oon~iderationsr  2he New Zealand
Qovernment  has deolared repeatedly that it is not intended as a model for other
State0  to follow. a/

8. prevw of s of v

410. Since the early days of nuclear weapons , nuolear-weapon Statea have been
interested in avoiding any unauthorioed or aooidental uee of nuolear weapons. Many
oafeguarda have been introduord by nuolear-weapon States either unilaterslly or by
agreement. The nuclear warheada themselves have been designed to preolude
aooidental  detonation ae a rerult of erpooure to meohanioal damage, heat, blast or
radiation. Teahnioal designs and procedural rules (eee ohap, III), have been
developed to prerrerve  effeotivo oontrol over nuclear weapons and related operations,

411. Theee efforta  have been suooesaful in the aenae that no accidental or
unauthorised nuolear-weapon erploaion haa occurred during the several decades in
whioh up to 60,000 nuolear weapons have been handled. While nuclear weapons have
been involved in a number of accidents, none of them has ever exploded.

il2, Although the rirkr of intentional nuolear war between the two major military
alliances are considered to be low and steadily decreasing, it 18 considered that
accidents might initiate a nuclear war unintentionally. I n  itr broadeat  lenso, t h e

/ .*a
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term aooidental nuolear war would inolude  any way a nuclear war oould atart in
response to falae eignalr, inoorreot or misinterpreted informationr  an
unauthorised,  aooideatrl  or terrorirt launoh or unoontrolled  l rroalation of a
conventional oonfliot, Teohnioal  malfunotioning, human error or irrational
decisions under atrear uould oontribute to the risk.

1. m

413. As desoribed  in ohapter  II, the oontrol of nuolear weapons haa been highly
central ised in al l  countries  oonoerned, Complex prooedures  have been developed to
secure oontinuoua  oontact and authentio merraageo. Speoial  oontrol has been
organised by nuolear-weapon State8 for weapon8 deployed outride their territory.
One form of permirrive aotion linkr (PAL) oonsists of a highly beoure coded signal
from the higheot political level to be inserted in the weapons before they oan be
used. 2.W

414. The hotline between Woeoow  and Washington wae established  in 1963 after the
Cuban missile aria16  in order to reduoe the risk of nuolear war by aocident,
miscaloulation  or failure of oommunioation. It haa been improved several times,
Similar hotliner  have been established  between Moroow and London, and Moraow  and
Paris. Several agreement8 between the United States and the Soviet Union have been
oonoluded for the purpose  of avoiding military oonfrontation  and provooative
behaviour and of giving advance notifioation  before missiles are tested (eee
chap. VIII).

416. The goritive effoot of these meaaurea, however, tuna the rirk of being
oounteraoted by developments in nuolear weapon6  syrtema. As a ooneequenoe, further
protective meaauree are needed. The moat l rsential mearurea  mu& be baaed on an
evaluation of the oonunand  and oontrol rystem,

2 .  -toan

416. Improvement8 in satellite-baaed photo-reoonnaissanoe,  ballistio mi~aile
guidanoe,  the introduotion  of multiple warhead8 on mirailea and the development of
anti-satellite  spatema  tend to make nuclear weapom  and the oommaad and oontrol
system vulnerable to attaak. With only a very limited part of ita strategio
nuolear force8 one of the major nuolear-weapon Powers oould oonoeivably knock out
the command and control system of itr adversary (a ~~deoapitating~~  atrike).

417, IU a situation  of peraeived lever0 Orilil, these developments could give a
high premium on rtriking first or striking baok when iadioations of enemy attack
are received (launoh on warning). There would then be only a very abort time for
information-handling, decirion-making  and lauaohing,  einoe  an intercontinental
miaaile haa a flight time of about 30 minute8 and a a&marine-based mirrile could
approach half of that. m/

416. The command and ooatrol ryatem is derigned to eneble the early deteotion and
3 intepretatioa of any hoetile aotr 80 that an appropriate rerponae  OM be made (see
i

/ . . .
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ohap. II), The inorea~ing eophiatioatioa  of nuolear weapons in terms of higher
aoouraoy and reduced flight timea haa greatly laoreared the diff ioulty of producing
an integrated oyatem capable of ensuring firm politioal aoatrol and effeotive
military ube of ouoh weaponor In the OOmMd  and oontrol ay8tOm falmEi 8igUal8
oooarionally oocur that are norted out by oompariag indioations  from different
aensora. In a arisis situation with a perceived immediate threat, false or
misinterpreted 6ignal8, lost oonneotione,  unidentified use of weapons oombined with
short time for cross-checking  and deoiaion-making could lead to mistaken deoisiona
and to accidental nuclear war, u/

419. There have been numerou8 reports of false warnings due to various oauaee.
They include misinterpretations caused by atmospheric dieturbanoee, a meteorite
shower,  a flight of wild geese and a oomputer chip failure. 321 In the systems
ured in the Soviet Union and the United States, however, MY warning has to be
confirmed by a second iadepondent aenaor system ueing a different physical
teohnigue  for observation. n/

430, The reliability of military eleotronior 10 an inorea8ingly  important problem.
There are at least three general types of eleotroaio failures that have been well
dooumented. The first involves items of eleotronio hardware. The seoond involverr
problems of interfereaoe with the electromagnetic environment in whioh the military
ryetern operate. The third type of electronlo failure ie manifest in oomputer
sot tware . The larger and more complex a computer progranune  beoomea, the more
hlffioult  it is to have confidence in the programme working oorreotly under all
possible’  conditions.

431. Both maahiner and humane may be fallible, erpeoially in wartime conditions.
Chaos, atrelle, aleeg d@ptiVatiOar isolation Md even drug or aloohol abuse may
oaube inaccurate judgments. Nevertheless,  thulr far t,here have been no reported
loosee, thefts or detonation8 of nuclear devices ae a result of these problems.

X,QA&h,
See resolution S-10/3,  para. 55.  See also The
Volume 3, 1978 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.79.XI.3).

a/ tv - A 0&99&g Fo$ Surviva  report of the Independent
Commiseion on Diaarnament Security Issue8  (A/CN.lO/Ji).

91 AKONF.  130/39.

01 ve Stsar We- (United NatLne publioation,  Sales
N o .  E.Bl.I,ll), para. 403,

P/ WRI9l~J990:  m Di-, N e w  Y o r k ,  O x f o r d
University Prssa , 1990, pp* 14 and 16,

/ . . .
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Notea ( oontinued)

P/ IBernard Blake, ed., une s Wean-Q , Surrey, Jane’s
tnformation Qroup Ltd., 1984, pp* 30 and 906.

11 See Charles A. Sorrels, J18 Cm&e we Pro-t DevelqgmapL
for Arma Oxford, Brassey’s  Defence P&ishers,

Ltd., 1983, pp# 3, 4, 8 and 9, S e e  a l s o  Richard  K. Betts, ed., Cruise:
# Washington, DC, The Brooking8 Institutioa~ 1951.

81 For British, French and Chinese totals, see wRfYearbook,  oa.cit.8
pp. 20-23.

w For information on the British 8881  programme, see m. For information
on the Frenah programme, see BIPRI 196Q,  p. 31 and &IPRI -1988,
p* 61.

La/ See NPT/CONF.IV/12. Nuolear-weapon States parties to the Treaty are not
reguired  to place their nuolear  faoilities under safeguards. Some civilian nuclear
faoilities in the five nuclear-weapon States are safeguarded under so-oallea
%oluntary  offer’@ agreements ooncluded with IARA, The entry into force of these
agreements area Unrced Kingdom, Auguet 1978) Uaited States, December 1980~  France,
September 1981)  USSR, June 1955, and China, September 1989. IAEA safeguards are
applied in nuclear-waspon  States in a limited number of faoilities seleoted by
IAEA. See also Leonard Speotor, The, Cambridge, Ballingor
Publishers, 1958, pa 73.

A.21 mNewa special edition, Vienna, Austria, April 1990.

A.31 The Nuclear Suppliers Qroup - Belgium, CMadar  Cseohoslovakia, Franoe,
Germany,  Federal Republio  of, Qerman Demooratio Republic, Italy, Japan,
Netherlands, Poland, Sweden, Switssrland,  USSR, Unitsd Kingdom and United States -
notified IAEA in 1978 of oosnnoa  guidelines to be applied in the export of nuclear
material equipment or technology. See also Spector, Q& cit., pp, 9, 10, 315
and 316,

w IAEb Fa&ur.ab speoial edition, Vienna, Austria, April 1990,

See the report of the Secretary-Qeneral  on Israeli nuclear armament
(nr%), PO 2.

wwI Vol. 12, 1987 (United Nations
publication, Sales No, E,88.IX.2), chap. X.

‘i w tv in war field (United Nations

i publioation, S a l e s  No. E.81.1.10).

/ . . .
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m (oontinued)

u/ The resolutions wero adopted with the following voting results: 40/69  A
(148-0-6)~ 41155 A (150-O-5)1  42/34 A (151-0-4))  43171  A (151-0-4)~  441113  A
(147-O-4)) 40/83  B (135-4-14))  41/55  B (139-4-13)~ 42/34 B (14094-13)t 43171 B
(138-4-12)~ and 441113  B (137-4-10).

U/ mu D, 14 August 1988, “Pretoria Says It Can Build A-Arms”,
p* Al6, Botha was guoted at a Vienna press oonferenoe as saying ‘@we have the
capability to make one. We have the oapsbility to do so, should we want to@‘.

v, Forwth  won. SB

a/ See Josef Qoldblat, vs of the
Aand International Peace Researoh Institute, Oslo, 1990.

n/ See m (United Nations puhlioation,  Sales No. E.83.V.5).
Regarding territorial seas, see part 11~ regarding international navigation, see
part III.

231 &AU&B of mAtomia Vol. 55, No. 7, September 1989, p. 48.

u/ 8. F i e l d h o u s e ,  e d . ,  m a t  &~a:  N a v a l  FormI
Oxford University Press, 1990, p, 247.

251 -da of the~enetaln  FF.
No. a (A/S-15iPV.12).

261 At the ssme time, work is now in progress to find methods to detect with
assurance the presence of nuolear weapons on board ships by means of distant
vvrif ioation l guipmeat . In 1989, a joint esperiment  in the Blaak Sea was conducted
by the USSR Aoademy of Scienoes  and the knerican  private organioation,  the United
States Natural Resouroe Defense  Counoil, in oo-operation with the Soviet navy. See
Thomas 8. Cochraa, “Black Sea Experiment Only a Start”, in -
m, Vol. 45, No. 9, November 19fi9,  pp. 12-16. See also the technical
report by Steven Fetter, Thomas 8. Cochran, Lee Qrodsins, Narvey Lynch and
Martin Zuoker, “Qsmma-Ray  Measurements of a Soviet Cruise-Missile Warhead”
(April 1990 pro-publioation draft from NRDC, forthcoming in tim).

a/ New Zealand Nuslear-Free-Zone, Disarmament, and Arms Control
Act 1987 (No. 861, clause 9. In 1985 New Zealand had refused entry to the US
destroyer US8 Buohanan beoause  its non-nuclear status was not guaranteed. This
refusal resulted in the break-up of the ANZUS  alliance (the security Treaty between
Australia, New Zealand and the United States) in August 1987. Under the
legislation a general prohibition also applies to nuolesr-powered vesselsr

a/ Prime Minister David Lange said in 1967  “You cannot simply export a model
based on our own particular security considerations~~. Ministry of. Foreign Affairs
Press StatOment No, 8, 19 JUUe 1987, p. 12,
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a/ See  Dona ld  8, Cot ter ,  eNPeaoetime Operationst  $a.trrty  and  Seaurity”, in
Ashtoa 8. Carter, John 0. Steinbruner  and Charles A. Zraket,  eds., m
m, Washington, DC, The Broookinga  Institution, 1987, pp. 46-51. See also

/ Albert Wohlstetter aad Riahard  Brady, B@Contiauing Control US a Requirement for
Deterring”, p. 168 in the same volume,

a/ See Thomas 8, Cochran, William A, Arkin and Milton M. Koenig, Nuclear

1 Cambridge, Balliager Publishers, 1984, p. 100, See also Theodore A. Poskol,
~~Targeting~~  , in Carter,  et., QQ~ cu., p. 300, and Barry R. Soh.neiderr
Col in  8 .  Qray and  Kei th  8. Payne, eds . ,  w fo r  the: ICEMa  w
v, Boulder, We&view  Press, 1984, pp8 9 and 10.

U/ S e e  Bruae 0 .  B l a i r , “Alerting in Crisis and Conventional War", in Carter
-al., pi. c i t . ,  ppm 75-120.

U/ See John May, The Or-ok of WI The
w, m, New York, PantheoxVQreenpeace Communications Ltd., 1989.

a/ S e e  Ashton 8. C a r t e r , “Souraes of Error and Uncertainty”, in Carter
gut a&., QQ. cit., ppe 6 1 1 - 6 3 9 .,
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CEAPTER VIII

NUCLEAR  ARM5  LIMITATIOW AND DISARXAMENT

422, Since the dawn of the nuclear age almost half a century ago, efforts have been
made in the world aommunity to deal with the various implications of the existence
of nuclear weapons. Many of them have been concerned with a wide range of specific
measures aimed at the limitation, reduation and elimination of nuclear weapons and
their delivery ryrtems. Some others dealt with the prevention of the proliferation
of nualear weapOnsr cessation of nuclear-weapon tests, and the establishment of
nuclear-weapon-free soaes in various regions of the world. Some discussions
focused also on the legal rules regarding possession and possible use of nuclear
weapons.

423. Arms limitation and disarmament efforts have been pursued both within and
outside the United Nations framework. The United States and the Soviet Union have
considered a awnbet of measures bilaterally, particularly those dealing with the
limitations of their strateqia arms and the elimination of their
iatermediato/medium-range  nuclear missiles (INF). Many other efforts were
undertaken in the regional as well as global context. Over the yearse a number of
agreements have been reached dealing with various aspects of nuclear weapons.

B. Conrtraints  on sn of war we~pga

424. Two differeh& approaches developed with respect to imposing constraints on the
acquisition of nuclear weapons, Both of them deal with the acquisition of nuclear
weapons by non-nuclear-weapon States. One approach involved negotiations for a
global treaty aomnitting nualear-weapon States not to transfer nuclear weapons and
non-nuclear-weapon States not to acquire them. The other approach aoncerned the
establishment of nuclear-weapon-free manes in various regions of the world.
Althoaqh based on the same principle of non-acquisition of nuclear weapons8  the
latter approach encompasses additional constraints, both on nuclear and non-nuclear
States parties to such manes and is, as such, broader in scope.

1. &gagy on t&&ppPtoliie+ation  of Nuar Weag~gp

425. The Non-Proliferation Treaty (resolution 2373 (XXII), annex) is regarded by
many as an important aahievement in the area of nuolear-arms regulation. The
Treaty was opened for signature on 1 July 1968 and entered into force on
5 March 1970. Among the nuclear-weapon States, the Soviet Union, the United
Kingdom and the United States are parties to the Treaty and serve as its
depositaries. China and Prance, while not parties to the Treaty, have on various
occasions stated that they do not support nuclear proliferation and would not act
contrary to the Treaty’s provisions. By the end of June 1990 the Treaty had
141 parties , making it the most widely accepted arms limitation instru,jent.  A
considerable number of non-nuclear-weapon States advanced in nuclaar tachnology
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have become parties to the Treaty. On the other hand, some such States have not
yet become party to it.

426. The basic provisions of the Treaty are to: prevent the spread of nuclear
weapons (arts. I and II); provide assurance, through international safeguards, that
the peaceful nuclear activities of non-nuclear-weapon States will not be diverted
to making such weapons (art. III); facilitate, to the maximum extent consistent
with the other purposes of the Treaty, the peaceful uses of nuclear energy through
full co-opsration - with the potential benefits of any peaceful application of
nuclear explosion technology being made available to non-nuclear parties under
appropriate international observation (arts. IV and V); express the determination
to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating to cessation of
the nuclear-arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a treaty
on general and complete disarmament under strict and effective international
control (art. VI). The NRT also has considerable relevance to several other arms
control and disarmament measures, e.g. a comprehensive nuclear-test ban, negative
security assurances and nuclear-weapon-free zones.

427. The Treaty also contains provisions for periodic review of its operation
(art. VIII). It also states that a conference shall be convened 25 years following
the entry into force (i.e. in 1995) "to decide whether the Treaty shall continue in
force indefinitely, or shall be extended for an additional fixed period or periods"
(art. X).

428. Three review conferences have been held so far: in 1975, 1980 and 1985. The
Fourth Review Conference is scheduled to take place in August/September 1990.
China and France have indicated their intention to attend as observers.

429. At the time of the Third Review Conference there were 131 parties to the
Treaty. The strong convergence of interests of the nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon
States parties to check the further spread of nuclear weapons provided a basis for
the successful conclusion of the Conference with the adoption by consensus of a
Final Document. This document, although critical of the implementation of the
Treaty in some areas and recommending further strengthening of the international
system for non-proliferation in others, confirmed unanimously the sustained
validity of the fundamental aims of the Treaty and concluded that it continues to
meet its basic objective. 11

2. Nuclear-weapon-free zones

430. The idea of establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones as a means of keeping the
regions concerned free of nuclear weapons began to attract the attention of the
international community in the 1950s. Many proposals have been made since that
time. While some of them are still being considered in various forums, agreement
has been reached on two of them.

/ ..*
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(a) Treatv of Rarotonaa  a/

431. The South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty (Treaty of Rarotonga) was opened
for signature on 6 August 1985 and entered into force on 11 December 1986. Eleven
out of 15 members of the South Pacific Forum had become parties to the Treaty as at
June 1990. The four countries that have not signed the Treaty are: Tonga,
Vanuatu, the Federated States of Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall
Islands. The Treaty area encompasses large sua areas, but most provisions apply
only on land and, consequently, nothing in the Treaty affects the exercise of the
rights of any State under international law with regard to freedom of the seas.

432. The Treaty of Rarotonga creates a "nuclear-free", rather than a
"nuclear-weapon-free", zone. The prime intention of the Treaty was to keep the
region free of the stationing of nuclear weapons, nuclear testing and environmental
pollution by radioactive waste. Moreover, the parties wished to prohibit all types
of nuclear explosions. Accordingly, the operative articles of the Treaty refer
consistently to **nuclear explosive devices", a term which covers all nuclear
devices, irrespective of the purpose, military or peaceful, which has been given
for their existence.

433. Each party to the Treaty undertakes not to manufacture, acquire, possess or
have control over any nuclear explosive device inside or outside the zone.
Moreover I it undertakes to conduct any nuclear co-operation with other states in
accordance with strict non-proliferation measures to provide assurance of
exclusively peaceful non-explosive use8 and to support the effectiveness of the
international non-proliferation system based on the Non-Proliferation Treaty and
the safeguards system of IAEA. While exercising its sovereign rights to decide for
itself whether to allow foreign ships (which may be nuclear-powered or
nuclear-armed) to visit its ports or foreign aircraft to visit its airfields or fly
over its territory# each party undertakes to prevent any nuclear explosive device
from being stationed in its territory. It also undertakes to prevent all testing
of such devices on its territory and not to assist others in doing so. It further
undertakes not to dump radioactive wastes anywhere at sea within the zone and to
prevent such dumping or storing by anyone in its territorial sea.

434. The States outside the zone that have jurisdiction over territories within it
(Prance, the United Kingdom and the United States) would, upon  becoming parties to
Protocol 1, apply the Treaty's key provisions to those territories. The five
nuclear-weapon States would, upon becoming parties to Protocol 2, undertake not to
use or threaten to use nuclear explosive devices against parties to the Treaty, and
any such State would, upon becoming party to Protocol 3, refrain from nuclear
testing within the sane.

435. The Soviet Union and China have ratified Protocols 2 and 3. France, the
United Kingdom and the United States have indicated that they do not intend at this
time to become parties to any of the Protocols. However, the United States
declared that noxe of its practices and activities within the Treaty area were
inconsistent with the Treaty and its Protocols , while the United Kingdom stated
that it would rsspect the intentions of Statrs of the region on Protocols 1
and 3. a/ I

/ .**
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436. South Paaifia nation8 have expreamd  disappointment that France ha8 not signed
the Protoaol 3 and aontinues to test within the aone. France put forward its
position  on this matter to the General Alrsembly on 2 June 1988. 91

437, The Treaty for the Prohibitioa of Nualear Weagonn  in Latin America (Treaty of
Tlatelolao) was the first treaty to eatabliah  a nualear-weapon-free 8008 in a
densely populated area. It was also the first agreement to errtabliah  a ayekern  of
international aontrol aad a permanent supervisory orgaxb  the Agenay for the
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America and the Caribbean (OPANAL).

438. The Trenty wa8 signed on 14 February 1967, at Tlatelolao, a borough of Mexico
city. The baalo obligation of the parties to the Trehty,  defined in artiale 1, is
to use exalusively  for peaaeful purpoaea  the nuclear material and faailities under
their juriadC3tion, and to prohibit and prevent in their respective territories the
very grerenae of nuclear weapons for any yurpore  and under any aircnunstanaes.
Partier to the Trusty  alro undertake to refrain from engaging in, enaouraging or
authorising,  directly or indirectly, or in any way participating in the testing,
useI manufaature,  production, possession or control of any nuclear w e a p o n s .

439. Auuexed to the Treaty are two Additional Protocol6, whiah arsate a rrymtem  of
obligation8 for ezztra-aontineatal and continental State8 having rerponribility
d e  orde fapLp for territories in the mane of aggliaation of the Treaty a8
well arr obligation8 for the nualear-weapon States. Thus, under Additional
Protoaol I, Franae, the Netherlands, the United Aingdom and the United States would
agree to guarantee nuclear-weapon-free atatua to those territories for which they
are, u or d,Umh internationally responsible. The Protoaol has been
Bigned and ratified by the Netherlandr, the United Kingdom and the United States.
France haa rigned it and ha8 declared that it will in due aourbe take M
appropriate deairion, aonaidering that not all States aonaetned in the tone are yet
partier to thir Treaty. Under Additional Protoaol II, nualear-weapon States pledge
to rerpeat fully the **denualearisation  of Latin America in respeat of warlike
purpoeea’@  and %ot to use or threaten to use nualoar  weapons againat the
Contraating Partier”. By 1979, all five nuclear-weapon State8 had adhered to it,
and in that aoaneation made individual declarations with reapeat to various
provirionlr of the Treaty and it6 Protocola. 61

440, AB at June 1990, the Treaty wa6 in force for 23 Latia American State6  that had
ratified it and had waived the requirement8 for entering into force set out in
article 28 (that all State8 in the aone be parties to the Treaty, that all States
to which the Protocols apply adhere to them and that relevant rafeguarda agreements
be concluded with IAEA). Several State6 within the denuclearised  soae are not yet
parties to the Treaty, among them Cuba , which haa not signed the Treaty. Argentina
has aigaed  but haa not ratified it, and Braoil and Chile have ratified it but not
waived the requirement8  for its entry into force. Argentina, 40 a rignatory, has
officially declared that it would not act against the objective6  of the Treaty.
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(c) Various orooosala

441. The discussion of the question of establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones in
various parts of the world is continuing between regional States concerned and
within the United Nations disarmament bodies. While supporting the concept as
such, many Member States stress the importance of certain prerequisites for the
successful implementation of the concept of nuclear-weapon-free zones. Among the
principles and objectives most referred to are the following: the initiative
should come from the States in the region concerned and the arrangements to
establish a nuclear-weapon-free zone should be based 3n agrec.lent  freely arrived at
among  the States of the prospective zone; the arrangements sLlould take into account
the specific characteristics of the region in question; such arrangements should
contain provisions concerning verification of the commitments undertaken; the
nuclear-weapon States should undertake obligations to respect the status of the
denuclearized zone and not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against the
States of the zone. In addition, some States judge proposals for such zones also
from the standpoint of their potential contribution not only to the security of the
region concerned, but to international security in general.

442. For many years, debates have taken place in the General Assembly on the
possibility of setting up nuclear-weapon-free zones in Africa, Z/ the Middle
East, 8/ and South Asia. !@ In addition, there have been proposals for the
creation of such zones in other regions, including Northern Europe, Central Europe,
the Balkans and South-East Asia. Some exploratory work has been carried out both
at the regional and international level on these possibilities. However, no
concrete negotiations have yet been initiated on any of these proposals. Although
there has been considerable support for some proposals, not all of them have
received support by all countries concerned.

c. Limitation on stationins of nuclear weapons

443. Setting geographical limitations on the stationing of nuclear weapons is an
approach to reducing the nuclear threat. Although there is no prohibition on
deployment of nuclear weapons on the high seas, some States would like to have the
seas used exclusively for peaceful and non-nuclear purposes. Others point to their
rights to free navigation of the seas in customary law and under ,the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea. The agreements concluded so far in this respect,
unlike nuclear-weapon-free zones, largely cover unpopulated territories on the
Earth and in outer space. In one instance, the scope is also broader since it
provides not only for denuclearization, but also demilitarization  of the area.

1. The Antarctic Treaty

444. The Antarctic Treaty, concluded on 1 December 1959, was the first
international agreement that, by establishing a demilitarized zone, ioso facto
provided that nuclear weapons would not be introduced into a specified area. The
Treaty bans '*any measures of a military nature" such as the establishment of
military bases and fortifications , military manoeuvres and the testing of any type

/ .*.
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of weapon. Thir wan the firet Treaty to provide for on-site inspection. The
Treaty entered into force on 23 June 1961 and the number of parties to it has
increased from the original 12 aignatoriea  in 1959 to 39 a8 at the end of 1989,
including the five nuclear-weapon State@,

2. Outet Tre&y

445. The Treaty on Principle6 Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration
and Uae of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (Outer Space
Treaty) (resolution  2222 (XXI), annex), wau opened for signature on 27 January 1967
and entered into force on 10 October the same year, As at 31 December 1989,
91 Statea had become parties to the Treaty.

446. The Treaty prohibit6 the placing in orbit around the Earth of any objects
carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapon6 of maoa deet:uction,
installing ouch weapon8  on celestial bodies or stationing them in outer apace in
any other manner* The Treaty alao affirm that the Moon and other celertial bodie,
are to be used exclusively for peaceful purpose8 and that the eatabliehment of
mil i tary  baeee, installations and fortificationa,  the testing of any type of
weapons and the conduct of military manoeuvre8 on celestial bodice are to be
prohibited.

447. A further instrument, the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the
Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, was concluded in 1979. It entered into force on
11 July 1984. By the end of 1989, aeven countriea (Australia, Austria, Chile,
Netherlands, Pakistan, Philippine8 and Uruguay) had become parties to it. It
complements the Outer Space Treaty and prohibit6 the use of force on the Moon, the
placing of any weapon, including nuclear weapona, on or in orbit around it, or any
kind of militarisation of it or other celestial bodies.

3. 8ea-BeB  Treaty

448. The Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and Other
Weapon6 of Maas Dertruction on the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor ud in the Subsoil
Thereof (Sea-Bed Treaty) (reeolution  2660 (Xxv), annex) wan opened for signature on
11 February 1971, It entered into force on 18 May 1972. By the end of
December 1989, 82 State8 had ratified the Treaty while 23 States had signed it but
not  ye t  ra t i f ied  i t ,

449. The Treaty provide8 that the State8 partiea to it undertake not to place on or
under the eea-bed, beyond the outer limit of a U-mile coastal 8oaer any nuclear
weapon8 or any other weapons of maea destruction or any facilitier for such
weapona. All parties have the right to verify through observation activities of
other State8 in the area covered by the Treaty.

450. Three Review Conferences of the parties to the Treaty have been held so far,
in 1977, 1983 and 1989. At all three Review Conferences, the parties reaffirmed
their commitment to the Treaty. In addition, at the general debate at the Third

/ . . .
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Conference, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States for the
first time declared that they "have not emplaced any nuclear weapons or other
weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed outside the zone of application of the
Treaty as defined by its article II and have no intention to do so". JQ/

D. Limitations and reductions of nuclear weapons

451. There have been a number of efforts to limit and reduce the stockpiles of
nuclear weapons in the world. While the consideration of these issues took place
both within the United Nations and the Conference or Disarmament, where nuclear
disarmament is viewed as a priority item on their respective agendas, the actual
negotiations on a number of specific measures were pursued in bilateral
negotiations between the United States and the Soviet Union. In the process, these
two nuclear-weapon Powers have concluded several agreements providinq for
quantitative limitations and some qualitative restrictions on their nuclear forces.

452. During the 1970s the bilateral negotiations between the Soviet Union and the
United States were carried out within the framework of the so-called strategic arms
limitation talks (SALT), which resulted in the signing of several specific
agreements. The negotiations continued in the early 1980s under a new name of the
strategic arl.rs  reduction talks (START). In their joint statement of January 1985,
the two sides defined their subject as a complex of questions concerning space and
nuclear weapons, both strategic and intermediate/medium-range, with all the
questions to be considered and resolved in their interrelationships. The statement
also pointed out that "ultimately the forthcoming negotiations, just as efforts in
general to limit and reduce arms, should lead to the complete elimination of
nuclear arms everywhere*'. &&/

453. Under the general umbrella entitled nuclear and space talks (#ST),  the
negotiations have been conducted in three different groups assigned to deal
respectively with strategic nuclear weapons, intermediate/medium-range nuclear
weapons, and defence and space issues. In the course of those negotiations, a
great deal of progress has been achieved.

1. INF Treaty

454. A most significant result of bilateral efforts was achieved in 1987 with the
conclusion of the Treaty between the United States of America and the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics on the Elimination of their Intermediate-Range and
Shorter-Range Missiles (INF Treaty). 21 The Treaty is notable because it
provides, for the first time, for the complete elimination of an entire class of
Amerisan and Soviet nuclear missiles and because it contains unprecedented
intrusive verification provisions. It was signed in Washington by President Reagan
and General Secretary Gorbachev on 7 December 1987 and came into force on
1 June 1988. The Treaty is of unlimited duration.

455. In the preamble, the parties expressed their conviction that the measures set
forth in the Treaty would help to reduce the risk of an outbreak of war. They also
recalled their obligations under article VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
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of Nuclear Weapons, namely to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective
meanurea  for the cessation of the nuclear-arms race at an early date.

456. The basin obligation OF! the two parties coneieta of an undertaking to
eliminate their intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles, together with their
launahera,  all support  structures and support equipment. Intermediate-range
missiles (l,OOO-5,500 km) would be eliminated not later than three yearr after the
entry into force of the Treaty, while the elimination of shorter-range miasilea
(50001,000 km) would be completed not later than 18 month8 after the Treaty’s entry
into force. The Protocol on Elimination provides that the nuclear warhued and
guidance elements may be removed from the missilea, prior to their elimination, and
retained by the deploying country.

457. The verification rystem of the Treaty provides, m, far on-site
inspection and inspection on short notice, and provides  for non-interference with
national technical mean0  of verification. The on-eito inspeotion cover8 the main
facility of eaah side where componenta for misriles are being produced, i.e. the
Votkinsk Machine Building Plant in the Soviet Union and the Eeroules Plant in Utah
in the United States. While intermediate-range missilee are prohibited, the
Votkinak plant also producer another type of missile that ie also monitored. After
two years of monitoring at both plants, if no such miariler are produced for
12 moatha,  the monitoring portals will be removed and may not be replaced.
Inspection on abort notice applies to all specified sites other than production
facilities. The inspectors are to be allowed to carry out such inspections not
only during the initial 3-year period envisaged for complete elimination of these
weapons, but also during the next 10 years, thus extending the duration of the
whole arrangement to 13 yearr altogether. Furthermore, the aotual removal of the
weapons covered by the Treaty from deployment areas and storage is subject to
verification. Desides missile installations on American and Soviet soil, &is
includes Amerioan and Soviet missile bases in Western and Eamtern Europa. n/
Occasional inspection of the location6 will take place also over a 13-year period..

458. Following the conclusion of the INP Treaty, the Warsaw Treaty State8 proposed
in April 1989 negotiations on tactical nuclear arms in Europe (see A/44/228).
Those States were convinced that along with the elimination of the
intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles, the phased reduction and eventual
elimination of the tactical nuclear arms in Europe would help to lessen the danger
of war, strengthen confidence and establish a more stable situation on the
continent. This would, in their opinion, facilitate progress towards deep aute in
strategic nuclear arms and, ultimately, the complete elimination of nuclear weapons
everywhere.

459. The member Statea of NATO, in their report entitled “A Comprehenrive Concept
of Arms Control and Disarmament*g aCtopted at the NATO summit meeting in May 1989
,(A/44/481,  annex II), declared that once implementation sf an agreement on
conventional force reductions in Europe was under way, the United States, in
consultation with the allies concerned, was prepared to enter into negotiations to
achieve a partial reduction of American and Soviet land-based nuclear missile
forces of shorter range to equal and verifiable levels. In April 1990, NATO agreed
that negotiations on tactical nuclear weapons could start after the conclusion of
an agreement on conventional force reductions in Europe. U/
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460. Pursuant to NATO decisions taken in 1979 and 1983, the United States
unilaterally withdrew 35 per cent, i.e. 2,400, of its nuclear weapons based in
Weetern  Europe. The Soviet Union, in the course of 1989, also unilaterally
withdrew 500 tactical nuclear warheads from the territory of its allies. ThQ.
Soviet Union furthermore declared that it was prepared to withdraw during 1989-1991
all nuclear ammunition from the territories of ite allies on the condition of a
similfir reciprocal step on the part of the United States, In June 1990, the Soviet
Union announced that by the end of 1990 it would unilaterally reduce in the
European region 140 short-range missile launchers as well as 3,200 pieces of
nuclear artillery and 1,500 nuclear charges.

2. -arms rec&k.ion thU&

461. The United States and the Soviet Union are ilr the process of finalising an
agreement on substantial reductions of their strategic nuclear arsenals, the
so-Cal led STABT agreement. In June 1990, Presidents Bush and Gorbachev on the
occasion of their sumnit  meeting at Washington issued a joint statement outlining
the basic provisions  of the future treaty. The two sides will translate the agreed
outline into specific treaty language. It is their declared intention to complete
this work within months.

462. The Treaty would provide for both side8 to carry out up to 50 per cent
reductions in certain categories of strategic offensive arms. The Treaty would
also include a reduction in the overall number of warheads deployed on delivery
vehicles (ICBMs,  SLBMs,  heavy bombers) to no more than 1,600. The aggregate
throw-weight of the deployed ICBMs and SLIMS of each side will be limited to
50 per cent b8low the present level of the Soviet Union. Heavy bombers equipped
for long-range nuclear ALCMe will be counted as one delivery vehicle against the
1,600 limit and shall be attributed with an agreed number of warheads against the
6,000 limit. Existing and future United States heavy bombers equipped for
long-range nuclear ALCMs will be attributed with10 warheads each. Existing and
future Soviet heavy bombers equipped for long-range nuclear ALCXe will be
attributed with eight warheads each.

463. The Treaty will aluo include specific prohibitions on certain catsgoriec of
strategic offensive arms, basing modes and activities. The following items would
be banned; new types of heavy ICBMst heavy SLBMe and 18unch8r8 for heavy SLBMBI
mObi18 lauWh8rs for heavy ICBMsj new types of ICDMs and SLBMa with more than
10 re-entry VehiCl881  flight testing and d8plOym8nt  of existing typee of ICEMa or
SLBMs with a number of re-entry vehicle8 greater than the number specified in the
WashingtOA  Summit Joint Statement of December 19871  rapid reload of ICBM  launchersr
long-range nuclear ALCMs equipped with multiple independently targetable warheads.
Sea-launched  cruise missiles (SLCMs)  will not b8 COAatrain8d in the START treaty.
OA the other hand, each side will provide the other with unilateral, politically
binding deClaratiOAs  regardilrg  it8 planned deployment of nuclear SLCMs  with a range
over 600 km. The maximum number of deployed SLCMs for 8aCh of the following five
treaty years will not exceed 880 for each Bide.

464. Th8 verification regime for the reductions and other constraints to be
contained in the treaty would include on-site inspectionat  national technical means
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of verifications  a ban on denial of telemetric information; data-information
8XCha!¶ge  OA numb8rsr  locations and technical characteristics of Strategic arms and
an agreement: OA tie manner of d8plOyIn8nt  of mobile ICI948 and limitations on their
movements so as to ensure effective verification. A joint compliance and
inspection Cosnnissio~ will be established to promote the Obj8CtiV88 of the treaty.
The treaty would have a duration of 15 years with the possibility of extension for
successive five-year periods.

465. Although A~W arrangements on strategic armsments, most notably the forthcoming
START treaty, would go much farther thaa previous treaties, the strategic arms
limitatioa  tarks (SALT) between the UAit8d States and th8 Soviet Union in the 1970s
haV8 played an important role in the efforts of the two sides to place certailr
limitations OA the development of their nuclear-weapon arsenals.

466. Thus, by the Iaterim Agreemeat  between the United States of America and the
Union of soviet Socialist Republics on certain measures with respect to the
limitation of strategic offensive arms (SALT I), u/ with a Protocol attached, the
two Side8 undertook not to start construction of additional fixed land-based
ballistic missile launchers aad to limit submarine missile launchers and modern
ballistic missile submarines to an agreed level for each side. The limits agreed
upon allowed, hOW8V8rr for an additional increase  in the total number Of th8
strategic forces of the two sides. Nowever,  th8 SALT II agreement, Signed in
June 1979, set totals not only on missl.les, but also on sub-category totals. The
CeiliAgs  agr88d upon Went quite a way towards d8aliAg With the very different AesdS
of the United States, which had most of its warheads on submarines irr the form of
SLRMs, and th8 Soviet Union, which had most of its strate&c assets in ICEM  silos.
It brought th8 long-rang8 bomber forces into the CalCUlatiOnS and even coAsid8r8d
the new technology of air-launched cruise missil88 (ALCMs). It did AOt reduce th8
number  of warheads either side had, or restrict the use of any existing teChAOlOgy,
but it did restrict major new technological developments aAd set some
predictabil i ty in the strategic selection. It also served to work out many
definitions and iseues that were carried Over into subsequent negotiations, such as
START. l.61 Although the SALT II Treaty u/ has not b88n formally ratifictd,  both
parties haV8 in general observed the limitatiOA8  set by it. These limitations
will, however, b8 larg8ly  SUp8rS8d8d  by the terms 8AViSag8d  under the START
agr88m8At.

467. Another important agreemeat concluded in the framework of SALT negotiations
was the 1972 Treaty R8tWe8A  th8 United states Of kn8riCa and th8 Union of SOVi8t
Socialist Republics OA th8 Limitation of Aurti-Ballistic Missile Systems (ABM
Treaty), LB/ SubsequeAtly  ameaded  by a PrOtOCOl  of 2 July 1974. Ry th8 ARM Treaty,
the Soviet Union and the UAit8d States undertook not to develop, test or deploy
mobile land- or sea-based, air- or space-based ABM syst8ms. They al80 agr88d to
limit ARM systems to two sites with no more than 100 launchers at each site. In
1974, the Treaty was smended  by a Protocol that limited 8aCh side to on8 ARM
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deploymsnt  area only. The Soviet Union ChOS8 to maintain its ABM system in the
eroa aentred  on its aapital, WOSQOW, and the UAit8d States ahose to maintain its
system in the IC’DW deployment area in North Dakota. &lbSSqU8Atly,  the United
States deaided not to deploy its ABM system at all.

468. The ABM Treaty received COnSid8rable attentiorr in the bilateral n8gOtiatiOnS
following the announoem8nt of the United States strategia  defense initiative (SDI)
in 1983 (see ahag. III, sect. D). The Soviet Union took the position that the
provisions of the ABM Treaty prohibited all testing of ballistic missile defence
systems and their components in ouMr space. For its part, th8 United States has
maintained the position thr,t the SD1 -suearch progrsmme is not incompatible with
the AEM Treaty.

469. Besides different interpretations of the relationship betW8eA SD1 and ABM
Treaty, the Soviet Union and the United States disagreed on the effect that such c.
programe, if and when fully dev8loped, might have on the strategic balance betWA.A
the two sides. Th8 United States ~18~8 it as an entirely d8f8nSiVe  programme with
no l ffeot on START, while the Soviet Union held the view that the programme if
implemeAt8d would deny fr seoond strike retaliatory oapability, the preservation of
whioh fog both sides ~oastitutrs the essCnC6 of the ABM Treaty. In September 1989,
the Sovist Union expressed its willingncs~  to sign and to ratify the START treaty
without WaitlAg for the completion of bilateral discussions of the ABM prObl8m.  At
the same time, it prooeeds  from the assumption that both sides will continue to
Comply With th8 existing ABM Treaty as Signed , and that its violation by any side
would automatically relieve the other side from its obligations Under  the START
treaty. The United Staten and the Soviet UA~OA have also declared their commitmeat
t0 work towards 8Srly and 8ff8CtiV8 Sgr88m8ntS aimed st preventing an arms race in
spaoe Md terminating it OA Earth.

479. Th8 qUeStiOn  Of Outer space first b8Oam8 the Subject Of bilateral nsgOtiatiOA8
between the United States and th8 SOVi8t UAiOn  in the 19798. The initial
disoussions took place from 1977 to 1979 and focused on the question of
M t i - s a t e l l i t e  a c t i v i t i e s . In August 1983, the Soviet Union proposed to the United
States to baa ASAT systems and to 8liminate  existing onear but the United States
clid not agree to this proposal. The new bilateral negotiations began in 1985 as
parl of the nuclear and space talks (NST), which also included START and INF as
separate A8gotiations. At the Washington sussnit meeting in May/June 1990, both
sides agreed to continue n8gotiations OA ABM snd space within the negotiating
framework of NIT.

E. m on u of xuA9.&ar exr>losive devices

471. Since nuclear testing is M inhereAt  part of the process of development of
nuclear w8apons , many Stat88 have given highest priority t0 a COmpr8h8nSiVe
nuclear-test ban (CTB), 4.8. a prohibition of all tests, in all environments. They
point out that such a bM would introduce  uncertainties in the qUalitstiV8
developm8nt of nuclear weapons that would make the d8V8lOpmeAt  of the88 weapons
more difficulty  that it would also largely prevent the acquisition of nuclear
weapons by States that do Aot haV8 themj and that it would therefOr8 contribute to
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the goal of nuclear non-proliferation. Nuclear-weapon States, with the exception
of the Soviet Union, are not prepared to accept a nuclear-test ban, because they
assess nuclear testing as essential for the credibility, reliability end
survivability of their nuclear deterrent forces. The United States has stated that
a CTB remains a long-term United States objective and that such a ban must be
viewed in the context of a time when the United States no longer needs to depend on
nuclear deterrence to ensure international security and stability, and when it has
achieved broad, deep and verifiable arms reductions, greatly improved verification
capabilities, expanded confidence-building measures and greater balance in
conventional forces.

472. In 1963 the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States concluded a
Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space and Under
Water. u/ The Treaty was Aegotiated in response to environmental and other
concerns being expressed at the time. It does not prohibit underground tests
provided they do not cause radioactive debris to be present outside the territory
of the State where the test was conducted. In its preamble, however, it notes the
objective of achieving "the discontinuance of all test explosions of nuclear .
weapons for all time". The Treaty has since been joined by many other States and
had, as at June 1990, 118 parties. Two nuclear-weapon States, France and China,
are not parties, although they announced, in 1974 and 1986 respectively, that their
future tests would be carried out only underground. zQ/ France has stated that it
is not prepared to enter any comprehensive test-ban agreement, although
President Mitterrand has recently indicated that France would not be the last to
stop'testing. China stated that it was flexible towards the creation of the
subsidiary body in the Conference on Disarmament on the issue. It also stated that
if and when an agreement was reached on a mandate enabling such a body to be
established, it would participate in its work. a/

473. In 1974, the United States and the Soviet Union signed the so-called Threshold
Test Ban Treaty (TTBT), which prohibits all weapon tests with a yield exceeding
150 kilotons. Because it is impossible to distinguish nuclear-weapons tests from
nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes , in 1976, both States also signed the
Peaceful Nuclear Explosions Treaty (PNET), 221 which puts a 150-kiloton limit on
such explosions. Difficulties arose in connection with verification procedures for
both Treaties and, therefore, neither Treaty was ratified. In 1987, the United
States and the Soviet Union agreed to a step-by-step approach to the objective of
the ultimate cessation of all testing and in that context initiated negotiations on
improved verification procedures for those Treaties. Following the successful
conclusion of those negotiations, during the Washington summit meeting in
May/June 1990, the Soviet Union and the United States signed verification protocols
for both Treaties, which will pave the way for their ratificatroa  by the respective
legislative bodies of the two countries.

474. International efforts to achieve a complete test ban began in the 1950s. From
1977 to 1980, three nuclear-weapon States , the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and
the United States, held negotiations on a comprehensive test ban without reaching
final agreement. The Conference on Disarmament at Geneva was periodically informed
on the progress of these trilateral negotiations.
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476. Mart States  have taken the position that the step-by-step  approaah agreed on
by the United Stat88 and the Soviet Union ia insuffiaioat  baaauae it doer not
rpeaify when a aomprehensive  ban ie to be achieved. They aontiaue to call for an
immediate ban on all testing. At the United Nations, Oenaral Assembly resolutions
attaahiag the highert priority to the aonaluaion of a aomprehen~ive nualear-test
ban have been voted on and adopted by an overwhelming majority. The Conference on
Dirarmameat  has been roguested by the Assembly in euaaesaive years to begin
negotiation8 on ruah a treaty. Some States have submitted  draft treaties and
different proposal8 on thie wbjeat to the Conferenae  on Dioarmament,  but no
negotiations have been initiated. Qiven their position on the ieaue, most
nualear-weapon Btates remain opposed to the aommenaement of multilateral
aogotiationr toward6 a CTBT in the Conferenae on Diearmament. At the aune time,
they have stated their readhem to diaauam issue8 related to suah a ban on a
non-negotiating barir.

476. Reaently, roma Stat.8 parties to the PTBT have proposed  emending the Treaty
into a aomprehenaive  teat ban. In aaaordanae with the amendment proaedure provided
for in the Treaty, any amendment requires the aonmnt  of all three original
pattim. a/ A meeting for the organisation of the aonferenae was held from 29 May
to 8 June 1990 and adopted a number of organisational  deairions.  The Amendment
Conferenae ir aaheduled to be held at New York from 7 to lfl January 1991, although
two of the original parties, the United States and the Unitad Kingdom, have already
stated that they will cppore the proposed amendment.

477. Stating that it would uphold the idea of a CTB and that it wishes to promote
it by practical etepo, the Soviet Union held a unilateral moratorium on nualear
tertr for 18 month8  in 1985-1987. No other nualear-weapon State followed the
Soviet Union’x move.

478. Ar noted before,  bane on teeting have alao been inaluded in the two
nuclear-weapon-free xone Treaties. The Treaty of Tlatelolao prohibit8 weapons
testing in Latin America and the Caribbean. In view of their expreeeed  aonaernts
about nualear weaponry and about the possible environmental effeats of teetiny, the
parties to the Treaty of Rarotonga  undertook to prevent the testing of any nualear
explosive device in their territories  and throughout the xoner  and not to aeeist or
encourage the teeting of any such devise by any State.

479. The verification aspect8 of a comprehensive test ban have received
considerable attention. A variety of means, inaluding  satellite data and radiation
monitoring, have allowed the international community to verify adherence to the ban
on  atmospheric  tes t s . Underground testing ha8 traditionally been monitored using
seiemia  teahniques although other technique8 have beer. devised aa a complement.
Effort8 are being made in the Conference on Disarmament to design a global seiemic
network for acquisition and exchange of data. Many believe that eeixmic
monitoring, backed up by other methoda , could detect and identify teats down to
very low yield8 (1-2 kilotons) and that this testing threshold would impolre aevere
conotrainte  on nuclear-weapons development. flowever,  there  i8 some Concern  tha t  no
verification oyatem would be able to detect sub-kiloton explosion@.

480. The verification arrangement8 agreed upon in the verification protocols to the
TTBT and the PNET,  signed  at the Washington  sununit meeting in May/June  1990,
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include hydrodynamic yield measurement (the so-called CORRTEX method), on-site
inspection and seismic monitoring on the territory of the testing party as well as
national technical means.

F. Constraints on the use of nuclear weaoons

481. Over the years, many initiatives have been put forward concerning the
prohibition or limitation of the use of nuclear weapons. In the process, various
approaches developed on this issue. They ranged from the calls for unconditional
prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons to prohibition of first use and various
conditional bans. After the conclusion of the 1968 Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons, the question of adequate security assurances to
non-nuclear-weapon States against the use of nuclear weapons emerged. Such
guarantees were also contemplated within the framework of the establishment of
nuclear-weapon-free zones in various regions of the world. Still another approach
dealt with the limitation of the use of nuclear weapons from the point of view of
customary norms of international humanitarian law in conventional wars as the basis
for deriving some principles applicable to nuclear weapons as well. The question
of the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons was also considered.within the
broader question of the prevention of war, in particular nuclear war. This
approach gained prominence especially during the 1980s.

482. No tangible progress has been made towards the conclusion of an agreement
regarding the non-use of nuclear weapons. Many nations have expressed the hope
that the depth and scope of changes presently taking place in international
relations, particularly between the two major nuclear-weapon States, has
considerably diminished the likelihood of their possible deliberate use.

483. The main thrust of various approaches to this issue, particularly those
pursued in the last decade, are described briefly below.

1. Consideration in the General Assembly

484. The General Assembly has passed a great number of resolutions on this
subject. With the exception of procedural resolutions, all resolutions have been
adopted by vote. The voting has shown deeply rooted divergencies, reflecting
different strategic doctrines and national security perceptions.

485. The question of the use of nuclear weapons received a great deal of attention
at the 1978 special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament in a
broader context of the elimination of the danger of war. At that session, the five
nuclear-weapon States made individual declarations with regard to security
assurances to non-nuclear-weapon States. 241

486. At the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament,
in 1982, various suggestions and proposals were put forward. The Soviet Union, for
instance, declared that, wit? immediate effect, it assumed an obligation not to be
the first to use nuclear weapons, because it believed that should a nuclear war
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rtart it aould mesa the destruation  of humankind. A similar statement already had
beon mado by China in 1964 when it exploded its firrt atomic weapon.

487. The United Kingdom, also at the second  special  seasion on disarmament, stated
that it wee itr long-e8tablishsd  policy that nuolear weapons should never be used
oxoopt  in rolf-defonoe  under moat extreme oiroumetanaea.  251

488. In the consideration of the iaeue, the United States and other Western
oountries pointed out that a declaration on the non-first use of nuclear weapon6
would restriot and undermine the wider principle of self-defence enshrined in the
Chartor of the United Nations, They noted that the Charter provided that States
refrain from the threat or use of force in their international relations (Art. 2.4)
but that it did not impair the inherent right of individual or colleative
relf-dofenae  if an armed attaok occure (Art. 511, and it did not contain any
prohibition of any apeoifia  meen of warfare.

489. At ita thirty-seventh semion and subsequently, in reaolutione initiated by
Argentina, the Qerman Demoaratia Republiu and India, the Qeneral Assembly,
torpeetively  reaomneaded that the Conference on Diearmament undertake negotiations
on: appropriate and practical meaaure8  that could be negotiated and adopted
individually for the prevention of nuolear wart a/ an intarnational  instrument of
a legally binding character laying down the obligation not to be the firrt to use
nualoar  woaponr) a/ and au international aonvention prohibiting the use or threat
of ueo of nuulear weapons under any oiraumstanoes, taking as a baeia the text of a
draft aonvention annexed to it. 281

2. wanbe -United w

490. In 1984, for the firrt time, the Conference on Disarmament included in its
agenda a separate item entitled “Prevention of nuclear war, including all related
mattera". While all members recognised the importancs of the prevention of nuclear
war, there remained differences in approach between various groups. Emtern
European and non-aligned Statea, believing that the removal of the threat of
nuclear war was the most urgent task, urged the Conference to undertake, aa a
matter of higheat priority, negotiations on measure8 for the prevention of nuclear
war and to establish an sd committee for that purpose. For their part, Western
countriea maintained that the question of preventing nuclear war could not be
isolated from the problem of preventing war in general and that the question at
issue wan how to maintain peace and international security in the nuclear age, As
a result of these difference8 in approach , matters related to the non-use of
nuclear weapons and prevention of nuclear war have continued until now to be
considered  only in plenary meetings of the Conference.

491. The question of constraint8 on the ude of nuclear weapons and the prevention
of nuclear war wan alsc addreseed  on several occasions by various world leaders.
Their rtatements have made an impact on the deliberations and negotiations in
variour forum.
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492, For instance, the joint message of 24 October 1985 by the Beads of State or
Qovernment of six countries - Argentina, Oreece, India, Mexiao, Sweden and the
United Republic of Tanaania  - (the so-called “Six-Nation Initiative”) directed to
the leader8 of the United State0 and the Soviet Union in conneation  with their
summit  meeting stated that @‘einae the oitioens of all nations are equally
threatened by the consequence8 of nuclear war@ it ie of utmost importance to UI
al80 that your meeting should areate appropriate condition6 and produce concrete
etepa towards disarmament and peace’* (A/40/825-S/17596,  annex).

493. The United States-Soviet joint statement issued on 21 November 1985 on the
occasion of the summit meeting between President Reagan and General
Secretary Gorbachev statad that the two leader@, conscious of the special
reaponribilitiee of their respective countries for maintaining peaoer “have agreed
that a nuclear war aannot be won and muet never be fought” (A/40/1070,  annex).
Furthermore, Vhey emphasised the importance of preventing any war between them,
whether nuolear or oonventional” and stated that they would not reek to aohiove
military superiority. In the joint statement iaxued  at Washington  on
10 December 1987, (A/43/58, annex) following their eigning of the INF Treaty,
President Reagan and Qeaeral Secretary Qorbaohev affirmed the fundamental
importance of their meetings at Qeneva (1985) and Reykjavik  (19861, which had laid
the basis for concrete atepa in a process intended “to improve strategic stability
and reduce the rick of conflict”.

494. In February 1988, the xix nations issued the Stockholm Declaration, in which
they welcomed the signing of the INP Treaty (A/43/125-8/19478,  annex). They viewed
it ae a “historia  firat step” and ar significant evidence that “8 reverral is
possible”, They aleo pointed out that no nation had the right to uee nuclear
weapons and dealared  that “what  ie morally wrong should also be explioitly
prohibited by international Jaw through 8 binding international agreement”,

495, At the apeaial ministerial meeting of the Non-Aligned Countries held at Havana
in May 1988, the Final Communiqud  stated (A/S-15/27, annex, para,  18)t

“The  Ministers emphasiaed that, pending the attainment of general and aomplete
disarmament - a procese in which nuclear disarmament plays a oentral role - it
wan necessary for nuclear-weapon States, inter, immediately to negotiate
an agreement on the prohibition of the use or the threat of use of nuclear
weapons and to pledge not to be the first to use them. Tha Ministers further
urged that non-nuclear-weapon States be given assurances against the threat or
use of nuclear weapons by any nuclear-weapon State.”

The Declaration iaeued  at the Conference of Heads of State or Qovernment of
Non-Aligned Countries at Belgrade ia September 1989 (Bee A/44/551-S/20870,  annex)
saidt

Vie USSR and the USA have, for the firet  time in history, signed a treaty to
eliminate some of the existing nuclear weapona. The Heads of State or
Qovernment welcomed this step and reiterated their expectation that it would
be a precursor to the adoption of concrete disarmament measures leading to the
complete elimination of nuclear weaponei.”

/ . . .
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496. The question of security aeaurancee  to non-nualear-weapon States was first
raised specifically in connection with the negotiations at the 1968 Treaty WA the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NF+T).

497. In order to provide a COkUIterbalMCe  to the undertaking of the
non-nuclear-weapon Statea not to acquire nuclear weapona, as embodied in the
Non-Proliferation Treaty, three nuclear-weapon States - the Soviet Union, the
United Kingdom and the United States - agreed to provide certain security
aeeurancex  to these countries through a Security Council reeolution.

498. Security Council reeolution 255 (1968) recognised that aggression with nuclear
weapona, or the threat thereof, againat a non-nuclear-weapon State party to the
Treaty would call for immediate a&ion  by the Council and, above all, by ite
nuclear-weapon States permanent membera. The Council alao weir;omed the intention
expressed  by certain States to assist any non-nuclear-weapon State party to the
Non-Proliferation Treaty that was a victim of an act or threat of nuclear
aggression and reaffirmed the right to collective self-defence under Article 51 of
the Charter of the United Nationr.

499. However, a number of non-nuclear-weapon States , while welcoming the @*positive*’
aemrance provided for in the reeolution, expressed preference for %egative”
aeeurance, i.e. a commitment by nualear-weapon States that they would not uee or
threaten to UIO nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-weapon States. All five
nuclear-weapon States have provided unilateral negative eeaurity a88urancea,
although those xxaurancea reflect the different security perceptions of the
nucle8r-weapon  S t a t e s .  1p/

500, The question has been actively considered by the Conference on Diaarmement.
Bach year since 1979, with only one exception, 1986, the Conference on Disarmament
haa eetabliehed u hoq working bodies on effective international arrangements to
anlure  non-nuclear-weapon States against  the uee or threat of use of nuclear
weapons. Although there har been no objection in principle to the idea of an
international convention, the difficultlee involved aa regards developing a “common
formula” on the eubetance of security aeeurancee , which would be acceptable to all
States, have also been pointed out.

501. In recent yeare, the search for a common formula in the ~ hoc committee on
the nature and scope of security atmurancea has focurred  on the consideration of
various new ideas put forward on the understanding  that an agreement on the
substance  of the arrangement8 would facilitate the agreecant  CD their form. Two
basic  approaches have been examined at the Conference on Disarmament negotiations -
the single common formula and the “categoriaational  approach”. The former seeks to
find one common formula of security asourancee covering all non-nuclear-weapon
States which are to be assured. The latter envisagee that a specific common
formula should  be developed for each category of non-nuclear-weapon States, which,
in order to take iuto account the divereity  of their security situations,  are
categorised  along the linen of certain criteria (such as non-nuclear status,
non-etatioking  of nuclear weapons, alliance status) as already reflected in the

/ . . .
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unilateral declarations of the nuolear-weapon States. The idea of following a
step-by-step approach hae also been advanced, with the understanding that, when
viewed in a broader peropective, the two basic approacher could complement each
other. Variour viewa on the auggeated  approaches have been expressed at the
negotiations in the Conference on Disarmament and their consideration remains
inconalusive. u/ In November 1989, Nigeria submitted for considera’;ion by the
State8 partiea to the Non-Proliferation Treaty a proposal  for M agreement  on the
prohibition of the use or threat of ube of nualear weapons against
non-nuclear-weapon States parties to that Treaty. The propoeal was also submitted
to the Confereuce on Disarmament in March 1990, Md to the Fourth NPT Review
Conference . U/

0. Confidenoe-huilBirrcr

502. The general goal of these me8aure8 is to reduce Md poaeibly  eliminate causes
for mistrust, misunderstanding  and fear, all of which contribute to instability and
ineeaurity. There la need for oonfidence-building in many fieldn - political,
milit8ry, economic and lOCial, among othera. Traditional security concerns, mainly
military, have been, however, the main source of confidence-building measuree
(CBMS). Where confidence already exiata, CBMa are a way to reinforce it, but they
are no substitute for armr regulation and diearmament measurea au uqch.

503,  Regarding CBMs  specifically concerned with various aspects of nuclear weapons,
wide-ranging efforts have been promoted by nuclear-weapon States, moaw notably the
United States and the Soviet Union, but also France Md the United Kingdom. Most
of the agreement6 in thir field were aoncluded in the 1960s  and 19706 Md were
related to the prooeaa of the etrategia arms limitation talka. n/

504.  Thus, in September 1987, the two eider concluded M Agreement on the
Establishment of Nuclear Risk Reduction Centres. u/ According to the Agreement,
each party shall eetablieh in its capital a national nuclear risk reduction centre
(NRRC). The parties ahall we the centres to transmit the following types of
notif ications: notification8 of ballistic missile launches under article IV of the
Agreement on Measures to Reduce the Rick of Outbreak of Nuclear War between the
USSR and the United States of 1 September 19711 notificationa  of ballirrtic missile
launches under paragraph 1 of article VI of the Agreement between the USSR and the
United States on the Prevention of Incidents on and over the High Seao of
25 May 19721  other comnunicatione that eaah party may, at ite own discretion as a
display of good will Md with a view to building coofidetlre, transmit to the other
party. In May 1988, the Soviet Union and the United States signed an Agreement on
Notifications of Launcherr  of ICBMa and SLBMe. According to that Agreement, each
party agreed to provide the other party notification, through the nuclear risk
reduction centres, no less than 24 hours in advance, of the planned date, launch
area and area of impact for any launch of an ICBM or SLBM. u/

505.  In June 1989, they signed an Agreement on the Prevention of Dangerous Military
hctivities,  reflecting the deaire of the two States to reduce the rirrk of outbreak
of nuclear war, in part icular aa a result  of misinterpretation,  miscalculat ion or
accident. s/ The accord, which torrk effect on 1 January 1990, covers four areaa

/ . . .
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of possible conflict: (a) an agreement to refrain from the use of force in the
event of a border incurrion  by the other nation’8 military forces, aircraft or
rhipsr (b) an agreement not to use laser-range  finders or other like devices while
the two aidea’ foroor are in clone proximity. Theae devices can temporarily blind
rroldierr if they are atruak directly in the eyet (c) an agreement to net up
%poai81 asution 8one4P in areas such a8 the Persian Qulf, when both aides’ forces
come into COntaCtt Md (d) M agreement to refrain from el8~trO~~iC jMrming of
either aide@6  ComInMd  Mb oommuaications 6yatems. It  is  also envisioned that
direct communications between the nations’ military units in the field will be
ertabliahed to prevent mi8understandinqe, At the Wyoming minieterial meeting, held
in September 1989, both side8  signed an agreement on advance notification of major
6tr8t6gio exercises. Under’  this agrsenent t each side must provide the other side,
on a reciprocal basis , with no less than 14 days’ advance notification of the
oomnencement  of the one large-scale strategic exercise , with th@ participation of
heavy bombers , which it intends to conduct in the course of each calendar year, At
the Washington rurnmit  meeting, in May/June 1990, the Soviet inion and the United
Stator  agreed to purrue now talks with the objective of reduoing further the risk
of outbreak of war, partiaularly nualear war, and of ensuring strategic atability,
trMsparenay  Md prediatability,

II. War waMQlLeaae internat&.LLBlbt

506. Despite Wide-rMging  diacusaion~  in various foruma,  no uniform view has
emerged a8 yet on the legal aspects of the possession of nuclear weapons and their
UIO as a mean8  of warfme.

507. The Charter of the United Nationa,  a document signed just before the world
entered the nuclear era, doe8 not refer to the exietence of nuclear weapons. The
Charter atateb, in Article 51, that “nothing . . . shall impair the inherent right of
individual or collective self-defence if M armed attack occur8 against a Member of
the United Nations**. Under the circumutaeces, the question of which means are
acceptable for exercising the right of self-defence if an attack occurs is left to
treaty regulation8 and to ourtomary law,

508. Some countries, including nuclear-weapon States, consider that nothing in the
existing treaty practice of States or in international customary law could be
construed to apply to the question of the legality of nuclear weapons either
directly or indirectly.  Furthermore, they take the position that the use of these
weapons ia the subject of the decision of the national authorities of the country
concerned, which is baaed on the considarations  of its national security
requirement8 and, when applicable, the specific commitment8 explicitly undertaken
in that regard, such as those  envisaged in connection with nuclear-weapon-free
aone .

509. On the other hand, many countries believe that norms and emerging norms
relating to the legality of nuclear weapons and their use derive from a variety of
exirting aourcea. In this connection, they point out that the Statute of the
International Court of Justice  indicates ae eourcea of international law, beeidea
treaties, alro “international custom, aa evidence of a general practice accepted as
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law” and "the general principles of law recognised by civilised  nations”. It ia
thus argued that in dealing with the question of the regulation of the poeseseion
and the use of nualear  weapons, the guiding principles could be drawn not only from
specific  treaty provis ions, but also from international customary law, general
principles of law, judicial decisionc  and, in some cases, from the resolutions of
the Security Council. U/

510. The proponents of this approach, for instance, point out that customary norms
of international humanitarian law appliaable  in armed conflicts oontain aome
general principles that could be considered to impose certain oonstraints on the
use not only of conventional, but also of nuclear weapons. In their view, the
well-established principle in the law of armed confliats that :‘the right of the
Parties to the conflict to choose methods or mean8  of warfare is not unlimited” U/
i s  par t i cu lar ly  relevarat. They also maintain that there are many other principles
of international customary law that have in fact been reflected in modern treaty
pract ice .  ;LB/

511. In this aontext, they usually refer to the following: (a) a bM on meMs or
methods of warfare that cause unnecessary suffering (in relation to the military
objeotives  that the belligerents hope to attain)8  (b) the requirement of
distinction (between military targets on the one hand and the civili~ population
and its property on the other)! (c) a ban on warfare that leads to indiscriminate
effects (weapons or methods of warfare that strike at random against military Md
civili~ values)r (d) proportionality (excessive civili~ losses when compared with
the concrete and direct military advarrtage to be expected from the attack).

512. Although those principles largely overlap, 8t the same time, in the opinion of
their proponents, their implications are far-reaching, Thus, for instMce,  the
principle of distination, that both a civili~ population and civili~ objeots as
such must not become the target of M armed attack, would imply that
“counter-value” strikes would not be allowed. Likewise, the principle of
indiscriminate effects means that nuclear attacks that would lead inexorably to
massive civilian 1ossc;r  must be avoided. From the principle of proportionality,
they infer that nuclear weapons may not as a rule be used in densely populated
areas.

513. It is, however, not clear in juridical theory how the existing customary law
could be applied with regard to the regulation of the prnduction  and possession of
such weapons. It is argued in this connection that for a norm to have the status
of international customary law, it must reflect a general perception of the norm as
legally binding (M ~,&io irarip) and be shown to prevail among the members of the
international  community. Although there are other views on this question, the fact
remains that no consensus (or “near consensus”) and thus no general &&.
has emerged on the question of the production and possesr.ion  of nuclear weapons.
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I/ F o r  d e t a i l s ,  s e e  NPT/CONF,III/64/1.

21 See -Nations DiaarmMlegt  Yearbook# vol. 10, 1985 (United Nations
publication, Sales No. E.86.IX.7), appendix VII.

91 The positions of the nuclear-weapon States is described in the Memorandum
from the Becretariat of the South Pacific Forum on the Subject of the South Pacific
Nuclear-Free Zone Treaty Prepared for the Fourth Review Conference of the Parties
to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT/CONF.IV/16).

Rewv. Fv SaaaLog
& Me:&, A/S-lWPV.4. Foreign Minister  Roland Dumas, in his statement a:
the third special session of the Uoitsd Nations on disarmament, said:

"That  leads to the question of what we customarily refer to as denuclearited
sones. My couatry has always favoured the establishment of such sones.
Naturally, say such undertaking must flow from the unanimous decision of all
the Statea concerned and must be subject to satisfactory control. Moreover,
their creation must be military and geographically relevant,

o’Clearly, therefore , where nuclear deterrence operates directly, tt would
be artificial and would add nothing to security to designate regions Md
declare them denuclearised. It is in the name of these same principles that
France has refused to ratify the Protocols of the Rarotonga Treaty instituting
a firuclear-free  sone in the South Pacific.

o"The un~imoue  consent of States? Xow could one credit that, when
plainly the Treaty in question is aimed at one of the States in the region
whiah conducts its nuclear tests there?

o"Qeographically  relevant7 This condition is unfulfilled also, given the
ambiguities of the Treaty terms concerning navigation and ports of call. I f
it jeopardises freedom of navigation, denuclearisation can never be
legitimate.

ogMilitarily  relevant7 This, too, is dubious, in view of the total
absence of any risk of nuclear proliferation in the aone concerned.'*

51 United Nations, Ttestv Serb, vol. 634, No. 9066.

w of BRet#
3rd edition, 1987 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.88.1X.S).

21 The resolutions were adopted with the following voting results:
40/89 A (148.O-6)1  41/55  A (150-0-5); 42134  A (151-O-4)1  43171  A (151-O-4); and
44/113 A (147-O-4).

81 Since 1980 all resolutions were adopted without a vote.

/ . . .
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Note8 (continued)

The resolutions were adopted with the following voting results:
40/8%:304-3-41);  41149 (107-3-41); 42129 (114-3-36); 43166 (116-3-34);
441109 (116-3-32).

AQ/ See document SBJ/CONF.III/lS, para. 13.

J.J/ Conference on Disarmament documents CD/570 and CD/571,

121 “Summary and Text of the INF Treaty hnd Protocols", in Arms Control
Today, vol. 18, No. 1 (January-February 1988), supplement, pp. l-16. The United
Nations Disarmament Yearbook, vol. 12, 1987 (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.88.IX.2), appendix VII.

Aa/ It covers bases in the following States: Belgium, Czechoslovakia, German
Democratic Republic, Germany, Federal Republic of, Italy, Netherlands and United
Kingdom.

u/ Arms Control Today, May 1990, p. 27.

xi/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 944, No. 13445, p. 3.

22 The important details of SALT II can be summarised as follows: (a) an
equal ceiling of 2,400 on the parties* aggregate of ICBMs, SLBMs and heavy bombers;
(b) an equal sub-ceiling of 1,320 on any one of the three categories; (c) an equal
sub-ceiling of 1,200 on launchers for MIRVed ICMBs and SLBMs; and (d) an equal
sub-ceiling of 820 on MIRVed ICEMs. The different sets of limits are to allow each
side to vary its force mixes, which would be legitimate as long-as they did not
breach any one of the ceilings and sub-ceilings.

u/ Treaty between the USA and the USSR on the Limitation of Strategic
Offensive Arms (see CD/53/Appendix  1110701. I, document CD/28).

au United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 944, No. 13446.

Le/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 480, No. 6064,  p. 43.

ii?21 See The United Nations Disarmament Yearbook, vol. 13, 1988 (Unit&
Nations publication, Sales No. E.89.IX.5), p. 201.

a/ Official Records of the Gener;l Assembly, Forty-fgurth  Session,
Suuulement  No. 27 (A/44/27), p. 19.

221 For the text of the Treaty, see Arms Control and Disarmament Aareements,
United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, Washington, D.C., 1982.

2.31 For details, see NPT/CONF.IV/2.

241 For updated versions of the individual declarations, see NPT/CONF.IV/ll.
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Natsa (continued)

da of thsmbaaemblv, w PU

Lb/ The reaolutioaa  were adopted with the following voting resultsa  37178  I
(130-O-17)1 381183  G  (128-O-20),  391148  P  (128-6-12))  401152 Q (136-3-14))  41/86  G
(134-3.14)1  42142  D (140-3-14)J  and 43178  F (136-3-14).

a/ The resolutions were adopted witJ the following voting results: 37178  J
(112~l!bls)J  38/183 B (llo-19-15)J  39/148 D (loI-19-17)J 40/152 A (123-19-7))
41186 B (118-17-10)~ 42142  A (125-17-12)~ 431.8 B (127-17-6)~ ar.d 441119  B
(129-17-7).

a/ The resolutions were adopted with the following voting results: 371100  C
(117-17-8)~ 38/73 0 (126-17-6)~ 39163 H (128-17-5)~ 401151  F (126-17-6)~ 41/60 F
(132-17-4)~ 42/39  C (135-17-4)J 43176 E (133017-4)J and 441117  C (134-17-4).

Zp/ WUrritsd vol. 14, 1989, (United Nations
publicat 311, 8ales No. B.90.IX.4), chap. VIII, annex.

3Q/ F o r  detai:r, s e e  VcIn o f  s-v, Portv-foua
. 27 (W44/27).

u/ NPT/CONF.IV/17.

3.21 Memorandum of Understanding Regarding the Bstablishment  of a Direct
Communications Link (1963)J Agreement on Measures to Improve the United States-U8SR
Direct Communications Link (1971))  Agreement on Meaeurer to Reduce the Risk of
Outbreak of Nuclear War (1971)r Agreement on the Prevention of! Nuclear War (1973)J
and Agreement on the Prevention of Incidents on and over the Xigh Seas (1972). The
Soviet Union concluded almost. identical agreementr on the prevention of high-sea
incidents with the United Kingdom in 1986, the Federal Republia  of Germany in 1988,
and with Canada, France, Italy and Norway in 1989.

u/ CD/814 and CD/BlS.

M/ CD/845 an& CD/847.

u/ CD/943.

U/ B u r n s  H. Weoton, **Nuclear Weapons Versus International Law: 'Contextual
Reasse88meat'", m JO-, vol. 28, No. 3, July 1983, p. 541.

u/ Quotatim  from art. 35 (l), Protocol T, of the 1977 Additional Protocols
.-J the Geneva Conventions of 1949.

M/ M., a r t .  3 5  ( 2 ) . Additional Protocol I at present has 92 parties.
Among the nuclear-weapon States, China and the Soviet Union have ratif’ed the
Protocol and the United Kingdom is expected to do so.

/ . . .
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CHAPTER 1%

C0NCLU810N8

514. Nuclear weapons represent a historically new form of weaponry with
unparalleled destructive potential. A single large nuolear  weapon could release
explosive power comparable to all the energy released from the aonventioaal  weapons
used in all past wara.

515. Only two nuclear weapons have ever been used in a war. Today, there are about
50,000 nuclear warheads in the ponneaeion of the nuclear-weapon States, The
quantitative growth of the nuclear-weapon arrenala hae, however, been atopped.  The
number of nuclear warheads ia now deolining.

516. In recent yearor there has been a marked improvement in the overall
international political al&mate  and in relation8 between a number of Staten in
various regions of the world. The most far-reaching change8 have taken place in
Europe, a aontinent where the two major nuclear Power8  and their military alliances
have confronted each other for decadea. New political patterns are emerging there,
whereby long-rtanding difference8 are being reeolved  and the oold war is ending.
Although tenoiona  remain in Borne other regiona, several fierce armed oonfliota have
been brought to an end and the prooeas  of peaoefully resolving some other oonfliots
har been initiated. The United Nation8 has played an important role in the process
of oonflict-reaolutioa and peace-keeping and thereby made a tangible contribution
to the maiatenanoe  of international peaoe and aeaurity, one of itr main objeotivee.

517. Theue positive development8 in the world, in partioular  the B
between East and West,  have given &tong impetus to arms limitation and disarmament
efforts, especially in Eurtipe.

518. The moat tangible result8 thus far have been achieved in the bilateral
negotiations between the United Staterr and the Soviet Union, In December 1987, the
Soviet Union and the United States oonaluded the firrt agreement in history - the
INP Treaty - which provide6  for the deotruation  of a whole category of nuclear
missiles, and as such represents  a major breakthrough in the disarmament proaeaa.
In term8 of quantitative reductions of strategic  nuoleer  weapona, rrignificant
progress has been made in bilateral START negotiation6  between the United States
and the Soviet Union. The framework of an agreement signed at Washington  in
June 1990 at the Bununit meeting between President Burh and President Qorbachev
provides for a drarrtic cut in various categories of their strategic offendve
arm. Their agreement to continue  negotiations on further cuta and effective
limitations on qualitative improvements in both atyategia and taatic;rl  nuclear
weapon0  10 most important.

519. The United States and the Soviet Union have stated that redwing the risk of
outbreak of nuclear war is the responsibility not only of the United States and the
Soviet Union, but that other States should also make their contribution toward the
attainment of thin objective.

/ . . .
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520, $a& and Mot are erpoctod to reach an agreement ou 6ignifiaar.t reductionu  of
oonventional  foraer in Europe that would faailitate additional outs of other
nualoar weaponr rtationod in Europe. In addition; reveral oountriee in both East
and Wert - including the Soviet Union and the United Stater - are now unilaterally
taking atepa to reduae and to rertructure their military forces,

521. Notwithrtandiug  the bilateral agreementa between the United States and the
Soviet Union concerlring  nuclear weapon8 , their nuclear etookpiles  will continue to
be far in exaeab  of those of the other nuclear-weapon Otates for the foreseeable
future.

522, Qualitatilre improvement8  of nuclear weapons have aontinued. Nuclear tests are
at111 oarried out, though at a reduced rate. The production of fissionable
material for weapon8  purposes ha8 been reduoed.

523. Most counttie in the world cons!der that an early end to nuolear testing by
all States in all environment8 would be an essential step towards preventing the
qualitative improve-at and the development of new nuclear weapons and would also
contribute to the goal of non-proliferation, Most nuclear-weapon States ooneider
that their relianoe on nuclear weapons for their aeoutity  require8  their aontinued
terting and do not agree that a aompreheneive teat ban ir an urgent neaessity.

624. The United Statar  and the Soviet Union have agreed to oontinue  to oo-operate
in the field of monitoring nuolear-weapon tertr. Multilateral and bilaeeral
effort8 to perfeat verification method8  for a comprehensive nualear-test  ban are
important for achieving the ultimate oomplete aeaeation of such tests.

525. In the 19808, the deployment of nuclear weapons at sea also beoame the subject
of growing attention of many Staten. About 30 per oent of nuclear weapon8  are
earmarked for maritime deployment. Sea-borne etrategic nualear  weapcna  are subject
to bilateral negotiations between the United States and the Soviet Union, This is
not yet the case with regard to non-strategic sea-based nuolear weapons intended
for targets at dea and on land.

526, Another feature of the 1980s ha8 been the pret,eoupation of many
non-nuclear-weapon 8tateo with the quertioa of legal restraints on nuclear weapons,
p a r t i c u l a r l y  ab regard8 t h e i r  non-me. Considering  t h a t ,  since 1948, n o  s i n g l e
nuclear weapon haa actually been wed, they believe chat the Wfaoto non-use of
nuclear weapon8 might eventually nerve ab the baais for establishing  a cuetomary
norm on the non-me of nuclear weapons. They believe that the different approaches
to international customary  and treaty law that relate to thie matter deserve
further conrideration. Borne nuclear-weapon States do not agree with this
assesemeut.

527. There is a manifert conviction of the entire international community that a
major nuclear war would have catastrophic  coneequences  for the whole world. During
the last decade, the auolear Powerr  have clearly rrtated their determination to
avoid any nuclear conflict. Thie wae moat convincingly expressed both in the 1985
solemn declaration by former President Reagan and President Gorbachev that “a
nuclear war cannot be won and must never be fought” and in the statement by
President Mitterrand that “nuciear  weapon6  are weapons of non-use”.

/ . . .
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528. The Heads of State and Government of the North Atlantic Alliance confirmed on
6 July 1990 that they would "never in any circumstance be the first to use force",
and announced that in a transformed Europe the Allies concerned would be able to
adopt a new strategy making nuclear forces truly weapons of last resort.

529. In the last decade, the findings of several scientific studies about the
possible effects of nuclear war, including the climatic effects subsumed in the
concept of "nuclear winter", have added a new dimension to the discussion of the
global consequences of nuclear war. These studies, inter alia, suggested that a
nuclear war might cause more casualties than previously thought in countries other
than those immediately involved.

530. The Chernobyl reactor accident in 1986, though not comparable to a nuclear
detonation because it was only the source of radioactive debris'and did not have
the other effects peculiar to a nuclear explosion, provided a concrete
demonstration of the magnitude of the consequences of even a relatively limited
release of radioactive matter.

531. During the 19809, the question of the contamination of the environment in
connection with military and civilian nuclear activities, and the effects of such
contamination, received increased public attention. In this regard, the work being
done by the relevant national and international organisations is valuable in
helping to understand the impact of these activities on health and the environment.

532. The momentous changes in the world, particularly in the East-West
relationship, have diminished the threat of nuclear confrontation and made it
possible to start a real process of reduction of nuclear weapons. The United
States and the Soviet Union are engaged in far-reaching bilateral negotiations,
which they have agreed should ultimately lead to the complete elimination of
nuclear arms everywhere. Other nuclear-weapon Powers have. stated that they would
be willing to take part in the process of nuclear disarmament at an appropriate
stage. Moreover, as recently reiterated by the Disarmament Commission, all States
have the right and the duty to be concerned with and to contribute to efforts in
the field of disarmament.

533. However, differences remain between States concerning mainly the timing and
procedures for nuclear disarmament measures, on the one hand, and the existence and
scope of international norms regarding nuclear weapons, on the other.

534. The nuclear non-proliferation regime is as important as ever. Its strict:
observance is of continued fundamental importance. Concern about nuclear
proliferation remains acute, particularly in the light of technological
developments that could make the acquisition of nuclear weapons by additional
States easier, and in the light of the uncertainties surrounding the policies of
some States, including some involved in regional rivalries and tensions.

535. Further ?fforts are necessary to prevent the acquisition or manufacture of
nuclear weapons by additional States, to strengthen the international
non-proliferation rhgime and to achieve wider participation in it. The regime
would also be strengthened if NPT parties that have not already done,so concluded
the requisite safeguard agreements with IAEA.

/ ..a
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536. The right of Stator to devolog auolear trohnology for eooaomio benefit must be
rooonailod  with the nood to en8uro  against the further rgread of nualear  weaponrr.

‘I
‘,

Prior to any tramfor of flmsionablo materiala, auolear equigmrat  or know-how,
aaooptaaoo  of appropriate IA5A aafoguardrr io an espeoially important part of the
agreomont brtwoen rupplier  aab rooigirat.

537. To eohiovo the objeotiver  of non-prol$foration of nuolear  weapons, global and
rogional  offortr a r e  aeodod, inoluding those aimed at furthrr strengthening the
non-pro l i f era t ion  rbgime in  a l l  its aspeots.

538. International aeourity is now being perceived on the bssis that reliance on
military strength for national aeourity  will be increasingly supplemented by
polioier of oonfidenoe-building and wide oo-operation in various fielda, and
nrgotiation and dialogue with the view to strengthening the aeourity of all.

Ii
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APPENDIX I

official doctrinal nositions Of the nuc1RBP.z~

CHINA

[Original: Chinese]

Basic nositions of the Government of China on
nuclear weanons and nuclear disarmament

1. China has consistently opposed the arms race and is dedicated to the cause of
maintaining world peace and security. China always stands for disarmament and
complete prohibition and thorough destruction of nuclear weapons.

2. China declared on the very first day when it came into possession of nuclear
weapons that at no time and under no circumstances would it be the first to use
nuclear weapons. China respects the status of the existing nuclear-weapon-free
Bones and will not use, or threaten to use, nuclear weapons against
non-nuclear-weapon States or nuclear-weapon-free xones.

3. With respect to nuclear disarmament, China is of the view that:

(a) The ultimate goal of nuclear disarmament should be the complete
prohibition and thorough destruction of nuclear weapons. All measures aimed at
nuclear disarmament should serve the realiration of this goal;

(b) The United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
possess the world's largest and most sophisticated  nuclear arsenals and are still
improving and upgrading their nuclear weapons. They bear a special responsibility
for halting the nuclear arms race and reducing nuclear weapons. They should take
the lead in halting the testing, production and deployment of all types of nuclear
weapons, reducing and destroying drastically all.types of nuclear weapons that they
have deployed anywhere inside or outside their countries. After  this is done, a
broadly representative international conference on nuclear disarmament may be
convened with the participation of all nuclear-weapon States to discuss further
steps and measures for thorough destruction of nuclear weapons. This would be a
truly effective way to achieve nuclear disarmament;

(c) As an effective measure to prevent nuclear war , all nuclear-weapon States
should undertake not to be the first to use nuclear weapons at any time and under
any circumstances, and not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against
non-nuclear-weapon States and nuclear-weapon-free zones. On this basis, an
international convention banning the use of nuclear weapons should be concluded
with the participation of all the nuclear-weapon States.

/ . . .
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(Originall  French]

1, France’8 defeaee dootriae recta on auoletrr  deterrence. As the President of
the Republio raid in his speech to the Institute of Advanced National Defence
Studlee on 11 October 19881

“Deterrenoe mean6  preventing any poeriblo aggrolroor from meddling with our
vital intereat booauso of the riaka ho would run. Deterrence does not exist
to win war but to prevent, to forestall it.”

3, The point ie that the weak oan deter the strong by mean8 of a range of \

reaouroea  oapable of persuading the opponent that the nuclear rink he rune on hie
own territory would outweigh any benefit he might think to gain by attarking France. a

3, A nuolear  weapon ir thus a politioal  weapon, a diplomatic weapon for keeping
balance sad countering blaakmail  from any bouroe. It renders the very enterprise
of war pointless, since war beoomer  impossible to win.

4, Thir 10 why ?rance’r deterrent force doe8 not seek to match the opponent’8
nuclear capacity but is based on the idea of eufficien;y, made poeaible  by the
equalising power of the atom.

5. This is also why it must be maintained above the oredibility threshold by
means of continuous, technologically wholly independent modernisation.

6. Oiven the aoriousness  of the @taken, France considera  that only a threat to
itr v i t a l  interants - that is, the very existence of the nation - could justify the
use of rta mce de frqppp (rtrike force).F o r  t h a t  v e r y  r e a s o n ,  t h e  d e c i s i o n  t o
use force rests with the Head of State alone, whoae autonomy must be absolutes ha
is the one who har to define where France’8  vital interests begin,

7. French deterrence ha8 another component, the final warning, which ie an
integral  part  of  i t .  The f inal  warning, delivered againrt a mil i tary target - by
pro-strategic  weapons in the fir& inataace, even if the final warning ia not I
solely  a matter for short-range weapon8  - la to indicate to the aggressor that the

’vital interests of France are at atake and that continued aggression will result  in
rtrategic weapons being ured. I

I
8. By offering a chance of last-minute negotiations, the final warning theory
enhances overall deterrence.

9. France’8  autonomy of decirion allows the criteria for and timing of the use of
nuclear force in the event of aggreaeion  to remain uncertain, thus increasing the
deterrence of feet.
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10. While nuclear weapons , on which deterrence rests, have been chiefly
responsible for keeping tPs peace for more than 40 year6 , and while France believes
that the human mind cannot come up with any credible alternative to nuclear
weaponry for exeroising  deterrence, this of course does not make Fraaoe say leas
well-disposed towards efforts to reduce nualear over-armsmeat. It thus attaches
the highest priority to Soviet-American etrategio talks and devoutly hopes for an
agreement resulting in a substantial reduction in the arsenals ooncerned. It hopes
that those efforts will continue.

11. The French President, speaking on 28 September 1983 at the United Nationa,
clearly stated the three prior conditions France has set before it wiZ1 take part
in any negotiationst

“The first of these conditions is the correction of the fundamental
difference, in terms of type and quantity, between the armaments of the two
major Powers and those of the other6 l . .

“The reaond oondition flows from the wide gap between oonventional
foroeb, partioularly in Europe, a gap which has beoome even wider . . . beaause
of the existence of chemical and biological weapons0 the manufaoture and
stookpiling of which must be prohibited by a convention.

@*The third condition is the cessation of the escalation in anti-misrile,
anti-submarine and anti-satellite weapons.”

12. France devoutly hopes that these condition8 will be fulfilled and will spare
no effort to attain this end.

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

[Originals Russian]

1. Soviet military doctrine is profoundly defensive, aimed at guararrteeing the
security of the USSR and its allies, Its goal is aot to prepare for, but to
prevent, nuclear war.

2. That goal was reflected, in particular, in the Soviet Union’s pledge never in
any ciroumrtanccs to be the firet to use nuclear weapons. That most important
political act reflects the determination of the Soviet Union to work for the
gradual reduction and, ultimately , oomplete elimination of the risk of a nuclear
war. The Soviet Union believes that a nuclear war murt never be fought and cannot
be wona

3. The Soviet Union is a rrtaunoh  opponent of war in all ita aspects. It
considers that a nuclear war* once begun, would assume global proportions and would
have disastrous conrequences  not only for the belligerents but for all mankind) the
assumption that such a war can be restricted to one region or theatre of operations
is untenable.
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4. xi8torioally, the Soviet Union waa compelled to develop nuclear weapons and
rub~eguently  araemble nuclear force8 as a countermeasure.

Se However, the USSR conaiders that &ate of affair8 to be an intermediate rtage
in the radical reduction of nuclear weapona - which has already begun - aiaoe the
curtont  balanoe of the nuclear potentials of the opposing side8 is
dirproportioaately high and, for the time being, oaZy guaranteea equal peril for
both rides. The oontinuation  of the auelesr-arma  race will inevitably inoreaae
that equal peril end may lead to a situation in which even parity will cease to be
a factor la mil i tary and poli t ical  restraint .

6. Benoe,  the Soviet Union is in favour of guaranteeing atrategio atability at
the lowert possible level of nuclear balance and, in the long run, eliminating
nuclear weapon8 completely. Thie goal, of oourae , cannot be achieved immediately,
It har to be approached through a process of step-by-step  reduotions by all
nuclear-weapon Statea,  with guarantees, at every atage, of international seaurity
a n d  strategic  s tab i l i ty .

7. The Soviet Union has put forward a balanced programme for the elimination of
nuclear weapons by the year 2000 , whioh was presented in the statement by the
Oeneral  Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union, Mr. M. S. Gorbachev, on 15 January 1986.

UNITED KINGDOM OF OREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND

[ O r i g i n a l :  English]

do-herDetarragOb after Tru

1. The central aim of the NATO Alliance’s defence effort is clear and simple: to
remove the option of war permanently from the East/West  soener Nuolear weapon6
have made this aim wholly compelling and for that very reaaon wholly attainable.
Their virtually infinite dertructive power has made nonaenae of the idea of war as
a conteat of rtretngtb. That result is irreversible,  mince it rerta on aoientifio
knowledge that cannot be forgotten. The right couree is not to attempt vainly to
diarrolve  it, but to build around it a war-prevention ayotom that, without
surrendering the great stability we have now, will become progzesaively less coetly
and lesr abrasive.

2. The goal must be a ayotem giving each side thorough asauranoe  - grounded, amid
the strains of a changing world, not on belief8 about attitude or motive but on
objective military fact - that the other neither has nor aeeka options for
resolving differences by force. If  the East  shares that  goal,  i t  can increasingly
be attained through open and well-understood policies cancelling war not through
the brandishing of armaments but through  their quiet maintenance at the lowert
level needed to enauto  that the utter irrationality of aggrearion remain0  a plain
certainty.

/ . . .
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3. Muoh that President Gorbachev has aaid enaouragem UI to hope that he may eee
the central eeourity need inoreasingly a8 we do. There Beeme ground for optimism
that, both in the extensive armr control agenda and elsewhere, he will be ready to
work with UI towards a leaa tense and ooatly reourity ayatem. The Soviet Union
still ha8 much larger foroes in most oategoriea , and ita StrateqiO situation irr not
the same as the West’aj its priorities therefore are different. But with agreement
on the oentral goal, patient and clear-sighted work can bring both parties rteadily
closer to i t  in safety.

4. The 1987 INF Treaty, aohieved  aa growing Soviet realism oonverged with NATO
steadfastneaa,  wee a major advance in ea8ing tenrion and building confidence. Its
oontent was speaifio a n d  eraatr the rtriotly verified abolition of a defined clam
of missiles. Nothing in it implies an agreement to abandon OpratiOnal  rolea or
atrategieo,  or leave a hole in the middle of NATO’8  ability to rempond  flexibly.

5. Flexible response  is the only atrategia aonoept that makes mmae for a
dolenaive allienoe in the nuolear age, Military viotory in the clar8iaal l enae is
not fearibleo the uee of forao at any level, but erpeaially the nuclear level, can
have no other aim than to deny an aggressor  rwlft auooeae  and to ahow  him that he
has underrated the defender’s resolve and mat, for hir own survival, back off.
The oiroumstancea  in which thir taak would aria6 could vary greatly8 the defence
must therefore have a wide range of options, enabling it to react to any military
situation promptly and with the leaat force needed for the basic political aim of
ending the war. Nothing in the INF Treaty makes thir rtrategy lerr apt than
before, or reduoes the need to enbure, through the manifest ability to implement it
in credible wayar that aggression can never be attractive.

6. For flexible reaponre  NATO haa to maintain aa effective nuclear armoury at
several levela. Strategio  weapone alone, for all their awesome power, could not be
morally  tolerable, praatically  feasible or politically oredible  for every
eoenario. Our need8 at non-strategic level6 will continue to evolve in line with
our arms-aonttol commitments, with new technology and with deeper understanding  on
both sides of the minimum imperativea of mutually aaaured security. NATO has made
major out8 in it8 nOB-8trategiC  armouryl the Bwnber of warhead8 in Europe ir now
35 per oent leaa than in 1979, and will fall further by mid-1991. The INP Treaty’8
abolition of intermediate-range miaailes  follow8 peat NATO deciaiona to abandon
suoceeaively  nuclear infantry weaponb, nuclear anti-aircraft misailea  and nuclear
land-mines.

7 . Cuts in the armoury can go further yet, and the alliance is working on the
poeaibilities. But the aim for which the armoury ar a whole exists, of surely
preventing war, cannot be rerved if we attempt to follow aimultaneoualy  both the
path of cutb and th& path of obsolescence. Nuclear weapon8 are not mere 1~@01ar
like other weapona, they can deter only by evident oapability for effective use.
Modern techrrology offers major improvement8 in range, accuracy and
target-aoquieition, and thene can enable us to cut weapon numbers. But there is no
prudent basis for making the cute without the improvements,

/ . . .
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8. NATO is studying how to keep up-to-date its armoury of warheads supported by
the provision of delivery systems and basing arrMgement8 in which EUrOpaM nations
rightly share the burden. NATO’s military authorities have reported on this to the
Nuclear PlanBing Oroup. Minister8 will consider the steps that need to be taken,
for  exsmple,  replaoing the  LaBoe mis s i le , to keep the armoury as a whole at the
standard of effectiveness and versatility, snd no larger tharr the minimum 8188,
needed to sustain its purpose.

9, The United I(ingdom  will continue to play a full part in this effort, and also
to maintain the independent non-strategic contribution without which the value of
our 8trategic  force, rhich provides a separate second centre of nuclear
deoision-making  in support of AlliMOs  strategy , would be seriously incomplete,
Our non-strategic contribution has since the 19608 rested on WE177 free-fall
weapons, usable f r o m  various aircraft Md in various roles, For technical and
operational reasons, these caBnot  all be relied upon beyond the 1990s. As with the
rest of the Western armoury , numbers and types may not have to be kept at present
levelsr that needs further study. But, under the strategy of flexible response,
the basic need for some non-strategic weapons will remain, Md procurement
lead-times meens  that initial deci8ion8  on mOdsrBisatiOB  - particularly on the
ahoioe of an air-launched missile to which warhead work at Aldermaston will be
geared - must be t a k e n  before long.

10. Work like this has its full counterpart on the Soviet side. Nothing that
President Gorbachev has said or done is ground for imagining that he will run
military risks with his country’s security on suppositions about  Western goodwill.
We must be similarly objective, reoogniming that if there is indeed a Soviet
reassessment enabling us all to work together more constructively,  it would be
folly to dismantle, or let decay, the very structures that have helped to induce
i t . Cool Md steady realism of this kind is not a~ obstaale but the best guide to
strengthening the security system we seek - one in which the total neutralisation
of war, by agreed non-confrontational means, becomes so sure, accepted Md
permanent that, even when interests may differ widely, nations of East and West can
conduct their business together by means in which the thought of armed conflict
simply plays no part.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

[Original :  English]

1. Deterrence works by making clear that the costs of aggression will exceed any
possible gain. This is the basis of United States military strategy against both
conventional Md nuclear aggressionr  because conflict carries the risk of
escalation, the United States goal is to dissuade aggression of MY kind and to
prevent coercion of the United States,  i ts  al l ies  and friends.

2. To ensure deterrence, the United States must make clear that it has both the
capsbility and the will to respond effectively to coercion or aggression. While

/ . . .
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emphasising its resolve to respond, the United States must avoid specifying just
what form the response will take. This is the essence of “flexible response,~~
which has been United States policy since 1961 Md a key element of NATO strategy
since 1967. A potential aggressor faces three types of possible response by the
United States:

(a) D i r e c t  defence2 to pose the possibility that aggression will be stopped
without actions that  escalate the confl ict . This is sometimes referred to as
“deterrenoe through denial”, Defending against conventional attack with
conventional forces is an example of direct defence1

(b) Threat of esoalationr to warn that aggression could start hostilities
that might not be confined to conventional response only, and that escalation could
lead to oosts that far outweigh any possible gain and that are greater than an
aggressor anticipates or could bear. In this regard, NATO’s deterrence of
aggression is enhanced by NATO resolve to use nuclear weapons, if necessary, to
ha l t  tha t  aggretsiont

(c) Threat of retaliations to raise the prospect that an attack will trigger
a retaliatory attack on the aggressor’s homeland , causing him losses that far
outweigh any possible gain.

3. While deterrence requires capabilities across the entire spectrum of nuclear
conflict, its essential foundation is provided by United States strategic nuclear
forces Md the doctrine that supports them. The United States must ensure that the
effectiveness of these forces and the will to use them, if necessary, are never in
doubt.

4. The United States maintains diversified strategic retaliatory force8 to
prevent a disarming first strike. It maintains a variety of basing modes, launch
platforms and attack vehicles, with a triad of submarine-launched ballistio
missi les,  ground-based intercontinental  ball ist ic  missi les  and strategic bombers.
Adequate and survivable CommMd , control  and conxnuBicatioBs  are also essential  to
United States force structure aBd to the credibility of the dsterrsBt.

5. United States forces and targeting policy must be perceived as making nuclear
warfare unacceptable. The United States does not target populations as an
objective in itself and seeks to minimise collateral damage through more accurate,
lower-yield weapons.

6. Holding at risk the full range of a potential aggressor*8  assets is necessary
for deterrence, but is not sufficient. United States options in response  to
aggression cannot be limited to oapitulation or mutual destruction. The United
States must have the capability and the resolve to employ a broad range of military
OptiOBS.

7. Finally, the United States requires residual capability, as leverage for early
war termination Md to avoid post-Conflict  coercion. For this reason, a nuclear
reserve force is M integral part of United State6 strategic forces. In addition,
the United States maintains continuity of Government programmes to ensure its

/ .*.
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capability to retaliate in case of an attack aimed at incapacitating its political
and military leadership.

8. These capabilities do not imply that the United States seeks the ability to
fight a nuclear war. The United States has repeatedly emphasized that nuclear war
cannot be won and must never be fought. But any adversaries must understand that
they cannot gain their objectives through nuclear warfare or nuclear coercion under
any circumstances.

9 . Continuing modernisation of United States forces is essential. While the
United States is committed to arms reductions as one component of policy for
enhancing United States and allied security, this does not remove the need for
modern nuclear forces for deterrence. Neglecting modernisation in expectation of
arms reduction agreements would decrease the likelihood of such agreements by
reducing incentives to negotiate.
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APPENDIX II

Land- and sea-based nuclear weapons

Warhead Number
Number Range load Warhead in the

Weapon type in service (km) and yield type stockpile

1. UNITED STATES 3Y

ICBMS

Minuteman II

Minuteman III

Minuteman III (MK12AJ

4 5 0 11 300 1x1.2 Mt W 5 6

2 0 0 1 3 000 3x170 kt W62

3 0 0 13 000 3 x 3 3 5 k t W78

Mx 50 11 000 10x300 kt WE7
1 000

450

600

900

500
2 450

SLBMs

Poseidon

Trident I

Bombers

B-18 97

FB-11lA 59

B-52G/H 193 16 000 B-52G/H 20 SRAM or-
B-52G

2 2 4 4 6 0 0 1 0 x 4 0 k t

3R4 7 400 8x100 k t
608

W68 2 240

W76 3 072
5 312

9 8 0 0 72 total either ALCM
(200 kt each,
2,500 km) or bombs
(B28, 6 1 ,  8 3 )  o r  SRAM

4 700 6 SRAk (170 kt, 200 km)
o r  6  b o m b s  (843, 6 1 ,
83)

12 ALCMs and 6 bombs;

349

B-528 12 ALCM externally
mounted and 8 internally
mounted

1 614

2 484

5 238

8-18s and B-52s can carry a mix of 8 weapons mounted externally and 24 weapons
in internal bomb racks. The FB-111A can carry 6 weapons, excluding ALCMs, 853
and 828. Individual bombs in the United States inventory can vary greatly in yield.
The B28 has 5 yields, 4 of which are known: 70 kt, 350 kt, 1.1 Mt and 1.45 Mt. The
B43 has a 1 Mt yield. The 853 has a 9 Mt yield. The 857 has a sub 20 kt yield. The
Bbl-0, -1, -7 have 4 yield options in the 100-500 kt range.

/...
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Weapon type

Warhead Number
Number Range load Warhead in the

in service (km) and yield type stockpile

The B83 is said to have a yield of l,OOO+ kt. The W69 Short-Range Attack
Missile (SRAM) has a yield in the 170-200 kt range , and the W80-1 Air-Launched Cruise
Missile (ALCM) has a 200-250 kt yield. b/

Land-based aircraft c/

2  2 5 0 1 0 6 0 - 2  4 0 0 1 800

F-4 C/D/E 2,170 lbs. max. 3xbombs
(B28RE, 843, B57, 861,
883 Genie)

F-15 A/C

F-16 A/B/C/D

F-111 A/D/E/F

Missiles

Pershing II

GLCM

Pershing IA

Lance

Nike Hercules

Artillery

155 mm and 203 mm 3 850 30

Atomic
Demolition
Munition (ADM) 1 5 0 . .

Naval systems

Carrier aircraft

1450

A-6E

A-7E

F/A-18A/B

111 1 790 1x.3-80 kt

2 5 0 2 500 1x.2-150 kt

7 2 7 4 0 1x60-400 kt

100 125 1x1-100 kt

27 160 1x1-20 kt

5 pylons 16,800 lbs. max.
(W25, 833 lbs. each or
Genie 1.5 kt)

possibly 5 nuclear weapons
(843, BS7)

3 bombs (B43, B57, 861,
B83)

1x.1-12 kt

1x.01-1 kt

W85

W84

w50

w70

w31

w54

1 100 fi/

3x 828 or 843 or B57 or
B61, also Harpoon

4x (828, 843, 57, 61)

2x (861)

125

325

100

1 282

75
1 897

1 540

150

I...
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Marlne Corpn

Warhead wunlber
Number Range load Warhead In the

in eecvice (km1 and yield type etockpile

A-h! lx (R28, 43, 57, 61;
AVdB lx 861

ASW oyetems

ASROC 3 l-10 1x9-10 kt w44 574
BUBROC

71:
60 1x5-10 kt WSS 285

ASW aiccr@+!t 1 160-3 800 lx < 20 k t 057 097

Alroraft inalude  P-JA/B/C, &JA/B, SH-3D/H. Some of the 857 nuclear depth bombo
are allocated to britieh Nimrods,  Italian Atlantic8  and Dutch P-38.

Mlsolloe

Tomahawk (land attack)

_Naval SAY6

200 2 900 1x6-150 k t woo-0

Terrlet ? 3s 1x1 kt W4S 290 d

2. SOVIET UNION

ICaMe

-S-11 Hod 2
Mod3

86-13 Mod 2
88-17 Mod 2
m-18 Mod 4
58-19 Mod 3
88-24
88-25

88-N-6 Mod 3
88-N-8 Mod 1/Z
8%N-17
88-N-d  Mod 1/3

Hod 2
88-N-20
66-N-23

Bombats

Tu-95 A
Tu-95 B/C
ru-95 a
Tu-95 H
Tu-160 Blackjack

380
60

110
306
320
58

162
i-G

140
286

12
6 SO0

224
100

80
942

13 000 lx.PSO-1.1  Mt
10 600 3x100-JSO  Pt (MRV)
9 400 1x600-750 kt

10 nao 4x7!iO kt (MIRV)
11 000 10x590  kt (MIRV)
10 000 6x900 kt (MIRV)
10 000 10x100 kt (MIRV)
10 500 1x550 kt

3 000 2x.375-1 ML (MRVJ
7 800 1x1-1.5 Mt
3 900 1x.5-1 Mt
6 JO0 7x200-500 kt
8 000 1x.45-1 Mt
8 300 10x100 kt
7 240 4x100 kt

200

160
630
60

4R0
3 080
3 ,100

200
150
li

480
286
12

1 468
1 000

.

256
3TE

0 300 4 bombe 30
R 300 5 bombs or AR-3 100
8 300 4 bomb6 and 2 AS-4 270

153 R 300 8 AS-15 and 4 bombs 600
9 7

izf/
AS-15 end 4 bomb8 100

i-E



Weapon type

Warhead Numbor
Number Ran90 l o a d Warhead in the

In service (km) and yield type atookplle

Anti-ballistla  mlee/les

ABM-U  (Oaloah)
ABM-3

32
60

100

Land-based evetame

Airaraft

Tu-26 180
Tu-16 210
Tu-22 330

Toot lcrl aiccraf t 4 050

Mlseilee

m-20 318
85-4 18
86-12 13s
88-10 620
88-23 239
FROG7 656
88-21 269
88~SNCH  Scud b 601
SE-C-lb 100
aAM 7 no0
Artlllecy 6 760
ADM8 ?

Naval eyeteme

88-N-S 36

Aircraft

m-26
Tu-16
Tu-22
A6W aircceft

140
17(?

3cl
375

320 lx unknown
70 1x10~ y i e l d

4 000
3 100

2 900-3 300

7an-1 300

5 000
2 (100

900
2AO
500

70
120

7
450

40-300
10-30

7

1 400

4 000
3 100

2 900-3 300
. . .

1-3xbombe or ABM 360
l-2xbomba  or ASM 250
l-lxbombe or 1 ASM 120

l-lxbombe 3 230

3x250 kt
1x1 Mt
lxSO0 k t
1x1-10 kt
1x100 kt
1x1-25 kt
1x10-100 kt

1x503-200 kt
1x10~  yie ld
1x10~ yield

7

1x1 Mt 36

l-3xbombe  or ASM 280
l-lxbombe or ASM 170
lxbombe 30
lx depth bombs 400

32
A8

100 a/

1 21s
65

405
1 370

239
200

1 100
1

100
4 000
2 000

7

Nuclear-capable tactlcal aircraft include MIO-21  Fiehbed  L, MiG-23 Flogger B/G,
MID-27 Flogger D/J, 8~1-70 Fitter A, Su-17 Fitter C/D/H and Su-24 A/B/C/D/E.

ASW alrcraft include Be-12 Mall, II-36 May, Tu-142 Bear PC Ka-25 Hormone and
KA-27 Helix  hellcoptere.

Anti-chipping  mieeilee

M-N-3 228 440 1x350 k t 120
SS-N-7 90 65 1x200 kIi 44
SS-N-9 206 260 1x200 k t 78
SS-N-12 zoo 550 1x350 kt 76
LX-N-19 136 550 1x500 kt 56 I

SS-N-22 80 100 lx200 k t 24

I
I I.*.
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Weapon type

Warhead Number
Number Range load Warhead in the

in service (km) and yield type stockpile

Land attack

SS-N-21 4 3 000 1x200 kt 16
SS-NX-24 0 (3 000 lx? 0

ASW missiles/torpedoes

SS-N-15
SS-N-16
Fras-1
Torpedoes type
ET-80

400
25
65
575

37
120
30

>'1"6

1x10 kt
1x10 kt
1x5 kt
lx low kt
lx low kt

?
400
25

575

Naval SAMs

SA-N-1
SA-N-3
FA-N-6

65
43
33

25
220

64

22 1xlU kt
37 1x10 kt
65 lx kt 260 ij

3. UNITED KINGDOM

Aircraft

Buccaneer S2B
Tornado GR-1

1 700 1x5-400/200 bomb WE177
1 300 1-2x400/200 kt WE177 155-175

SLBMs

Polaris A3-TK (Chevaline)

Carrier aircraft

4 700 2x40 kt MRV 128

Sea Harrier

FRS 1 42 450 1x10 kt WE177 42

ASW helicopters

Sea King HAS 5 56 . . . 1x10 kt
Lynx HAS 2/3 78 . . . 1x10 kt 25 A/

4. FRANCE

Aircraft

Mirage 2000N/ASMP
Mirage IWp/ASKP

Jaguar A
Mirage IIIE

15
18

45
15

1 570 1x300 kt TN81
1 500 1x300 kt TN80
(plus ASMP range of 80-250 km)
750 1x6-8/30 kt bomb ant-52
600 1x6-8/30 kt bomb ant-52

15
20

50
‘35

Land missiles

S3D 18 3 500 1x1 Mt tn-61 18
Pluton 44 120 1x10/25 kt ant-51 70

/...
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Carrier aiccrat?

Super Etendacd 36 650 1x6-8/30  kt bomb -?t-S2 40 i/

5. CHXNA

Aircraft

B-5 (IL26)
8-6 ('W-161

Lsnd mieeilee

OF-2 (C&+1)
OF-3 (CSS-2)
OF-4  (CSS-3)
OF-9 (CSS-4)

CSS-N-3 (J L-l) 24 3 300 1x200 kt-1 Mt 26-38 u

64 3 000 1x1 Mt tn-61 64
16 4 ooo-5 000 6x190 kt (MIRV) tn-70 96
16 6 000 6x150 kt (MIRV) tn-71 96

15-30
100

30-50 1 450 1x20 kt
75-100 2 600 1x1-3 Mt

*10 4 800-7 000 1x1-3 Mt
cl0 13 000 1x4-S Mt

1 650 lxbomb I20 kt-3 Mt) 15-30
5 900 l-3xbomb (20 kt-3 Mt) 100-130

JO-SO
75-100

-10
JlO

a/ All data on United Statee strategic  force8 from SIPRI Yoarbook 1989, p. 12.

Y ThOmaB 8. Cochren  e t  a l . ,  eda., Nuclear  Weapons  Databook  Vo l .  I  I United  Stetee
Nuclear Forces and Capabilit~Cacbridge~alllnger,  1984, pp. 41-79, The variants aleo
differ In the types of PALE.

c/ The “numbers in eervice” refers to the total number of aircraft with nuclear
capability in the United States arsenal, The range rePera to the minimum and maximum range
for this group of  aircraft .

dJ Thle number is the total number of nuclear-capable carrier aircraft in the United
States Navy.

g BIPRI  Yearbook 1969,  p.  13, Cochran op.  c i t . , United State8 Nuclear Porcee,
pp. 205-210,  213-223 and 232.

I/ Data erom soviet officlel eubmleslon  to the etudy and SIPRI Yearbook 1989, p. 14.

91 Data on Blackjack from Institute for Defence  and Dioarmement  Studios (IDDS),  Arms
Control Rewrter 1989, Brookllne, IDDS, 1969, p. 611.E.l. Other data from SIPRI Yearbook

!I/ Data  on theatre forceb from SfPRI  Yearbook 1989, pp. 16 and 17.

i/ British data from BIPRI Yearbook 1969, p. 18.

;1/  SIPRI  Yearbook 1989, p. 19.

!v m. * p* 2 0 .
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